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NO BEARS by Jafar Panahi has received the Special Jury Prize at Venice 
Film Festival, the Silver Mirror at  Oslo Films of the South, the Precious 
Gem Award at the Miami Film Festival, the Special Award at New York 

Film Critics Circle and the Cinematic Award at Chicago Film Festival.   
The film has also received outstanding reviews following its premiere!  

  

"A complex work of novelistic density, this is among the boldest and most accomplished 
statements from one of the world s exemplar  filmmakers No Bears couldn t be more 

powerful as a statement of ethical seriousness, tenacity and defiance towards the bears, real 
or imaginary, of fear..."  
- Screen International -  

 
"When the definitive book on dissident filmmaking is written, it will have at least several 

chapters and a length  appendix dedicated to Iran s Jafar Panahi inventive 
illuminating autofiction builds to a tragic new twist." 

- Variety -  
 

"Jafar Panahi is a humanist, fascinated and forgiving of the world. He has, moreover, 
the instincts of an entertainer. The string of films he has made in the 12 years since he had his 

hands tied are sharply perceptive, but funny  
Which doesn t mean that we should not be angr  on his behalf  He s in jail  

That really is a crime." 
- Deadline - 

 
"This artful telling of parallel narratives that intersect with Panahi facing the cost to himself 
and others of making films under an oppressive regime  completed before the director s 

https://www.celluloid-dreams.com/uploads/pressdownloads/Press-Break-NO-BEARS_-Trades-Review.pdf
https://variety.com/2022/film/reviews/no-bears-review-1235365895/
https://deadline.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-venice-film-festival-1235112776/


latest legal troubles  would be a forceful statement even without the limits imposed on his 
freedom....The one remaining certainty is that Panahi is among the world s great filmmakers 

refusing to be silenced by authoritarian rule." 
- Hollywood Reporter -  

 
“Don t miss “No Bears,” a haunting, sorrowful story about being and belonging, place and 

displacement Here  borders are at once imagined and terrif ingl  real Bu ing a festival 
ticket isn t a form of political protest  et supporting art can be a soulful  mind-expanding 

human endeavor and an expression of hope  and, in this case, a gesture of solidarity  and it 
would be gratif ing if each of the remaining screenings of No Bears  were to sell out . 

- New York Times (Manohla Dargis) –  

 

"The film is not a simple cry for artistic freedom. As in his other films, Panahi portrays himself 
as a stumbling avuncular figure who inadvertently causes harm. His artistic mission has 

consequences that ripple outwards, disrupting the lives of others as well as his own. Given 
Panahi s own real-life suffering and repression, it is a testament to his integrity as an 

artist that he looks so critically at himself and so empathetically at those who are indifferent 
to, or might even support, his imprisonment. The final shot is a heroic acceptance of 

responsibility and a refusal to flee, made all the more poignant b  the director s subsequent 
real-life incarceration with a sentence of six years". 

- Sight and Sound – 

 
"Lovingly-crafted autofiction b passes the overbearing melancholia once again tapping into 
the welcome use of humour... Life, as they say, goes on, and No Bears observes people toiling 
away at existing while Panahi wrestles with the existential, this juxtaposition providing the 

cleverly timed comic relief that aids his witty social commentary." 
- Little White Lies - 

 
""The Iranian auteur crafts what might be his most powerful work yet in exil...Even a 

filmmaker, hounded and deprived, can make startlingly incisive art. Even a political prisoner 
cut off from it all can make his voice heard all around the world"." 

- The Wrap – 

Jafar Panahi is one of those critics who has firmly stood by his convictions and paid a heavy 
price throughout his career. As a filmmaker and a political activist, he has clearly shown that 
he is not afraid of the bears that don t exist  In fact  his unwavering will has never been more 
visibly on display than now that he is confined again to a prison cell detached from the world 

as the world is celebrating his art, and his courage. 

 - Indiewire – 
 

Every new Jafar Panahi movie feels like a small miracle... This may be his best and most 
defiant work from this period  It s also the most poignant   

- CNN – 
 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/no-bears-jafar-panahi-venice-1235215440/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/05/movies/new-york-film-festival-highlights.html
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred
https://lwlies.com/festivals/no-bears-venice-film-festival-review/
https://www.thewrap.com/no-bears-film-review-jafar-panahi-2022-khers-nist/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/jamsheed-akrami-honors-detained-no-bears-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-1234760157/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/23/entertainment/athena-saloum-no-bears-anywhere-but-hollywood-september-2022/index.html


 

"Saw and loved: Iranian director Jafar Panahi s No Bears is a deceptivel  simple stor  that 
speaks to a range of issues, attitudes, and behaviours that apply not just to his country, but 

globally".  
- Original Cin (Karen Gordon) -  

 
"Simple but militantly engrossing ‘No Bears  comes to grips with the thin line between art and 

reality" 
- The Film Verdict –  

 

"A masterpiece" 

- Rollingstones –  

 

“A work of astonishment!” 

- RogerEbert.com -   

 
 

 

  

 

https://www.original-cin.ca/posts/2022/9/16/thats-a-wrap-what-we-loved-and-loathed-at-tiff-22
https://thefilmverdict.com/no-bears/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ET9JtKgN3AA
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Dec 22nd 2022, The York Times N  Bea  Re ie  A Fil  Tha  C i i e  I elf  
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/22/movies/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi.html 

Dec 21st 2022, Rollingstones  N  Bea  I  a F  A g  W k f Protest Art  and a 
Masterpiece  
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/no-bears-movie-review-jafar-panahi-
iran- protest-1234645024 
 
Oct 22nd 2022, The New Yorker  T  P ai  f he P e  a d Menace of Image-Making, at the 
Ne  Y k Fil  Fe i al  
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/two-portraits-of-the-power-and-menace-of-
image-making-at-the-new-york-film-festival#  
 
Dec 16th 2022, NewYorker, Review 
https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/movies/no-bears 
 
Dec 21st  Jafa  Pa ahi  I ge i  T agic N  Bea  I  a F ali  T i h  
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/jafar-panahis-ingenious-tragic-no-bears-is-a- 
formalist-triumph 
 
Oct 13th 2022, The New York Review of Books  We k  ha  Tha  Like   
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2022/11/03/we-know-what-thats-like-no-bears-jafar-panahi/ 
 
Dec 23rd 2022, RogerEbert.com  Re ie  
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/no-bears-movie-review-2022 
 
Oct 9th 2022  R ge Ebe c  NYFF  N  Bea  R M N  All he Bea  a d he Bl d hed  
https://www.rogerebert.com/festivals/nyff-2022-no-bears-rmn-all-the-beauty-and-the-bloodshed  
 
Dec 23rd 2022, The Playlist  N  Bea  Re ie  Jafa  Pa ahi  Nif  Me a E e ci e Pack  
An Emotional Punch  
https://theplaylist.net/no-bears-review-jafar-panahis-nifty-meta-exercise-packs-an-emotional-
punch- 20221223/ 
 
Sept 12th 2022, The Fil  S age  N  Bea  IS A C b Y  E h ia - ESQUE ACT OF DEFIANCE BY 
JAFAR PANAHI  
https://thefilmstage.com/tiff-review-no-bears-is-a-curb-your-enthusiasm-esque-act-of-defiance-
by-jafar-panahi/  
 
Oct 10th 2022, Filmuforia, 3 star review  
https://filmuforia.com/no-bears-2022/ 
 
Oct 14th 2022, The Film Comment Letter  The C  a  P i  
https://e.wordfly.com/view?sid=NTU1XzE5MDcyXzE1NjgzNV82OTA5&l=  
 
Oct 19th 2022, Unseen Films, No Bears NYFF 2022  
http://www.unseenfilms.net/2022/10/no-bears-2022-nyff-2022.html  
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https://theplaylist.net/no-bears-review-jafar-panahis-nifty-meta-exercise-packs-an-emotional-punch-%2020221223/
https://theplaylist.net/no-bears-review-jafar-panahis-nifty-meta-exercise-packs-an-emotional-punch-%2020221223/
https://thefilmstage.com/tiff-review-no-bears-is-a-curb-your-enthusiasm-esque-act-of-defiance-by-jafar-panahi/
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https://filmuforia.com/no-bears-2022/
https://e.wordfly.com/view?sid=NTU1XzE5MDcyXzE1NjgzNV82OTA5&l=


 
Nov 08th 2022, Film Freak Central, 4 out of 4 Stars 
https://www.filmfreakcentral.net/ffc/2022/11/sdaff-22-no-bears.html  
 
Nov 17th 2022, In Review Online, Review 
https://inreviewonline.com/2022/11/17/sdaff-2022-2/ 
 
Dec 19th 2022,  Truthdig  The Di ide  Ca e a  
https://www.truthdig.com/articles/the-dissidents-camera/ 
 
Dec 21st 2022, The New York Sun  Defying the Islamic Republic, Jafar Panahi Keeps His Cameras 
Rolling  
https://www.nysun.com/article/defying-the-islamic-republic-jafar-panahi-keeps-his-cameras-rolling 
 
Dec 12th 2022, Paste Magazine, Review No Bears Confronts the Dystopian Construct of Borders  
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/no-bears-review/ 
 
Dec 23rd 2022. Geek Vibes Nation  Jafar Pa ahi  La e  Me afic i al D a a I  A he  
Miraculous Feat   
https://geekvibesnation.com/no-bears-review/ 
 
Dec 23rd 2022, 2Time Iranian Drama No Bears Shows an Artist Fighting Despair In the Face of 
Tyranny  
https://time.com/6242496/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi/ 
 
Dec 26th 2022, disappointmentmedia  A Defiant, Experimental Look At Filmmaking In Iran  
https://www.disappointmentmedia.com/reviews/no-bears-a-defiant-experimental-look-at- 
filmmaking-in-iran  
 
Jan 6th 2023, Village Voice  Jafa  Pa ahi  N  Bea  C i e  hi  Ci e a f Defia ce  
https://www.villagevoice.com/2023/01/06/jafar-panahis-no-bears-continues-his-cinema-of-
defiance/  
 
Jan 6th 2023, N+1, An Entire Society Exists Within Me  
https://www.nplusonemag.com/online-only/film-review/an-entire-society-exists-within-
me/  
  

PRESS BREAKS & INTERVIEW 

Sept 28th 2022, The Film Stage 15 FILMS TO SEE AT THE 60TH NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL  
https://thefilmstage.com/15-films-to-see-at-the-60th-new-york-film-festival/ 
 
Oct 5th 2022, The New York Times In 60th Year, New York Film Festival Stays True to ItsMission  
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/05/movies/new-york-film-festival-highlights.html  
 
Oct 10th 2022, IndieWire, Jafar Panahi Shares statement from Prison at NYFF  
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/jafar-panahi-statement-nyff-no-bears-screening-
1234771038/ 
 

https://inreviewonline.com/2022/11/17/sdaff-2022-2/
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https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/jafar-panahi-statement-nyff-no-bears-screening-1234771038/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/jafar-panahi-statement-nyff-no-bears-screening-1234771038/


Oct 18th 2022, Book and Film Globe Inspiration and Disappointment At The NewYork Film 
Festival  
https://bookandfilmglobe.com/film/challenges-at-the-new-york-film-festival/ 
  
Oct 26th 2022, The Berkshire Edge  Reflections on the 60th annual New York Film Festival  
https://theberkshireedge.com/just-in-car-crash-on-route-7-in-sheffield-kills-three 
 
Nov 1st 2022, Los Angeles Times  N  Bea  Walk U  a d he  ie   ee a  AFI Fe  
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-11-01/no-bears-walk-up-and-
other-movies-to-see-at-afi-fest  
 
Nov 4th 2022, IndieWire Jafar Panahi Shares Audio from Prison Upon Accepting Miami Film Fest 
Award  
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-
festival- 1234779436/ 
 
Nov 4th 2022, Variety Jafa  Pa ahi H ed Wi h P eci  Ge  A a d F  Mia i Fil  Fe i al 
GEMS  Fil  Ne  i  B ief  
https://variety.com/2022/artisans/news/film-news-in-brief-oct-31-1235418320/ 
 
Dec 23rd 2022, Time I  N  Bea  I a ia  Ci e a a d Reali  A e I deci he able  (interview if 
Mina Kavani) 
https://time.com/6243337/no-bears-iran-interview/ 
 
Dec 1st 2022, Associated Press An Iranian masterwork opens with its director behind bars  
(interview of Mina Kavani) 
https://apnews.com/article/jafar-panahi-iran-director-49e852d9c4478fe0e3ca7dfa6718c3a8 
 
Jan 5th 2022, The Film Comment Podcast, The Film Comment Podcast: Mina Kavani on Jafar 
Pa ahi  N  Bea  (interview of Mina Kavani) 
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no- 
bears/ 

 

BEST OF LISTS FROM THE US 

LA TIMES: “The Best Movies of 2022 and Where to Find Them” Justin Chang, NO BEARS #1  
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-
and-where-to-find-them 

NEW YORK TIMES: “Best Movies of 2022”  Manohla Dargis, A.O. Scott, #4 NO 
BEARS  https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/06/movies/best-movies-2022.html 

NEW YORK TIMES:  “And the 2022 Oscar Nominees Should Be…”  NO BEARS: BEST PICTURE: A.O. 
Scott and Manohla Dargis agreed, BEST DIRECTOR:  Scott and Dargis agreed, BEST ACTOR:  “yes” 
from Dargis, BEST SCREENPLAY: “yes” from Dargis 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html 

NEW YORK MAGAZINE/VULTURE: “The Best Movies of 2022”, NO BEARS named by both Vulture 
critics, Alison Willmore ranked NO BEARS #1  https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-
2022.html 

https://bookandfilmglobe.com/film/challenges-at-the-new-york-film-festival/
https://theberkshireedge.com/just-in-car-crash-on-route-7-in-sheffield-kills-three
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-11-01/no-bears-walk-up-and-other-movies-to-see-at-afi-fest
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-11-01/no-bears-walk-up-and-other-movies-to-see-at-afi-fest
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-festival-%201234779436/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-festival-%201234779436/
https://variety.com/2022/artisans/news/film-news-in-brief-oct-31-1235418320/
https://time.com/6243337/no-bears-iran-interview/
https://apnews.com/article/jafar-panahi-iran-director-49e852d9c4478fe0e3ca7dfa6718c3a8
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no-%20bears/
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no-%20bears/
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/06/movies/best-movies-2022.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html
https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-2022.html
https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-2022.html


ROGER EBERT: “The Ten Best Films of 2022” NO BEARS #   
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-ten-best-films-of-2022 

ROGER EBERT: The Individual Top Tens of 2022:  https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-
individual-top-tens-of-2022  NO BEARS:  Simon Abrams:  NO BEARS #4, Godfrey Cheshire: NO BEARS  
#3, Isaac Feldberg: NO BEARS #6, Glenn Kenny: NO BEARS (no order indicated), Tomris Laffly: NO 
BEARS (no order indicated), Sheila O’Mally NO BEARS (no order indicated)   

ROLLING STONE:  “22 Best Movies of 2022” NO BEARS #5 https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-
movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/hit-the-road-1234636265/ 

NEW YORKER: “The Best Movies of 2022”  NO BEARS #4   https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-
front-row/the-best-movies-of-2022 

INDIEWIRE: “2022 Critics Poll: The Best Films and Performances, According to 165 Critics from 
Around the World”, Best International Film, NO BEARS #5 
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/best-movies-2022-critics-survey-polls-performances-
1234790612/ 
 
DAILY BEAST:  “Best Movies of 2022” NO BEARS #6: https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-
movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin 

THE WRAP:  “They Coulda Been Contenders” list of 3 international films that should have been in 
Best International Film category at Oscars, from The Wrap: 
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:7d0112b5-735f-475a-82ab-
5d301d34863f 

THE WRAP:  “10 Best Films 2022 from EO to RRR”, NO BEARS #4 with HIT THE ROAD: 
https://www.thewrap.com/top-10-best-films-of-2022/ 
 
WIRED:  “The Best Movies You Missed in 2022 and Where to Find Them”   
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-you-missed-2022/ 
 

VOX : “The 25 Best Films of 2022:  NO BEARS is #3 of 25 
https://www.vox.com/culture/23484805/best-movies-2022-streaming-theaters 

THE FILM STAGE: ”12 Films To See in December”, NO BEARS #3  https://thefilmstage.com/12-films-
to-see-in-december-2022/   

THE FILM STAGE:  “The Best Performances of 2022”  Jafar Panahi, NO BEARS, Honorable Mention 
https://thefilmstage.com/the-best-performances-of-2022/ 

SLANT MAGAZINE: “The 25 Best films of 2022”  NO BEARS 
#20  https://www.slantmagazine.com/features/the-25-best-films-of-2022/ 

GQ: “The Best Movies of 2022”   
https://www.gq.com/story/best-movies-2022 

PASTE MAGAZINE :  “The 25 Best International Movies 2022”  NO BEARS #23  
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-international-movies-2022/  
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https://www.slantmagazine.com/features/the-25-best-films-of-2022/
https://www.gq.com/story/best-movies-2022
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-international-movies-2022/


 
PASTE MAGAZINE:  “Best 50 Films of 2022”: #50 NO BEARS 
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-2022/ 
 
HYPERALLERGENIC:  “Top 10 Films of 2022”  #1 NO BEARS 
https://hyperallergic.com/790736/top-10-films-of-2022/ 
 
ASSOCIATED PRESS (AP), “AP’s Best Films of 2022”, Jake Coyle named NO BEARS #6 
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-
c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3 

VARIETY: Directors’ Best Films 2022:  Laura Poitras on NO BEARS  https://variety.com/lists/directors-
best-films-2022-wes-anderson-guillermo-del-toro-white-noise-elvis/ 

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER:  “The Best Films of 2022” David Romney gives NO BEARS an honorable 
mention.  https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-
1235279897/ 

TY BURR’S WATCHLIST:  The 20 Best Movies of 2022:  https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-
20-best-movies-of-2022 

COMMERCIAL APPEAL:  “The Best Movies of 2022:  Here Are John Belfuss’ Picks, From ‘NOPE’ To 
‘FABELMANS’”: https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-
movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/ 
 

 

 

https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-2022/
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-1235279897/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-1235279897/
https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-20-best-movies-of-2022
https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-20-best-movies-of-2022
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/


 

 

QUOTES 

  



 

NO BEARS by Jafar Panahi has received the Special Jury Prize at Venice 
Film Festival, the Silver Mirror at  Oslo Films of the South, the Precious 
Gem Award at the Miami Film Festival, the Special Award at New York 

Film Critics Circle and the Cinematic Award at Chicago Film Festival.   
The film has also received outstanding reviews following its premiere!  

  

"A complex work of novelistic density, this is among the boldest and most accomplished 
statements from one of the world s exemplar  filmmakers No Bears couldn t be more 

powerful as a statement of ethical seriousness, tenacity and defiance towards the bears, real 
or imaginary, of fear..."  
- Screen International -  

 
"When the definitive book on dissident filmmaking is written, it will have at least several 

chapters and a length  appendix dedicated to Iran s Jafar Panahi inventive 
illuminating autofiction builds to a tragic new twist." 

- Variety -  
 

"Jafar Panahi is a humanist, fascinated and forgiving of the world. He has, moreover, 
the instincts of an entertainer. The string of films he has made in the 12 years since he had his 

hands tied are sharply perceptive, but funny  
Which doesn t mean that we should not be angr  on his behalf  He s in jail  

That really is a crime." 
- Deadline - 

 
"This artful telling of parallel narratives that intersect with Panahi facing the cost to himself 
and others of making films under an oppressive regime  completed before the director s 

https://www.celluloid-dreams.com/uploads/pressdownloads/Press-Break-NO-BEARS_-Trades-Review.pdf
https://variety.com/2022/film/reviews/no-bears-review-1235365895/
https://deadline.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-venice-film-festival-1235112776/


latest legal troubles  would be a forceful statement even without the limits imposed on his 
freedom....The one remaining certainty is that Panahi is among the world s great filmmakers 

refusing to be silenced by authoritarian rule." 
- Hollywood Reporter -  

 
“Don t miss “No Bears,” a haunting, sorrowful story about being and belonging, place and 

displacement Here  borders are at once imagined and terrif ingl  real Bu ing a festival 
ticket isn t a form of political protest  et supporting art can be a soulful  mind-expanding 

human endeavor and an expression of hope  and, in this case, a gesture of solidarity  and it 
would be gratif ing if each of the remaining screenings of No Bears  were to sell out . 

- New York Times (Manohla Dargis) –  

 

"The film is not a simple cry for artistic freedom. As in his other films, Panahi portrays himself 
as a stumbling avuncular figure who inadvertently causes harm. His artistic mission has 

consequences that ripple outwards, disrupting the lives of others as well as his own. Given 
Panahi s own real-life suffering and repression, it is a testament to his integrity as an 

artist that he looks so critically at himself and so empathetically at those who are indifferent 
to, or might even support, his imprisonment. The final shot is a heroic acceptance of 

responsibility and a refusal to flee, made all the more poignant b  the director s subsequent 
real-life incarceration with a sentence of six years". 

- Sight and Sound – 

 
"Lovingly-crafted autofiction b passes the overbearing melancholia once again tapping into 
the welcome use of humour... Life, as they say, goes on, and No Bears observes people toiling 
away at existing while Panahi wrestles with the existential, this juxtaposition providing the 

cleverly timed comic relief that aids his witty social commentary." 
- Little White Lies - 

 
""The Iranian auteur crafts what might be his most powerful work yet in exil...Even a 

filmmaker, hounded and deprived, can make startlingly incisive art. Even a political prisoner 
cut off from it all can make his voice heard all around the world"." 

- The Wrap – 

Jafar Panahi is one of those critics who has firmly stood by his convictions and paid a heavy 
price throughout his career. As a filmmaker and a political activist, he has clearly shown that 
he is not afraid of the bears that don t exist  In fact  his unwavering will has never been more 
visibly on display than now that he is confined again to a prison cell detached from the world 

as the world is celebrating his art, and his courage. 

 - Indiewire – 
 

Every new Jafar Panahi movie feels like a small miracle... This may be his best and most 
defiant work from this period  It s also the most poignant   

- CNN – 
 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/no-bears-jafar-panahi-venice-1235215440/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/05/movies/new-york-film-festival-highlights.html
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred
https://lwlies.com/festivals/no-bears-venice-film-festival-review/
https://www.thewrap.com/no-bears-film-review-jafar-panahi-2022-khers-nist/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/jamsheed-akrami-honors-detained-no-bears-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-1234760157/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/23/entertainment/athena-saloum-no-bears-anywhere-but-hollywood-september-2022/index.html


 

"Saw and loved: Iranian director Jafar Panahi s No Bears is a deceptivel  simple stor  that 
speaks to a range of issues, attitudes, and behaviours that apply not just to his country, but 

globally".  
- Original Cin (Karen Gordon) -  

 
"Simple but militantly engrossing ‘No Bears  comes to grips with the thin line between art and 

reality" 
- The Film Verdict –  

 

"A masterpiece" 

- Rollingstones –  

 

“A work of astonishment!” 

- RogerEbert.com -   

 
 

 

  

 

https://www.original-cin.ca/posts/2022/9/16/thats-a-wrap-what-we-loved-and-loathed-at-tiff-22
https://thefilmverdict.com/no-bears/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ET9JtKgN3AA


 

 

  

REVIEWS  

  



The New York Times 
December 21, 2022 
Positive Revie  NYT Critic s Pick 
By A.O. Scott 
  
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/22/movies/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi.html 
  

 

 

N  Bea  Re e : A F  T a  C e  
I e f 
The latest feature from Jafar Panahi, who is currently imprisoned in Iran, explores 
the subversive power and the ethical limitations of filmmaking. 

 

The Iranian director Jafar Panahi in N  Bea ,  which he filmed in secret earlier this 
year.Credit...Film Forum/Janus Films 

By A.O. Scott 

Dec. 22, 2022 

 

W  a e a e? W  a c  e? A  ba a  a  e e e  a e, e e a  
e . T e d   f ded  a e  a  a  e e f a  a ead  

there can feel paralyzing; adding something new can seem like the very definition of 
absurdity. Sentimentality about the power of cinema  to raise awareness, expand 
empathy, confront the truth, change the world  mirrors a cynicism that insists on 
c e a  a ty. 

I   a e! T a  a  e f N  Bea  a  f a  e e, b  e e a  be  
living filmmaker who has considered the practical and philosophical implications of 
the art form  the work of shooting and cutting; the pleasure and anxiety of watching 

 as rigorously or as insightfully as the Iranian director Jafar Panahi. 

He ca  be acc ed f a  e  ,  f a  e f  e . He a  
continued to practice his craft, conscientiously and playfully, at the risk of his 
comfort, his freedom and possibly his life. When in 2010 the Iranian government 
ba ed  f  d ec , e a e ed  This Is Not a Film,  a feature-length 

de  d a   a   a  P e a d ec ca   d ec ed  a  a . 

In the years since, he has continued in that vein of clandestine metacinema, playing 
e f (  Closed Curtain  a d Taxi ) e  as a heroic auteur than as a curious, 

gentle, sometimes foolish middle-a ed fa  a   ca  b ea  e ab  f 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/22/movies/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi.html
https://www.nytimes.com/by/a-o--scott
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/29/movies/hes-jafar-panahi-but-this-is-not-a-film.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/09/movies/closed-curtain-by-the-iranian-dissident-jafar-panahi.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/02/movies/review-in-taxi-a-filmmaker-pushes-against-iranian-censorship-from-behind-the-wheel.html


turning life into film (or, to be precise, digital video). His movies are personal and 
also political, as he aims his quizzical gaze at the petty hypocrisies and large injustices 
of modern Iran, as well as at the paradoxes of his own creative practice. 

N   af e  N  Bea  a  c e ed  it was filmed in secret earlier this year  
Panahi was sentenced in Iran to six years in prison. In the months since, mass 
protests challenging the authority of the Islamic Republic have swept across the 
country and have been answered with brutal repression. 

T e e d e  e c  add e  e e   a  e  b c a e ; I a a  
filmmakers tend to deal with potentially controversial issues obliquely, walking the 
line between realism and fable and trusting audiences to understand the implications 
of their stories, subtle messages that censors might overlook. Panahi pioneered this 
approach in the early 2000s  while also testing its limits  confronting misogyny 
a d c a  e a   f  e The Circle,  Crimson Gold  a d Offside.  S ce 
the ban, as his work has reflected his own predicament, he has found new ways to 
combine social criticism with self-criticism. 

N  Bea  f d  Pa a  (a a  a  e f) cc  e ed   a a e 
near the Turkish border, far from his home in Tehran. In a small city in Turkey not 
far from the village, a film is being shot under his direction  one apparently based 
on the real-life story of two Iranian exiles, Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar 
Panjei), who hope to find asylum in France. Panahi supervises the production on his 
laptop and his cellphone when he has a signal, whic   f e . H  a a  
director, Reza (Reza Heydari), tries to convince Panahi to visit the set, perhaps with 
the help of the smugglers and human traffickers who control the area. But the border 

 a e e d ec   c . 

Back in the village, he finds himself mixed up in a complicated feud involving a young 
couple (Amir Davari and Darya Alei) and a bitter romantic rival (Javad Siyahi). It is 
the belief of interested parties on both sides that a picture Panahi may or may not 
have taken will have some bearing on the case. The village chief (Naser Hashemi) gets 

ed, a  d e  Pa a  , a  c  fe  a ed G a ba  (Va d 
Mobaseri). 

Compared with the tense drama surrounding Zara and Bakhtiar, what happens to the 
filmmaker seems at first like comic relief  a fish-out-of-water caper about a big-city 
sophisticate snagged by rustic brambles. Everyone in the village is unstintingly, 

e a  e. G a ba  e e  fa   add e  Pa a  a  dea  ,  a d Pa a  
responds with fulsome gratitude, but mutual resentment simmers beneath their 

e ac , a d e a  f c e  a d defe e ce a  e  Pa a  dea  
 G a ba  e b  a e ea   ,  a d e e  e b  

of violence. 

I  e a hing away, except to say that when tragedy arrives  in and behind 
e ce e  f Za a a d Ba a  , a d  e e  f d f e f  c c ed 

reality  it feels both shocking and grimly inevitable. It also seems to be, partially 
and inadvertently b  a  a ab , e f a e  fa . 

A  e , Pa a   ed  e a e ea  ,  e e e  e ec ed 
 e f  ab   c  a . I   a e a  ceed   a sympathetic 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/12/world/middleeast/iran-protests-execution.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/09/26/movies/film-festival-review-the-taboos-and-panic-for-women-of-iran.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/16/movies/film-review-a-deliveryman-s-desperation-as-a-window-on-iran.html
https://archive.nytimes.com/query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage-9805E5D61430F930A15750C0A9619C8B63.html


e de  e    e b e  e  but rather one of many local traditions 
established to keep up appearances and rein in unruly behavior. Before making his 
statement, Panahi asks that the Quran be replaced by a video camera, which he 
believes will endow his words with unimpeachable credibility. 

But what if this show of faith  in visual evidence, in the documentary record, in the 
moral prestige of the moving image   e f a d f e ? T a  e 

c f ab e e  a  N  Bea  face , e a  c a e e    s own 
assumptions but also the piety of an audience eager to embrace the film as a gesture 
of resistance and to bless itself for recognizing the gesture. Panahi, whose courage 
and honesty are beyond doubt, has made a movie that calls those very qualities into 
question, a movie about its own ethical limits and aesthetic contradictions. 

Ma be a  ca  a e a e,  c a e a . S   b e   ? I  e ed 
 a  a  N  Bea  a e  a  e   b  e , b   d   d be 

to u de a e Pa a  acc e . 

The title refers to an encounter he has on the way to the swear room, a meeting with a 
stranger that seems like something out of a folk tale. The man cautions that there are 
dangerous bears lurking in the darkness, and la e  d e    a . O  
fea  e e  e ,  e a . N  Bea !  

T a  a d a , a d a ece a  be ef  a e  ca  d, b  a , a be, a 
consoling fiction. To insist that there are no bears may just be a polite way of 
acknowledging that the bears are us. 

No Bears 
Not rated. Running time: 1 hour 46 minutes. In theaters. 

 





 Rolling Stone 
December 22, 2022 
Positive Review 
By David Fear 
  
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/no-bears-movie-review-jafar-panahi-iran-
protest-1234645024 
  

 

 

N  Bea  I  a F , A g  W  f 
P e  A   a d a Ma e ece 
Iranian filmmaker and dissident Jafar Panahi turns a self-reflexive story of a filmmaker on 
trial into a flipped bird to the authorities 

BY DAVID FEAR 

DECEMBER 22, 2022 

 

Jafar Panahi (left) in 'No Bears.' CELLULOID DREAMS 

FOR MOST FILMMAKERS, picking up a camera is a form of expression. For Jafar Panahi, 
i  a  ac  f i ica  e i a ce. Ha i g bee  a e ed e e a  i e  (as recently as July of 

https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/no-bears-movie-review-jafar-panahi-iran-protest-1234645024
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/no-bears-movie-review-jafar-panahi-iran-protest-1234645024
https://www.rollingstone.com/author/david-fear/
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/no-bears-1234636283/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/20/movies/jafar-panahi-films.html


this year), prohibited from traveling and officially banned from filmmaking since 2010 by 
the Iranian government, the Tehran-based director has continued to find ways to shoot, edit 
and smuggle his movies out to the world. Before he became Cinematic Public Enemy No. 1 to 
the authorities, Panahi practiced the sort of poetic neo-realism that characterizes a lot of the 
a i  a h e i   there will be children, and sports, and allegories galore. Since 
he ba , he  bec e b h he e e a  a d he ag i  f i e-blurring excursions into 

self-reflexivity, running the gamut from witty to weary and doubling as examples of how to 
c ea e de  he  e i e ci c a ce . Rea , ha  e e d   ca  a fi  e 

ade, he  e  a ed  ake fi , he  ha  This Is Not a Film? 

Pa ahi   i ce a ge i g he e  ha  be ha  bee  e e ,  a  he ea , h gh i  fai  
to harshly judge the work of someone operating under such stifling limitations; the mere existence of 
these movies are miracles. Yet his latest, No Bears, d e  fee  ike i  ca e f  a  a i  ki g 
within strict parameters or hobbled by the mother of invention  i  a a e k b  i a  a  
standard. Once again, the di ec  a  Jafa  Pa ahi,  i e a i a -renowned filmmaker and 
partially fictional character. Once again, life bleeds into art, as the screen version of the auteur is 

i g  ake a ie i h  bei g ab e  ea e he c . I  hi  ca e, he  calling the literal 
shots on a set in Turkey, via a laptop connection that keeps going out. Had Panahi stayed in Tehran, 
he d be ab e  ea  he be efi  f dece  WiFi. B  he  de e i ed  be a  ea   ha  
happening as possible, which is how the famous filmmaker ends up in a tiny, rural village near the 
border between the two countries. 

S i , he cha ge f he ce e  i  e , a d Pa ahi ca  c ce a e  hi  k he  he   
ea chi g f  a ig a . The e  f he ace he  a i g a , a man named Ghanbar (Vahid 

Mobasheri), is slightly starstruck  marquee- a e ie ake  d  a  c e    and 
e d   hi  g e  eed . A eddi g i  bei g a ed, hich ha   e e e i  a fe i e d. 

While residents parade down to a riverbank for a footwashing ceremony for the soon-to-be-betrothed, 
Pa ahi ake  a fe  a h   he b i di g  f,  f kid  a d ce e . He e a i  
forgets that a man with a camera can be viewed as dangerous. 

Throughout the first half of No Bears, he fi ake  gi e  he i e i  ha  he  id i g i  e a-
playful mode, even when the film-within-the-film starts to mention real actors getting fake passports 
and staging scenes in which a foreigner suddenly finds himself in the middle of a mob. A clandestine 
meeting at the border late at night, right outside where smugglers (of humans and other things) ply 
their trade, slyly underlines a kinship  like them, Panahi is an outlaw, dealing in his own form of 
contraband. And his interactions with Ghanbar, as well as with an elderly woman who keeps giving 
him unsolicited folk remedies, play out like gentle comic banter. You keep waiting for them to go into 
a Farsi- a g age e i  f a Wh   fi ?  i e. 

The  Pa ahi e  he e hif , a d dde , he e  a  edge f h i i  ha  c ee  i  hi  a e f a 
b c ic b a  h ida . The ca  hi k ha  he di ec  k a ic e f a c e hi e ca a  
shutterbugging. Specifically, he may have captured the bride (Darya Alei) speaking to a man (Amir 
Da a i) h  i ed f  he  f  ea . Accide a , ef   Pa ahi  i e i  a e 
unimportant to them. The village elders, not to mention the angry groom, want proof. They demand to 
see the picture. The filmmaker shows them the photos on his camera; he took no such shot. The locals 

i  d  be ie e hi . The  a  hi   ake a  a h bef e G d, e  a g a di g adi i . Y  
d  eed  ea  i , Gha ba  e  hi . I  d e  e e  a e  whether you did take the shot or not. 
J  d  ha  he  a k, a d he  ea e  a e. Maybe. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/20/movies/jafar-panahi-films.html
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2012/mar/22/jafar-panahi-arrested-banned-iran
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/britney-spears-iranian-state-media-1234613310/
https://archive.nytimes.com/artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/21/cannes-q-and-a-the-loneliness-of-the-banned-filmmaker/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL4l_tyPC0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xs0yPRNjpNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6FahWs_ctg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgZy00svH08


 

Jafar Panahi in ‘No Bears’ CELLULOID DREAMS 

I  he e ha  No Bears drops the hammer, revealing the purpose of its title  there are not any man-
eating bears prowling the countryside, but it helps the elders to say there are, beca e  fea  
e e  he   and reminding you that one tale of death-by-a-thousand-cuts persecution can fill 
in for another. Images, whether they come in a single shot or are part of 24 flipping by per second, can 
liberate, enlighten, communicate. They can also indict, be used to turn artists into political prisoners 
and be manipulated to inflict harm. Even the actors in his ie jec   c f a i a : Y  

ake a ie ba ed   i e , b   d  c ide  h  hi  affec  us. 

Neither the real nor the fictional Panahi takes kindly to being strong-armed, which leads to actions 
being taken by the villagers themselves in regards to this situation. Irony and tragedy wait just around 
the corner. And as his real-life tribulations play out in miniature onscreen, you can feel a huge crack 
begi   ead h gh  hi  e ab a e  c c ed ha  f i . The e  an urgency and a 
currency to No Bears ha  i  e ide  e e  if  did  k  Pa ahi is currently serving a six-year 
e e ce f  d ci g a i-g e e  aga da,  both of which add a sting to its final act. You 
ea e fee i g ike e j  ee  a  e a di a  a e k d ced b  e f he e a  g ea e  

working auteurs, quickly followed by the sense of experiencing a sucker punch when you remember 
that he a  d i i g a a  f  he ce e f he c i e c ee  i  ab e  g  a he e ce ha  
screen fades to black.  

 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/


 

 

 
 

 
 

The New Yorker 

October 7, 2022 

Positively Included in Festival Dispatch 

By Richard Brody 

 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/two-portraits-of-the-power-and-menace-of-image- 
making-at-the-new-york-film-festival 

 
 
 

 

 

Two Portraits of the Power and 
Menace of Image-Making, at the 
New York Film Festival 
A pair of the strongest entries at this ea  festival spotlight brilliant artists 
at work: Jafar Panahi and Thelonious Monk. 

By Richard Brody 
 
 

 
 

N  Bea ,  by Jafar Panahi, dares to confront the political repression and ambience of fear 
ha  e ade I an, a  ell a  he c n  e e i e egime.Photograph courtesy Sideshow / Janus 

Films 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/two-portraits-of-the-power-and-menace-of-image-making-at-the-new-york-film-festival
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/two-portraits-of-the-power-and-menace-of-image-making-at-the-new-york-film-festival
https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/richard-brody


 

 

 

 

The films that the Iranian director Jafar Panahi has made since 2011 are 
exemplary works of personal cinema. He plays the lead role in all of them, as 
himself, and he often puts his own filmmaking practices on display in them. 
F  a   a ,  a  a    a  a: a   
arrest and conviction on political charges, in 2010, he was sentenced to a 
twenty-year ban on making films and giving interviews, and was also placed 
under house arrest. Nonetheless, Panahi continued to clandestinely make films 
(  a  This Is Not a Film,  Taxi,  a    Life ),  a  
within Iran to do so, and  among the best movies of the past decade. 
Pa a    a , N  B a  (  a   N  Y  F  
Festival on October 9th, 13th, and 14th), is fully their equal it even exceeds 
them in important ways. As of this writing, Panahi is in prison; after his 
conviction, he was also given a six-year prison sentence, which was 

b  . I  J    a , b       
completion and its première at the Venice Film Festival, Panahi was arrested, 
while protesting the arrest of two other filmmakers, Mohammad 
Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, and was ordered to serve his prison 

. N  B a  a     a  sion, the ambience of 
fear, that pervades Iran. It also lays bare the endemic social underpinnings of 
the  repressive regime. 

 
N  B a   a   a  a  , a   a   a  a   

religious dogma in particular, the part of it that subordinates women to the 
  . I  a  a  ab  a  a   a  ab a  - 

within-a-film and an even more elaborate drama involving its production. In 
N  B a ,  Ja a  ( a  b   ) a    a  a  a  

near the border with Turkey, because a small Turkish city just across the border 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/03/05/born-free
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/jafar-panahis-remarkable-taxi
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/the-year-of-the-everlasting-storm-presents-short-masterworks-of-pandemic-cinema
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  a     a  Ja a   . (I  neasily refer to the 
character as Jafar and the real-life filmmaker as Panahi, even if, of course, the 

  b  a    a   a  .) H  a   
there, but, rather, is directing remotely something that he could do as easily 
from his home in Tehran (even more easily, because in the city the Internet 

  ;   a ,  a a  b ). B   a   b  
near the action, even if he a  be a physical part of it. Jafar rents a room from 
a villager named Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri), whose elderly mother (Narjes 
Delaram) dotes on the filmmaker, and he takes an interest in the life of the 
village, photographing its residents. 

T  a a  a a b    a , a  Ja a    
himself in the middle of it. A rumor that he may have photographed an illicit 
couple sparks a major brouhaha, in which local tradition, political authority, 
and religious practice intertwine to cast suspicion on Jafar and to give rise to 
tense gatherings and extended negotiations of increasingly grave consequence 
to him, to the villagers, and, especially, to the young lovers at the center of the 

. M a ,  a  a a  a a a  a  a   b  
in Turkey, regarding the fictional film that Jafar is directing remotely; that film 
tells the story of a nearly middle-aged Iranian couple, Zara (Mina Kavani) and 
Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), who have long been living in Turkey as refugees 
while trying to find a way to get to Europe. In Ja a  , Za a   
voice to her life as an exile, citing her imprisonment and torture in Iran, even as 
such menaces loom over Jafar over Panahi and others who dare to oppose 
the regime and its policies. (Working near the border, Jafar weighs his options 

and comes under the additional suspicion of planning an escape.) Yet the 
drama that Jafar stages in Turkey spills over into the private lives of its lead 
a  a     a  a  . N  B a     a   
danger of images, which match the power and the danger posed by the 
authorities;  among Pa a  fiercest inspirations to lay bare the assumptions 
and superstitions of sexual control and male supremacy as the fundamental 
pillar of political repression. (Even the title contributes to the idea, with a bitter 
irony that emerges from deep in the action.) With his wry, tender, and nuanced 
view of village life, Panahi focusses on the confluence of tradition and 
authority to blur the line between oppressed and oppressors, and to offer  
beyond the drama at hand an overarching philosophical vision of tyrannical 
misrule. 

The French Senegalese director Alain Gomis also grapples with the power and 
menace of image- a   R  & P a  (O b  8 , 10th, and 12th), a 

a  ab   a   a a . G  a a  
display of behind-the-scenes decision-making is also a minor masterwork of 



 

 

historical investigation and is a fervent tribute to the subject of the 
documentary in question: the epochally great musician Thelonious Monk. 
Like many American jazz luminaries, Monk was far more celebrated in Europe 
than at home; in December, 1969, he was in Paris, at the end of a European 
concert tour, and was filmed for a French television documentary. Gomis was 
able to get hold of the footage and, by scrutinizing the outtakes, he 
reconstructed not only the practical processes that determined the finished 

 b  a   a  b  M  -camera experience and the 
intentions of the filmmakers in filming him. 

 
The strangeness of being followed by a camera crew was something that Monk 
was already somewhat accustomed to in 1967-68, the Blackwood brothers, 
Michael and Christian, made a remarkable two-part film about Monk, in 
New York and on tour in Europe. But most of the footage for the French 1969 
documentary was shot on a stage, at the piano, where Monk played solo (and 
brilliantly) and was interviewed by Henri Renaud. From the start of the section 

 M  a   a ,   a   a  
 a , a   a , Ma      .  T  a   

the difficulty that their decision will entail; if the  a   a    
a a ,     a ,    .  M   a  ( D    

a ,     a ), b    a     
deprives it of spontaneity and forces Monk to repeat his responses, uneasily, 
like an actor playing himself. 

The demands of this unexpected acting performance rise to levels of stress, 
even conflict, that appear to take Monk by surprise. He and Renaud, who was 
also a jazz pianist, had some history together in 1954, in New York, Renaud 
heard and befriended Monk and arranged for him to travel to Paris that year 
and perform there. (That trip resulted in a magnificent studio album of Monk 
playing solo, plus some live concert recordings with local musicians.) In the 
1969 documentary, Renaud asks Monk about whether his music seemed too 
a a - a   Pa a   a  1954 , a  M    
a  a  b a :  a   tour headliner, but his picture was on the 

  a a  a a . I   a  I a   a ,  M  a , 
a    a     , b  I a    , .  

Renaud at once asks the producer Bernard Lion to a  these remarks. 

But the subject of that tour comes up again, and Monk not only repeats his 
a  b     a , a ,  a  a , I a   

less money than a b .  Renaud looks dismayed and again tells the producer 
 a   a  a . M    a  a  a a ; R a  

coaxes him back and tries to get him to shut up and play the piano; Monk 
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  a    a  ab  a  1954 Pa  , R a   
want him to talk ab  , a  M , b , a , I   ,  ?  
R a  a   a  a : N , b    .  M   
shocked response, and the resignation with which he returns to play the part 

a  expected of him, is a distillation, in a single shot, of Black confrontations 
with genteel white supremacy and media obfuscation. The rest of the film is 
sparer in interviews and mainly features Monk playing solo, in gloriously 
inventive performances in which his percussive touch at the keyboard has the 
calm fury of an exorcism. ♦ 



Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
The New Yorker 
December 16, 2022 
Incl ded in Goings On Abo  To n  
By Richard Brody 
  
https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/movies/no-bears 
  

 

 

No Bears 

 
 

Photograph courtesy Sideshow / Janus Films 

The Iranian director Jafar Panahi who has been making movies 
clandestinely since 2010, when the regime banned him from 
filmmaking and from travelling abroad, after his arrest on political 
charges dramatizes his own absurd situation, and that of his 
country, in his new, metafictional feature, No Bears  (which 
opens Dec. 23 at Film Forum). Panahi plays a character with his 
name, a filmmaker from Tehran who temporarily moves to a remote 
village near the border with Turkey in order to tele-direct a movie 
about two Iranian exiles living in a nearby Turkish city. When the 
fic ionali ed Panahi eek  o doc men  he illage  li es, he gets 

https://www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/movies/no-bears


en angled in a o ng co le  b oken engagemen and is soon 
confronted by a jilted suitor, an angry mob, the local sheriff, and the 
religious authorities. Meanwhile, the character finds himself 
tempted by the proximity of the border. In portraying his fictional 
tribulations, Panahi exposes the underlying social pathologies that 
Iranians endure; he sees religion, tradition, domestic surveillance, 
and legal repression uniting to deny sexual freedom especially that 
of women. (In July, Panahi was arrested again and, as of this 
writing, remains imprisoned.) 

— Richard Brody 

 

https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/richard-brody


The New Yorker 
December 21, 2022 
Positive Review 
By Richard Brody 
  
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/jafar-panahis-ingenious-tragic-no-bears-is-a-
formalist-triumph 
  

 

 

Jafa  Pa ahi  I ge i , T agic 
N  Bea  I  a F a i  T i h 

In his latest film, the now jailed director captures the daily 
absurdities of Iranian lives ruled by surveillance and superstition. 

By Richard Brody 

 

In Jafar Pa ahi  N  Bea ,  he di ec  la  a e i  f hi elf, e i g he 
ab di ie  a d e  f dail  e i e ce i  I a  de  he egi e  
misrule.Photograph courtesy Sideshow and Janus Films 

Formalism gets a bum rap. No style carries intrinsic virtue, but 
formalism, at its best, is a powerful expression of political crisis, 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/jafar-panahis-ingenious-tragic-no-bears-is-a-formalist-triumph
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embodying realities too extreme for plain narration. In particular, the 
formalism of reflexive cinema, which exposes the artifices of fiction, 
seems made to call out the fabricat   a c   a -
managed public images. Soon after the 1979 Islamic Revolution, 
reflexive metafictions became a specialty of the Iranian cinema, led by 
the late Abbas Kiarostami and followed by his onetime assistant and 

 a c a  Ja a  Pa a . (I  Pa a  1997 , T  M ,  
a c d ac  d c a , I   ac  a ,  a d a   ad 
scarf off reflexi  d   c   c  a  a .) 

In recent years, Panahi has had even more radical kinds of reflexivity 
thrust upon him by the regime itself: in 2010, after his arrest on 
political charges, he was banned from making films, speaking to the 
press, and travelling outside the country. He was also given a six-year 
prison sentence, which was suspended, and he was instead put under 

 a . H  d d  a  ca d This Is Not a Film,  
made mostly in his Tehran apartment, in which he diagrams and 
d c b  a d  ac   a  a   d  b  ab   a  
with cast and crew. His movies since then have involved similar ruses. 
I  Taxi,   2015,  a   a  a cabd  a d b d   
action with passengers whom he records on what is ostensibly his 
security camera. (This July, amid an ongoing crackdown on 

a  a d  a , Pa a  a  a d a a ;  c  
incarcerated, sentenced to serve out his original six-year prison term.) 

Pa a  a  , N  B a ,  c  a d a   New York Film 
Festival in October and opens Friday at Film Forum, is his most 
daring, most intricate, and most defiant metafiction, and its very 
complexity is a crucial aspect of its political fury. The movie is 
composed of three main strands, each of which has its own component 
threads; in their particulars and taken together, they evoke the 
grinding difficulties of social life and the paranoid labyrinth of inner 
life d  a  . I  N  B a ,  Pa a  a  a 

a     a  (  ca   c a ac  Ja a ),  
has travelled from his home in Tehran to a village near the border with 
Turkey in order to direct a film. In depicting the absurd constraints 
that he himself faces, Panahi exposes the absurdities of daily existence 
in Iran and the pathologies that afflict the population as a result of its 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/postscript-abbas-kiarostami-1940-2016
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misrule. He also displays, with a scathing severity, the guilt and the 
complicity that he bears in making movies and enlisting the 
participation witting or unwitting, intended or incidental of others. 
He carries, however unjustly, the mark of dissidence and (political) 
crime, and this turns out to be as contagious as it is dangerous. 

Though Jafar, who faces legal troubles akin to those of the real-life 
Panahi, is making a movie, he may not technically be violating a ban 

 a , b ca  Ja a    a  d c . Ra ,  -
directing a crew and actors who are just over the border, in a Turkish 

. F     a   ,  a c , a I , 
on his laptop computer, the sc  a   b   (  d ), 
and he passes his comments along to his assistant, Reza (Reza 
Heydari), and to the actors, Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar 
(Bakhtiyar Panjeei), a couple. The pair are enacting a drama that is 
also purportedly the real, present-     . T  
Iranians who are living in exile in Turkey and trying to get hold of 
stolen passports in order to make their way safely to Europe, but the 
effort to procure the precious documents (and to film their 
procurement) puts their relationship to a severe test. 

Meanwhile, in the village where Jafar is staying, he gets involved in 
drama of his own or, rather, of his temporary neighbors. In his few 
days there, he gets curious about village life, with its elaborate and 
highly codified traditions, many of which have to do with marriages 
and their arrangements. He delegates his temporary landlord, a 
ditchdigger named Ghanbar (Vahid Mobasheri), to video-record a 

a a  c , a d,   a  ac ,  a  
 d . S ,  acc d  a  a  a c   a  

illicit couple a woman named Gozal (Darya Alei) and a man named 
Soldooz (Amir Davari) who want to marry despite her having been 
promised, at birth (yes, at birth), to another man, Yaghoub (Javad 
Siyahi). Yaghoub and his relatives demand the photo as proof of the 

c  a ; a  Ja a  d   c ,  d b  
the village chief (Naser Hashemi), confronted by an angry mob, and 
forced to swear to his story before the village elders. (Gozal fearfully 
begs Jafar not to disclose any such photo, and Yaghoub is preparing to 
take matters violently into his own hands. 



T  d a d   a d a   c d  Ja a   a  
. H  d b  R a,  b a  of a legitimate passport, who 

comes and goes freely between Iran and Turkey. Reza brings him a 
a d d  c a    a  a d d    a  

 ad  a   c   ca  ,  -so-
afar, the Turkish city whe  Ja a    b  d and 
where, with a single step across an invisible line, Jafar can defy his 
ban on international travel, enter Turkey, and, if he so chooses, live 
beyond the reach of the Iranian government. 

T  a ab          c c  
and in the realization of it. Panahi goes at his subjects with an 
irrepressible cinematic verve that extends from the story and the 
dialogue to the performances and the very presences of the actors. 
(Some are professionals, others are nonprofessionals recruited on 
location.) Yet for all the immediacy, the spontaneity, the vitality of the 
moment-to-moment experience, each moment also seems perched on 
the precipice of tragedy and that grim instability is built into the 

 . Ma      d a a c c  a   
scenes filmed with daringly little light, as in remote settings 

a d  b      Ja a  ca ,  c    
cell phone, or the full moon, or on desolate dirt roads lit only by 
headlights. Much is done in secret: important things are hard to see 
and the effort of discernment in high-stakes situations is crucial to the 
drama. Panahi relies on long takes without longueurs, many executed 
using pan shots that unite multiple fields of action and a varied array 
of characters in a single sweep, others featuring fixed-frame 
compositions in which the action is often multiplied by the presence 
of interested observers contemplating the dramatic events and 
extending them into an extra spatial and psychological dimension. 

The main observer is Jafar himself. The camera often assumes his 
point of view his troubling discoveries and piercing revelations. As 
an actor, Panahi delivers a performance that incarnates the weight of 

 c a ac  b a ;  a  c a d a ,  
when his voice flashes with indignation. Jafar is the Heisenbergian 
observer whose presence, with or without cameras, perturbs his 
surroundings and adds to the troubles of those around him. As he 



makes his way through the village, he unleashes a Pigpen-like 
d  c a , b ca  a   a  b ,  a  

any individuals, is the invisible net of unbearable surveillance in 
c   ca and which tightens with fear, in menacing 

c ,    da   b  d. 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  

The material particulars of that surveillance are filmed with a wise and 
wild discernment. Jafar is dissuaded from climbing to a roof for a cell-
phone signal,  b    .  G a ba ,  
landlord, turns the camera off when a female cousin of his is speaking, 

 a  a   c d  a  a bad d.  N a   b d ,  
a  R a a  Ja a     a  a  a c . A  he 

situation in the village deteriorates, owing to the illicit romance of 
which Jafar may or may not have photographic evidence, the national 
Revolutionary Guard makes threats and demands. Moreover, some 
villagers are caught in a fake economy dominated by smuggling and 
black marketeering, and this adds another layer of fear of discovery. 
A d c  a b  da  , Ja a  a c    a  
mirror while driving take on a Hitchcockian frenzy. (The story of the 
Turkish-based actors and couple Zara and Bakhtiar, in their emotional 
and spiritual limbo of exile, is held in the same grid of oppression and 
fear; Zara gives voice to a traumatic backstory of jail and torture, prior 
to exile.) 

T  d   I a  b  a c  a  
presented, in equal measure, as oppressive law and irrational tradition. 
O    a   b d       a 

 : T   a  b   a ;  a  
b   .  Ja a , a  , comes into conflict 
  a   ,  b   a  

sharpened attention to bear on them because of his own legal trouble. 
H    ca   a d  d d  b   c  c  

,  d d   Za a and Bakhtiar to travel under false 
pretenses. But, in his effort to bear witness, he himself becomes a 
tragic figure, implicated in the very web of surveillance that also 
targets him. The furious core of his tragic knowledge is that the main 
targets of oppressive religious rule, whether governmental or 



traditional, are women; the main purpose of enforced dogma is to 
deprive women of their autonomy, especially their sexual freedom. In 

 ac   c  ,  c  a , Ja a a , Pa a
stoic gaze takes on a blank bewilderment as he stares out to nowhere, 
in an absolute existential void. 
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This past July the Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi was imprisoned for protesting the jailing of Mohammad 
Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, two fellow directors who had been accused of inciting unrest by alleging, 
on social media, a connection between government corruption and the collapse of a ten-story building in 
southwest Iran that resulted in the deaths of at least forty-one people. Pa ahi  arrest in Teh a  notorious 
Evin prison, where he had gone to inquire about his colleagues, marked the latest phase in a campaign that 
the Iranian judiciary has been waging against him for over a decade. 
 
Panahi is one of I a  most controversial filmmakers, known for the depth and warmth of his 
characterization and his fearless critique of his c  regime. Convicted in 2010 of spreading 
antigovernment propaganda, he was imprisoned for two months and released only after going on a hunger 
strike and garnering the support of the international film community. He was then placed under house 
arrest and banned from making films, leaving the country, or giving interviews for a period of twenty years. 
He also received a six-year jail sentence that was suspended at the time but is now, the authorities claim, 
being enforced. 
 
It had taken a while for Panahi to run afoul of the state censors, who mistakenly believed that his early films, 
which are about children, were made for children, and therefore did  need to be taken seriously. His first 
two features, The White Balloon (1995) and The Mirror (1997), feature plucky little girls moving through 
Tehran; both films managed to placate the authorities while attracting fans outside Iran and winning 
prestigious film festival awards. In The White Balloon, cowritten with Abbas Kiarostami, seven-year-old 
Razieh, played by Aida Mohammadkhani, is fiercely determined to buy the pet goldfish he  fallen in love 
with. The Mirror follows Baharan played by Aida  younger sister, Mina as she attempts to make her own 
way home after her mother forgets to pick her up at school. 
 
Partway through The Mirror, the little girl, lost by now, is riding a city bus. From the e  section, she 
watches a band of musicians, overhears a woman telling fortunes, and listens to an elderly widow 
complaining about her unhappy life. When the bus reaches the end of the line, the girl realizes that she 
has gone in the wrong direction. A conductor questions her, and she not Baharan the character, but Mina 
the actress rips off the fake cast she has been wearing on her arm, sheds her headscarf, and announces 
that she d e  want to be in the film anymore: i  all a lie. She storms off the bus and sits, pouting, on the 
sidewalk at which point The Mirror veers from fiction into documentary. 
 
No one can persuade Mina to continue working, but when Panahi learns that her microphone is still on, he 
orders the crew to follow her. At first we assume that the camera is just obediently trailing her through the 
streets, but certain scenes make us wonder if what we are watching is improvised or scripted. Is it a lucky 
accident that Mina runs into the old woman who bemoaned, on the bus, the sorrows of widowhood? 
 
Mina tells her he  finished with the film. The fake cast made her look clumsy, the director made her cry, her 
friends will think he  a baby. She asks the old woman if Panahi made her say her lines too, and the old 
woman says she wishes they were lines. She was talking about her real life; a man had asked her to be in 
the film and simply tell the truth. Could cinema verité have followed Mina to a spot where she and an 
apparently nonprofessional actor would, between them, explicate Pa ahi  working method his blurring of 
the boundaries between invention and observation, professional and amateur, randomness and control?  
Pa ahi  b e i h he ce  bega  i h The Circle (2000). This harrowing look at the lives of Iranian 
women opens with a grandmother in a state of terror and grief because her daughter has given birth to a girl 
when the in-laws wanted a boy. The film was banned in Iran, as was Crimson Gold (2003), which includes a 
disturbing scene of soldiers arresting people for attending a dance party. Offside (2006) was made despite 
the fact that Panahi was denied permission to direct the film, which is about female soccer fans disguising 
themselves as male to attend a World Cup qualifying match because women are forbidden to attend sports 
events. These films seem even more timely, important, and brave in light of the current news from Iran, 
where protests have been erupting since mid-September, when a young woman, Mahsa Amini, was arrested 
for wearing her hijab incorrectly and died in police custody. 
 
This Is Not a Film (2011) which Panahi made while he was still under house arrest was shot partly on his cell 
phone within his shadowy apartment. We see him talking to his lawyer on the phone; watching TV; feeding his 
da gh e  pet iguana, Iggy; politely turning down invitations; and acting out a movie he wants to make about an 
isolated young woman. At one point he talks about Mi a  surprise defection on the set of The Mirror, as well as 
another instance of reality stepping in on the set of Crimson Gold. The hero of that film, a pizza delivery man 
played by a schizophrenic war veteran, is insulted in a jewelry store. Outside on the street, he leans against the 
wall. His eyes roll back in his head, and he seems to retreat so far into himself that we wonder (as Panahi did, 
apparently) if he will recover.  



 

 

When Panahi recalls these providential interventions, his face lights up. This Is Not a Film is the first of his 
features in which he appears as a main character, or in any case as his persona: genial, kindly, easily 
amused, remarkably easygoing an unlikely candidate for an enemy of the state. Since the ban he  played 
a central role in all his movies, which subtly or overtly acknowledge the dangers and particular challenges of 
trying to direct a film without going to jail. His contribution to The Year of the Everlasting Storm (2021), an 
anthology composed of seven international di ec  short films about Covid, is a gentler, more tender and 
loving update of This Is Not a Film. Panahi, the obvious choice to make a movie about home confinement, 
focuses on his elderly, hilariously opinionated mother, who arrives for a Covid-era visit in a full hazmat suit, 
and on the astonishing Iggy, once a medium-sized pet iguana, now looking more like a smallish dinosaur 
roaming and dominating the apartment. 
 
In Taxi (2015), the funniest, warmest, and most slyly devastating of Pa ahi  films, the confined setting has 
shifted from his apartment to the interior of a cab. The joke is that Panahi, unable to support himself as a 
director, is now driving a taxi in Tehran. Meanwhile, he is filming what happens using four cameras mounted 
around the inside of the vehicle. One passenger assumes that the camera on the dashboard is an antitheft 
device. By the end of the film, this casual assumption will have come to seem like a warning. 
 
In the taxi two strangers get into a passionate argument about capital punishment. A seriously wounded 
man tries to record a last will and testament making his wife his sole beneficiary, counter to Islamic law. A 
dealer i  c aba d DVD  f f eig  a d c a ic fi  ec g i e  Pa ahi, fig e   ha  he di ec  

a e ge  a e actors, and suggests that they work together, since Iranian cinephiles will buy more DVDs 
for a chance to meet the maestro. A pair of frantic older women, gingerly carrying two goldfish in a glass 
bowl, tell him that they will die if he d e  d i e he , b   a  he a e ,  a ac ed i g i  hich 
they need to dump the fish. The actors, professional and amateur, are so natural and persuasive that 
again i  often hard to tell where the script ends and improvisation begins. 
 
Taxi  most appealing passenger is yet another charismatic little girl. Pa ahi  fast-talking, feisty young niece, 
Hana, whom he picks up after school, starts off by berating her uncle for arriving in a taxi (what will her friends 
think?) and for being late. She could have been stranded like that girl in The Mirror. She  got a camera. She 
wants to make a film. 
Her teacher has given the class a set of rules for making a di ib ab e fi : No good guys wearing ties. 
No contact between men and women. Respect for the Islamic veil. No violence. Avoid political and 
economic issues. No sordid realism. Only the most positive vision of the Iranian people: If we notice 
anything problematic i  up to us to censure i .  
 
Panahi is delighted by the irony of a schoolgirl reading the rules to a filmmaker who has been jailed for 
breaking them. That irony deepens when he briefly leaves the car and Hana films, through the open 
window, a bride and groom posing for wedding photographs. As they drive off, a street kid pockets some 
money that the groom has dropped, a b e a ic  theft that, Hana fears, will make her film indistributable. 
She begs the boy to return the money, to allow he   de ic  ac ifice a d e f e e . B  ha  

b e a ic  f  he b poverty e ide  Ha a  a i ic ambitions. 
 
Throughout Taxi, Panahi seems happy to be out in the daylight, driving through a city he loves. But he e  a 
moment he  he k  dde  ea , a e , a d he a k  Ha a if he j  hea d e hi g. She ha , 
but his final passenger will explain what has put him on edge. 
 
Her arms full of roses (Hana calls her he flower ad  because she always brings flowers when she visits), 
Pa ahi  friend Nasrin Sotoudeh, a well-known and widely respected human rights lawyer, slips into the front 
ea . She  bee  disbarred for defending journalists and antigovernment activists, among them Nobel Peace 

Prize laureate Shirin Ebadi, and for representing women arrested for appearing in public without a hijab. But 
he  on her way to visit a client, Ghoncheh Ghavami, a political prisoner jailed for attending a volleyball 

game who has been on a hunger strike and has defied the a e  efforts to make her say that the strike is 
over. 
 
A hunger strike, Sotoudeh says, We know what ha  ike,  and with that remark the film turns from 
comedy into a more disconcerting political drama. Panahi tells her that, a few minutes ago, he thought he 
heard the voice of his prison interrogator. Sotoudeh says ha  common. Former prisoners often think they 
hear that voice: The  listen for i . I  the advantage of b i df d .  So much for the charming faux cab 
ride. In this brief conversation we learn that both the director and the lawyer have been prisoners, 
blindfolded, interrogated, perhaps tortured. 



 

 

 
When Taxi won the Golden Bear in Berlin in 2015, Hana Saeidi, by then eleven, wept uncontrollably as she 
accepted the award for her uncle, who was forbidden to travel. Concerned by the sudden darkening of the 
celebratory, even triumphant, mood, the h  producers hustled the Panahis into the wings and 
summoned all the e e i g  winners to assemble onstage. 
 
Pa ahi  new film, No Bears, is sadder and tougher than Taxi. I  also more ambitious, daring, and formally 
inventive. Most of it is set in a rural Iranian village near the Turkish border: in compliance with the 
government ban against making films in his own country, Panahi is shooting his new feature in Turkey
except that the ban against his leaving the country means that he ca  be on the set. So he  renting a little 
house in the village and directing from a distance on his laptop, at least when the spotty Wi-Fi functions. 
 
A crew member, Reza, asks a sensible question that may have already occurred to the viewer: As long as 
Panahi is ki g e e , h  did  he a  i  Teh a , he e he a  afe  a d he I e e  ece i  
was better? The director says he wants to be close to the production, but we already know ha  not the 
reason. The more plausible explanation is that by dividing the action between the ostensible ea i  of the 
Iranian village and the Turkish film set and the more obvious fiction of the film within a film, Panahi is able to 
multiply and complicate the ways in which reality and fiction can run parallel, be scrambled, and overlap. 
 
The opening scenes of No Bears make it clear that Pa ahi  real-life experience has left its mark. He  still 
bemused, determined, mostly cheerful, and calm, but the stresses and anxieties of having worked for so 
long in defiance of intense harassment and restrictions are visible on his face, in his mood, and in the 
ominous tone of the film. From the a  e i i  ha  hi g  a e ike   g  e , a d he e  ha d  a 

e  he  e d  e e e ki g danger. Ever since drought has wiped out the local farms, he 
ea , gg i g ac  he b de  i  he egi  principal source of income. The smugglers, the 
Revolutionary Guard, the villagers who are suspicious of strangers and at war with one another, the Turks 
who also hate outsiders and attack an Iranian actor everyone poses a different sort of threat. 
 
The border itself is a sinister presence. In one tense and revealing scene, Reza takes Panahi to a 
mountaintop from which he can see the lights of the city where his film is being shot. The e  a 
Mephistophelean gleam in the younger a  eyes when he tries to convince Panahi to leave Iran: How 
easy it would be to just walk across! Panahi asks where the border is, exactly. Reza says, Y e 
standing on it, e ac ,  and Panahi takes a few steps back. 
 
Though his neighbors are apparently hospitable his a d d  mother cooks him a delicious-looking meal - it 
d e  take long for their suspicions to surface. When Panahi lends his landlord, Ghanbar, a camera and 
asks him to film a traditional engagement ceremony, he hears, on the soundtrack, his neighbors gossiping 
about him. He might be a spy planning to cross the border illegally. He owns a showy, expensive car. He  on 
the computer all day long, talking to God knows whom. He seems to be trouble, and the b e  not worth 
it. 
 
 
The village has its own worry: an illicit affair. A local girl has fallen in love with someone other than the 

a  h  been chosen for her. Whe  a girl is b ,  an elder informs Panahi, he  umbilical cord is cut in 
the name of her future h ba d.  The villagers insist that Panahi has taken a photograph of the secret lovers 
and that it is needed to settle a feud between the families of the two rivals. Eventually Panahi learns that the 
couple is planning to run away, and i  no coincidence that the film being shot in Turkey also concerns two 
lovers attempting to leave the country in their case, with stolen passports. 
 
At night, on a hi  he e he e  a g Wi-Fi signal, Panahi tries to deal with the worsening crises on 
set. The actor playing the man trying to leave the country actually does want to leave the country, and the 
smugglers say he needs to go now. A critical scene falls apart when an actress pulls off the wig meant to 
facilitate her escape under an assumed identity and rants at the camera about not wanting to be part of a lie. 
It echoes what little Mina did during the filming of The Mirror, except that here the actress, Mina Kavani, is not 
actually stepping out of character but playing an actress stepping out of character as she shouts about having 
endured torture and prison and refusing to go into exile. 
 
Away from the camera, Panahi is still trying to defuse the i age  h i i . He g e   i i  he 
sheriff a shifty politician, cagey but not all that bright who informs his guest that his car has been 
attracting the wrong kind of attention. Their conversation seems so natural, the sheriff so unlike an 
actor, that again we have to remind ourselves that Panahi wrote the dialogue. The first time I watched 



 

 

the film I thought the scenes in the village might be at least partly a documentary gone seriously awry; 
it took a second viewing for me to see that Panahi was in charge, shaping his narrative more elegantly 
and pointedly than reality could have managed. Eventually we come to realize that the film is so 
intricately structured, so filled with persuasive and artful parallels and dramatic plot twists, and the tone 
of the dialogue so much like that of Pa ahi  earlier films, no one could sensibly conclude that these 
scenes are entirely unscripted or taken wholly from life. 
 
The controversy about the alleged photograph escalates until Panahi is summoned to appear in the i age  
Oath Room to swear that no such photo exists. By now we will have noted the suggestion that I a  problems
the harsh laws, the mistreatment of women, the cruel and senseless abuses of power not only are imposed 
from above by the government and the mullahs but are being echoed in the villages. As one local man says, Y  
know very well that villagers are different from city people. Town people have problems with authorities. We 
have problems with e i i .  The result looks much the same. 
 
O  hi  a   he Oa h R , Pa ahi i  acc ed b  a i age . The  ha e ea a d he  he  acc a  
him, the man suggests; the route is dangerous, because of the bears. In the teahouse, Pa ahi  new friend 
tells him what to do in the Oath Room. You take an oath. I  even OK to lie as long as e e e  honor is 
saved and some kind of peace is brokered. 
 
After tea, the villager sends Panahi on his way, alone: D e  look good if we go there ge he .  Panahi 
asks about the bears. The man says, The e are no bears. Those are stories made up to scare us. Our fears 
empower others. No bears! No bears! Just paper bea !  
 
The fact that Panahi is in prison he and Aleahmad both contracted Covid and received intentionally 
inadequate medical care even as his film premieres in Venice, New York, and other locations suggests 
that indeed there are bears, though maybe not on the path to the Oath Room. It reminds us that the stories 

ade up to scare  can be genuinely frightening, and that humans are worse than bears when it comes 
to finding ingenious ways to torment our own species. The worst, or almost the worst, has already 
happened to him. His brilliant films are a testament to the determination, perseverance, and courage 
required to keep making art, no matter what. 
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A i h e!  a  he di ec i e ha  he g ea  da ce i e a i  Se ge Diaghile  ga e 
to those who hoped to work with him. It is also what we demand of our best 
filmmakers. The Iranian director Jafar Panahi, h  ,  he be  f  
knowledge, in a prison serving a six- ea  e e ce  cha ge  ha  d  a   a 
hill of beans in any world that makes sense, is a world-class filmmaker whose work 
has not astonished like this in some time. 

Not entirely his fault, of course. Making films in Iran is never easy, and Panahi has 
bee  bjec ed  c a  ha a e  f  he c  g e e  h ghout 
his career, to the point that he was officially forbidden from making films, and 
e a ed a 2011 k, de ic i g hi  h e a e , i edl  i led Thi  I  N  A Fil .  
As I observed in a review f hi  2015 Ta i,  ece i  a d c age ha e bee  he 

he  f hi  ci e a ic i e i .  B  he f i  f ha  i e i , e ligh e i g a d 
dispiriting in equal measure, took on a predictable tinge over time. 
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N  Bea  i  a ic e ha  i  kee i g i h hi  ece  k circumstances deemed 
that it just had to be but one that breaks away from it in ways that yield a work of, 
yes, astonishment. 

The movie begins with a scene that seems to be from the sort of conventional 
narrative film Panahi has never really quite made. A man, Bakhtiar (Bakhtiyar 
Panjeei), summons his girlfriend, Zara (Mina Kavani) from her waitressing duties 

i h g d e . He  g e  he  a a under a different name and booked a 
flight f  he   Pa i . She  le  ha  h illed b  he e  a d dead e   hei  
leaving the country together, not separately. The scene is fraught until the instruction 
to cut comes not from the actual site of shooting but from a man at a laptop. 

That man is Panahi. The director here plays a more overtly fictionalized version of 
hi elf ha  he ha  i  hi   ece  fil . I  N  Bea  he ha  deca ed f  
Tehran to the Iranian village of Joban, near Turkey. His crew is across the Turkish 
border Panahi is legally enjoined from leaving Iran and he is directing his new film 
remotely. And soon he faces the very prosaic problem of his Wi-Fi going out. He asks 
one of his hosts for a ladder, in an ultimately quixotic attempt (at least for the time 
being) to restore his signal. That villager informs him of an interesting ceremony 
taking place in the village, a prelude to marriage. Panahi feels he needs to keep 
incognito but is intrigued; he loans one of his cameras to the villager and gives him 
instructions on how to shoot. Panahi then perfunctorily takes a couple of snapshots. 

F  hi  i  , N  Bea    a allel ack  ha  ee   l i l  e e  a  a 
definite sinking feeling sets in. The story of Bakhtiar and Zara turns out to be a kind 
of experiment for director Panahi, a reconstruction of a real-life event. And the 
recording of the ceremony that Panahi passed on opens an entire can of worms in the 
village. Persian hospitality is legendary and practically sacrosanct, but in one 
conversation with some of he elde  f J ba , e f he  a , I de , i h all 
of the beautiful villages around Tehran, and all the nice weather, why would you 
c e  hi  illage  cl e  he b de ?  Pa ahi he a i  ai   be a h elle , 
but he finds himself practically obligated to prevaricate at every turn. 

His desire to be a socially active artist winds up doing far more harm than good. 
Rather than serving as a light in the darkness, the fictionalized Panahi makes himself 
more of a potential pariah with every move. This builds to a low-key devastating 
fi ale ha  e e  a  a ej i de   c e a  fai  d  ab  h  ie  a e 

agic.  I  N  Bea ,  i age-making is compulsive, and for all intents and purposes 
a curse. 
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The World Is Too Much with U ,  the title of a Wordsworth sonnet that has nothing to do with cinema, has been 

running through my head since the beginning of this ea  New York Film Festival, as if to signify the way that 
faraway crises in 2022 have of intruding on our ordinary pursuits, including filmgoing. Examples: Shortly after texting 
a g R ia  fi a e  f ie d ffe i g  c ch if he eed  a ef ge f  P i  d af , a R ia  c i ic a  he  
fe i a  be a   e ha  e be  f hi  e e ded fa i  ha e bee  a i g he K e i  aga da  he  
point that some are ready to die in Ukraine. Across the globe a few days later, Brazilian friends are posting and texting 
their concern over the strong showings that rightist candidates, including President Jair Bolsonaro, made in last 
S da  election. 

 

 
And then he e  Iran. 

 

 
Ci e a ha  a e  e he e e e  i e  i ce 1997, a d I e f ed ec e  e  a d a  i i g  a d  
heard predictions that every new one was sure to topple the Islamic regime. But this time really feels different. Which 
is not to say that the nationwide protests that have swept Iran since the death-in-custody of young Mahsa Amini are 
guaranteed to produce a new Iranian Revolution any more than their predecessors did. Desperate to cling to power,  
he a i  c e ic e  ha e h  he e  ab e i g he  b a  ea   e  e . Ye  he  

c e  e , e ecia  beca e he e ed b  e  a d he g a d ha e a g ec ic i e  i  
addition to a moral/political one, seem to point toward the inevitable overthrow of the mindset that produced the 1979 
Revolution. 

 

 
Beyond that, I  venture only one prediction: The current moment will mark the end of one era of Iranian filmmaking 
and the beginning of another. Till now, filmmakers working within the system have been obliged to deal with the 
g e e  numerous restrictions and controls in order to get their films made and seen (and have produced some 
incredible work given these punishing conditions). Going forward, we may see much more outright defiance on the 
part of filmmakers even as the government flails to tighten the screws, more productions made outside the system,  
and films that are openly angry and directly confrontational. 

 

 
A  hi  c e, he e   I a ia  fi a e  e ymbolically or practically significant than Jafar Panahi. 
Celebrated globally since his debut film, The White Ba ,  won the Camera d O  at Cannes in 1995 and became 
I a  first international art-house hit, Panahi ran afoul of the Islamic Republic in the protests that followed the  

e  e ec i  of 2009 and was subsequently given a draconian sentence that included a 20-year ban on 
filmmaking. His retort was to go on making films, but to do so outside the system and then smuggling them to foreign 
festivals. Beginning with This Is Not a Film  (2011), all four of the films he made prior to the new “No Bears  have 
done strong art-house business around the world. 

 

 
Pa ahi  igi a  e e ce a  i c ded i  ea  i  i , b  he egi e did  e f ce hi ; h gh he a  
nominally under house arrest, his subsequent films showed him ranging around Tehran ( Ta i ) and other parts of 
Iran ( Closed Curtain,  3 Faces ). But that relative freedom came to an abrupt end in July when he was detained 
after visiting a prison to inquire about the situation of the equally defiant Mohammad Rasoulof, h d been arrested a 
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few days earlier; that the judiciary then announced that Panahi would be made to serve his six-year sentence was seen 
as part of a general crackdown by the current hardline government, an effort that preceded the current firestorm of  
protests. 

 

 
Though Pa ahi  passport was confiscated years ago, he  long made it clear that he has no desire to move abroad and 
try to build a career there. N  Bea ,  though, finds him pressing against the borders that constrain him. Like other 
films including Asghar Farhadi  A Separation  and Hit the Road  by Panah Panahi, the di ec  son, this new film 
hinges on a desire by some Iranians to leave the country to escape its oppressions. And that dramatic premise here 
plays out on two geographic and narrative fronts. 

 

 
Again playing himself, Panahi begins the tale in a village on the Turkish border, directing a film that is being staged in 
Turkey (and overseen by him via video) about an Iranian couple who are trying to make their way to Europe. In a 
striking scene, he goes up on a hill at night and gazes over at the lights of the Turkish towns on the other side of the 
border. So near, yet so far away. He looks, but d e  step across the border. You can practically hear the thoughts of 
escape flashing through his mind. 

 

 
The  i e e i g a  f hi  d a a, h gh, a e  ace  he I a ia  ide f he b de  a d d e  i e  
characters who are trying to leave the countr . The i age he e Pa ahi  e i g a  i  e b i ed i  a c f ic  
over two men who have claims on the same young woman. One was betrothed to her at birth, a local custom; the other 
is the guy she actually wants to marry. Because the villagers think Panahi has filmed the two lovers, their leaders (all 
male, of course) demand his footage and then an oath from him that he is loath to give. 

 

 
More than his other recent films, N  Bea  shows the influence of Pa ahi  mentor Abbas Kiarostami, especially the 
Kiarostami films Th gh the Olive T ee  and The Wind Will Carry U .  But perhaps most significant is that, rather 
than impugning the Islamic regime here, Panahi, like Kiarostami and Mohsen Makhmalbaf before him, is 
interrogating the deep structures of I a  pre-modern, non-urban culture. The i age  antiquated morals and 
worldview, he implies, are ha  imprisoning them, not any political strictures. I  a resonant message at a time when 
authoritarian leaders in Russia, Brazil, the U.S. and other countries evidently have the backing of substantial portions 
of their populations. 

 

 
Very much in line with his last four, made-in-secret features, N  Bea  is another penetrating, highly accomplished 
work by a master filmmaker. As such, it may well belong to the outgoing era of Iranian filmmaking. But one hopes that 
he e  e a i  ha e  f  he de a ed i  ha  Pa ahi f e  di a . Thi  fi  i e, i cide a , c e  

from a scene when the director is warned to avoid a certain area at night because of the danger of bears. Later, he asks 
about the same path and is told, h, there are no bea ! another sign that many of the perils plaguing this place are 
imaginary, deriving from ancestral fears. 
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N  Bea  Re ie : Jafa  Pa ahi  Nif  Me a E e ci e Pack  

An Emotional Punch 
 Elena Lazic 
 December 23, 2022  
  
Iranian director Jafar Panahi ha  bee  i ca ce a ed i ce J  2022 f  aga da agai  
he e  af e  he i i ed a h i ie   i i e ab  a he  de ai ed fi a e , 

M ha ad Ra f. Thi  i  fa  f  Pa ahi  fi  b h i h a e e i e e  ha  ha  
been trying to silence him for years, and the director is perhaps better known for his ability to 
make films despite these unfair odds than for the films themselves. 
  
I  a ea i  a  he e f a i g a d bi e ee  f  a fi a e  a  i agi a i e a d b d 
as Panahi  it is heartbreaking to imagine just what he could do if he were free. But more 
importantly, this reputation can also suggest a too-simple picture of the way his art practice 
a d cia  ea i  i e ac . If Pa ahi  fi  a e he ic achie e e , he  do not come about 
without a real human cost, which no amount of international recognition or awards can ever 
make up for. Though they enjoy great success on the festival circuit, they are not mere 
documents of Iran without effect on the things and people being filmed. 
  
Thi  i e a  i  a  he ce e  f hi  a e  eff , N  Bea ,  i  hich Pa ahi a  a e i  
of himself as a filmmaker simply trying to make a film any way he can. We find him staying 
in a small rural village in Iran near the Turkish border, directing via Skype his actors and crew 
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who are in Turkey. The film he is making centers on two Iranian refugees in Turkey who are 
h i g  ge  he d c e  ha  d a  he   fi a  e ca e  E e. I  a  
apparently based on that of his two actors, Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiyar 
Panjeei), and the line between reality and fiction is blurred more than once as they regularly 
break the fourth wall to address their director about their real problems getting real papers. 
  
  
Fro  he a , he , he cha ac e  a ed b  Pa ahi ( e  ca  hi  Jafa ) c e  ac  a  
rather entitled, an image miles away from that of the heroic filmmaker smuggling his movies 
across borders to unmask the suffering of his people. Jafar may be staying in a poor rural 
i age, b  he i  ea ed i e a i g he e a d d e   ee   e i  hi  h  beha i  a  

all. He takes up his starstruck and very polite landlord Ghanbar (Vahid Mobasheri), on all his 
generous offers and even orders him around a little, having him fetch things and even shoot 
some video footage for him. In Jafar, Panahi appears to have created a caricature of himself, 
mocking his own sense of entitlement  first in a jovial and almost farcical register, but then 
in an altogether darker mode. 
  
Da ge   h gh  he fi , e e  i  i  e igh hea ed ea  e , b  Jafa  
a a e  ac  f c ce  d e  ch  e  he a die ce  fea . Af e  a , Pa ahi c d 
e e  ha e achie ed ha  he ha  if he had  ea ed  i e i h danger. We can see how his 

relaxed attitude is what allows him to make connections with people, get ideas, and, most of 
all, stay curious: at the village, Jafar declines an invitation to attend a local wedding but 
decides on the spur of the moment to have Ghanbar film some of it for him with a camera he 
lends him. Ghanbar, whose real job is grave-digging, is thrilled to be involved in the creative 

ce , a d hi  e ci e e  i  c agi . B  Jafa  e a ed a i de bec e  i g 
when he is confronted by locals who accuse him of having captured with his camera while 
idly taking pictures of locals, the bride-to-be, in an illicit embrace with a lover. Rather than 
e ec  hi  h  fea  a d e i i , Jafa  eed e  d a   a c f ic  ha  c d be 

resolved in minutes by taking an oath that Ghanbar himself says does not have to be sincere. 
  
Gha ba  i i  f he  high igh  Jafa  de iab e e e f e i i : i  ef i g  
f fi  he i age  de a d , he fi a e  decide   a e it upon himself to counter old 
rules and traditions for the sake of  what exactly? Although these old customs are obviously 
harmful and dangerous (the young woman was promised to her would-be husband at birth, 
and the two men are threatening to come to blows over a potential picture), Jafar is less 
concerned with the wellbeing of the people involved than with upholding his own ideas and 
principles. 
  
Pa ahi i f  ef ec  hi  a ga ce i  he fi  i a  e a d e  de ig : Jafa  ab de 
in the village overlooks a street so that he is literally standing above the people below. But 
that sense of inequality is most apparent in the scenes showing Jafar making his film. 
Although the idea of a filmmaker having to work via Skype is shocking, this version of 
Panahi goes out of his way to make it more difficult: instead of staying in Tehran, where he 

d ha e be e  Wifi, he ed  he i age j   be c e   he ac i   though 
being left alone and taking something of a holiday from the bustle of the big city is probably a 
nice bonus, too. The contrast between the tension and fear experienced by his two actors (and 
their respective characters) and his own tranquillity is shocking; when he asks them to redo a 
highly emotional scene which we know to be based on their own real-life situation, he comes 
across as callous and self-centered. 
  



B  i  he? If e i i g he i age  adi i   i g  a e he be  fi , he ca  ha e 
unintended and sad consequences, that is because of an oppressive system where it is near 
impossible, it seems, to move without hurting somebody. Panahi does not paint himself and 
his practice in a kind or perfectly innocent light here. However, his ability to still clearly 
identify who the real culprits are is an inspiring testament to his clear-mindedness and his 
unshaken ability to imagine a better, more just world. [A] 
 



 
 
T I F F  R E V I E W :  N o  B e a r s  I S  A  C u r b  Y o u r  E n t h u s i a s m -
E S Q U E  A C T  O F  D E F I A N C E  B Y  J A F A R  P A N A H I  
David Katz○September 19, 2022 

 

Jafa  Pa ahi  ca ee  ca   be li  i   di i c  ec i : hi  k i   a  i i ial 
2010 a e  a id  I a  G ee  M e e , a d hi  creative response following that. The 
latter, ongoing now but complicated by a new six-year prison sentence he has just 
commenced, constitutes one of the stranger and more miraculous stretches of work for any 
i e a i all  e ed fil ake . I  a e i d, begi i g i h 2011  ill-revelatory This 
is Not a Film famously smuggled out of Iran and to Cannes on a USB stick inside a cake
that found Panahi working prolifically while attempting to evade detection and further 
punishment by the authorities these two currents fusing to engender international solidarity 
for a predicament putting his life, let alone freedom, at risk. 

S  he e e a e i  la e 2022 a d he i a i  i  e i al, h gh e  f ge  he h  
of hope from his son Pa ah  b ge i g fil  ca ee  a d cce  i h Hit the Road; this new 
filmmaking dynasty perhaps has a different meaning compared to the US, where it might be 
associated with nepotism. Instead it provides here that word is again solidarity and creates 
a certain lively conversation that can be conducted across various new work, all the while 
providing further intrigue for our propensity to read art autobiographically. And indeed it is 
here, in No Bears, where the notion of emigrating out of Iran under the cover of darkness
which has featured in no Panahi Sr. film prior gets an airing after providing the dramatic 
crux in Hit the Road.  

https://thefilmstage.com/author/dkatz/


Next month HBO will broadcast the anticipated Mike White-created anthology series The 
White Lotus: Sicily. One of the greatest appeals of No Bears which is showing at the 
Venice, Toronto, and New York film festivals following his latest arrest is that it feels 
like Curb Your Enthusiasm: Panahi or Curb Your Enthusiasm: Jabbar, after the 
northwestern, sub-200-citizen Iranian border illage i  ake  lace i . Af e  Pa ahi  b -
necessity leading roles in his work from This Is Not a Film onwards, the man has really grown 
i  hi  c ee  e e ce; he e e   ha  La  Da id  gai  a d a -casual wardrobe, 
pootling his way into all kinds of trouble from the smallest social misunderstandings.  

Very much like Curb, rather than anything of fatal consequence happening which you might 
ee i  he k f Pa ahi  c e a ie  A gha  Fa hadi a d M ha ad Ra l f some 

quite hair-raising drama is rather created by the foibles and short-temperedness of adults who 
should maybe know better. At the outset of No Bears, Panahi is staying under the radar at a 
guest house in Jabbar, remotely directing a film across the border in Turkey: the brilliant 360° 
opening trick shot takes us from that locale a iki g i e gi e  he fe ale cha ac e  
lack of head-covering to our man supervising the changes in mise-en-scène from a laptop 
ide  feed. Pe ha  he c ld gh -di ec  f  Teh a , b  he ximity is better for the 

wi-fi signal, and local trafficking routes allow him to meet with his AD Reza (Reza Heydari) 
for rushes and in-person feedback.  

Yet also catching his attention are the local comings-and-goings in Jabbar, captured in a 
manner familiar to Panahi work like Three Faces, a  ell a  hi  la e e  Kia a i  The 
Wind Will Carry Us (although not as deftly as that); a dispute regarding an arranged marriage 
is taking place, with the director accused of surreptitiously taking a photo of the bride kissing 
a third-party her real love. This detail also overlaps with the Turkey- e  fea e he  
attempting to make about a couple emigrating to Europe with counterfeit passports, and the 
disintegration of their mutual trust.  

Pa ahi  i e ac i  with these various players goes from accommodating and amenable to 
hi  igge i g di c d ha  ill h ea e  all f hei  ellbei g. S  hile e d  ee a hi g 
a  g a e a  a  a e   a di ec  e e f he a e  a h i a ia  igh , he ic -aggressions 
and dents to personal pride, familiar from Curb, augur something doom-laden for everyone. 
The di ec  b a e  a d i ge i by continuing to create new work, advocate for 
himself, and also entertain us remains an utterly inspiring thing.  

No Bears premiered at the Venice Film Festival and screened at the Toronto International 
Film Festival. 

Grade: B+ 
 
 



 

 

Filmuforia - 3 star review (Meredith Tayor) 
 https://filmuforia.com/no-bears-2022/ 

 
 

 

No Bears (2022) 
OCTOBER 10TH, 2022 
Author: Meredith Taylor 
Dir: Jafar Panahi | Cast: Jafar Panahi, Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobaseri, Bakhtiar Panjei, Mina Kavani, 
Narjes Delaram, Reza Heydari | Iran, 104  

 
Two love stories intercept in this latest from Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi. No Bears sees him 
play arbiter and remote filmmaker  from a laptop in exile in his own country  in a deceptively simple 
political docudrama set on the Turkish border with Iran: Borders being the major thematic concern. 

 
The gulf between tradition and modernity, city and countryside, fact and superstition is expounded and 
questioned with dark humour and a lightness of touch as the director tries to get on with shooting his 
film amid dodgy wifi 
connections. It follows Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Penjei) who are hoping to find 
freedom in Europe. In the process of securing fake passports, Zara makes it clear that they must leave 
together  or the deal is off. So much for love!. 

 
From a remote village just over the border in Iran, Panahi is monitoring proceedings from his laptop 
with the help of Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri), his earnest assistant director who suddenly leaves to 
attend a wedding ceremony. Panahi asks him to film the ceremony involving a couple who have been 
betrothed since the cutting of the newborn bride to be  umbilical cord. But another man has become 
involved with the bride and she has jumped at the opportunity to go him to Tehran causing much 
concern for the traditional local community who have resorted to smuggling, as farming no longer 
makes any money since the drought. 

 
While desperately trying to keep a low profile from the authorities Panahi finds himself drawn into 
village politics with the local sheriff (Hashemi) claiming the director has taken a photo of the two 
putative elopers  witnessed by a little boy. Although Panahi is adamant to the contrary, giving his 
photo-card as proof, he gradually finds himself e na n n g a a  am ng  he l cal . And as the tone 
grows progressively more urgent for the troubled lovers Panahi ponders not only freedom of 
movement but also creative and intellectual liberty in his beleaguered nation, and further afield. No 
Bears is no great shakes from a visual point of view but carries a potent sociopolitical message. MT 

 
No Bears BFI London Film Festival 2022 

 

https://filmuforia.com/no-bears-2022/
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Dear Readers, 
 

The 60th New York Film Festival wraps this weekend, but fear not we have a few more NYFF Letters up our sleeve. T  dispatch features scholar and critic Jamsheed 
the newest offering from Jafar Panahi. T    been making the rounds of the international festival circuit while Panahi remains notably absent: in the latest of his troub 

,       T   J       -year prison sentence. In his essay, Jamsheed makes note of the timeliness of No 
, life,  ring out from Iran and across the world, the lm offers a profound meditation on the real and imagined borders national, social, religious that constri 

Iranians. 
 

B   , - ,  C  D  Stars at Noon,  B  M C   . T              C  
time-transposed take on Denis J  1986 novel, about the desperate attempts of an American woman and an English businessman to escape a Nicaragua embroiled 
Blair offers an incisive reading of the lm as  D     and a too-oblique portrait of the exploits of Western colonialists abroad. 

 
On the podcast this week, we sat down with the great Jerzy Skolimowski to talk about his donkey-starring picaresque fable EO,   feature in seven years. We dig into t 

   , S     wife and co-writer Ewa Piaskowska, and his memories of having Jimi Hendrix as a neighbor in swinging- 60  L  
 

In our FC Recommends section, we offer two more top-notch picks from the 60th N FF: D   K  R  Showing Up, and José Teodoro on J  H  The 

https://e.wordfly.com/view?sid=NTU1XzE5MDcyXzE1NjgzNV82OTA5&l
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F ,  S , O  15 ( !),     Festival Report,      N FF up with a crew of all-star critics. The event is free, open to th 
at 6pm sharp in the Elinor Bunin Munroe Film Center. We hope to see you there! 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Devika Girish & Clinton Krute 
Co-Deputy Editors, Film Comment 

 

 
Film Comment Live at NYFF60 

 

Festival Report 
Join us for this free event on Saturday, October 15 at 6pm at the Elinor Bunin Munroe Film Center. 

 
As the festival draws to a close,    all-star team of critics for a spirited wrap-up discussion about the highlights and lowlights from the NYFF60 lineup. Pan 
critics Phoebe Chen, Molly Haskell, and Kelli Weston. 

 
Details 
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In 2010, Jafar Panahi was imprisoned for three months on baseless charges of anti-government propagandizing and banned from making movies for 20 years. A few years 
told me in             : I       I  R . T    , No Bears, offers a p 
what he was referring to in our conversation. 

 
Panahi has been arrested and jailed several times over the years, including most recently in July, when he went to the Evin p rison in Tehran to inquire about the detention o 
lmmakers, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad. Instead of receiving an explanation, he was detained again to serve the remainder of the six-year term to which h 

2010. But despite the threat of a jail sentence hovering over his head, Panahi has managed to constantly invent creative ways of bypassing the restrictions. With each of th 
has made since the ban, he has reclaimed an increasingly wide physical territory, from the small, closed space of his Tehran apartment in This Is Not a Film (2011) to the bo 
Azerbaijan in 2018  3 Faces. 

 
Now, with No Bears, Panahi descends onto the borderlands of Iran and Turkey, coming so close to the frontier that, as his assistant who has guided him there tells him, he 
one step but Panahi refuses to do so, underlining his commitment to staying in his own country and ghting for the birthrights an autocratic government has denied him an 
Interestingly, his son Panah Panahi, in his brilliant 2021 directorial debut, Hit the Road,             . T  
indicative of a generational gap: the young people who blame their parents for the hijacked revolution of 1979 are restless and disillusioned, and desperate to escape. 

 
As in his other post-  , Panahi also traverses the boundaries between reality and ction in No Bears, which is evident from the opening scene of the lm, a seven-mi 
covert conversation between a couple on a busy side street in a Turkish town that is abruptly interrupted by someone yelling C !  T   pulls back and we realize th 
watching is unfolding on a laptop being operated by Panahi; this scene is part of  -within-the-   Panahi is attempting to direct via video call while stationed in the 
on the Iranian side of the border. 

 
       F  T  Day for Night (albeit with remote directing!), Panahi introduces two narrative threads that extend in parallel lines througho 

     -within-the- ,      a refugee couple stuck in the Turkish town for the last 10 years to escape to France. The other 
P    J           . P     , sing a total of six scenes, in continuous lon 
stylistically distinct from the latter. He limits his participation in those scenes to his disembodied voice, whereas in the ,   -screen presence as an u 
highly conservative village is portrayed as being unintentionally disruptive. 

 
Panahi has sought shelter in Jaban as a secret location from which to work, free from the watchful eyes of the authorities (though there are menacing allusions to the prese 
Guard). Ironically, he becomes the subject of intense attention from the villagers themselves, due to his reputation and his nocturnal trips to the border, and he unwittingly b 
messy situation when the villagers demand to see a photo they suspect he has taken of two young lovers. That couple is Gozal (Darya Alei) and Soldooz (Amir Davari), an 
student. (His transgression? Participating in a protest!) The two are planning to elope so that Gozal  have to marry the man she was promised to at birth. 

 
This photo is the  M G ,  might never have existed, or possibly was taken and deleted later. It creates a controversy that leads to a bizarre oath-taking cere 
exchange for his participation, Panahi demands to be allowed to lm the proceedings. This scene juxtaposes religious and secular approaches to searching for the truth. W 

 ,                 ,    P s efforts, as   ,     
against the propagandist lm apparatus of the state. 

 
Jaban here becomes a microcosm of I :      a sly village chief, and the hierarchy of power is strictly based on seniority, as revealed by the seating arra 

 . T        , ,       inies at birth. On the Turkish side, the refugee co 
Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), face the possibility of having to be separated in order to escape to France under false identities, while, in a stray conversation involv 
a friend of theirs relates the plight of his son who has left Iran because he  trapped, with no future, no freedom, and  .  These cross-border sto   the hars 
Iranians both those inside the country and those who have left. 

 
No Bears       ,       ,      J    accompanying Panahi through a dark al 
bears that supposedly roam the area   ,   ,      ;         noia. This m 
more timely, as the current uprising led by Iranian women galvanized by the death of a young woman, Mahsa Amini, who was detained by the Guidance Patrol (the religio 

   clearly demonstrates that the people have opened their eyes to the fact that the repressive Islamic Republic is a paper bear not worthy of th 
to the streets to regain their stolen freedom, a lmmaker  in a prison cell must be hoping for a brighter future for his nation, and for himself. 

 
Jamsheed Akrami is a lm professor at William Paterson University and has made a trilogy of feature-length documentaries on Iranian cinema before and after the 1979 R 
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No Bears (2022) NYFF 2022 
 

Jafar Panahi travels to a border town in order to direct a movie remotely. The actors and 
film crew are across the border and are taking directions via Zoom. As Panahi struggles to 
get the film finished be becomes involved with two sets of lovers, two of the actors, and two 
people in the village where he is staying. Both pairs want to flee to somewhere safe, 
something that might not be possible 

 
Panahi is not loved by the Iranian government. As this film was hitting the festival circuit the director was 
being put into prison. Prior to that they had tried to restrict his ability to make films but he managed to 
work around the obstructions. The result has been a unique series of films where the filmmaker is the 
subject and the films transcends the notion of autobiographical cinema. 

 
This time out Panahi has made one of his most affecting films. Forget his personal situation, this story of 
life in a small town and in a repressive country will leave you shattered at the end. Panahi is juggling a 
lot of balls in the air and manages to manipulate them perfectly. First we have his situation which is 
basically hiding out in a small town to make a movie he shouldn't be making. In showing us what it takes 
to make his film we see how the small minds of the village express an openness that really isn't. there 
This ties into the story of one of the couples, a doomed romance 
Panahi captures in a photo, that everyone wants to see, but which he deletes and denies having. It 
seems the young woman has been promised since birth to someone she doesn't love and that 
someone needs proof to hurt the girls true love. At the same time the lead couple in Pahani's film are 
making a film based on their lives and their efforts to flee to the West. However the need for official 
documents complicate things. All of the threads end in darkness for the characters and soul searching 
for the audience. 

 
I love Panahi's films. I make every effort to see everyone I can because he always speaks a truth that 
needs to be heard. I also find that how he is forced to make films ends up making films that are much 
more real than if were making just a straight narrative. They are so much more interesting because we 
have to think about how he did what is up on the screen. His are films that are alive and in the moment. 

 
I was rocked by this film. I did not expect the turns, and yet every one is perfectly placed. 

 
One of the best films I saw at this years New York Film Festival, it is a must for anyone who loves humanity. 

http://www.unseenfilms.net/2022/10/no-bears-2022-nyff-2022.html
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Jafar Panahi's No Bears is about imprisonment--a topic near and dear to the Iranian 
filmmaker's heart, as he has been, and is currently, a prisoner at the discretion of 
Iran's fascist government. First sentenced to six years in prison in 2010 for making 
films critical of the regime (a conviction that included a 20-year ban on filmmaking of 
any kind), Panahi spent that time under house arrest but was finally physically 
imprisoned in July of 2022 for raising a fuss on behalf of director and fellow prisoner- 
of-conscience Mohammad Rasoulof. Through clever subterfuge, Panahi has 
continued to direct new movies during his ban, of course--good ones, perhaps none 
so good as his latest in which he plays himself looking for a little peace and a wifi 
signal in a remote border town. He's directing a film by proxy, watching from his 
laptop as his AD, Reza (Reza Heydari), listens to his instructions regarding blocking, 
camera, even performance, transmitted across a physical and emotional distance 
through Reza's earbuds. "It's not the same without you," Reza tells Panahi; the energy 
is off with Panahi working through a surrogate. He can't pinpoint how, exactly, and 
Panahi, as he portrays himself, isn't one to make an awkward situation more 
comfortable. He listens more than he speaks. He waits for people to finish, then gives 
them an extra couple of seconds to regret what they've said. I've seen Werner Herzog 
do this in his documentaries, too--letting the camera run long past the point at which 
decorum would dictate relief from scrutiny. Panahi now lives under constant 
surveillance, after all, so why should any of his subjects suffer less? 

The film-within-a-film concerns Zara Mina Kavani wrestling with the morality of 
using a purloined passport to flee the country. Her life partner, Bakhtiyar (Bakhtiyar 
Panjeei), has stolen French documents for her, but Zara not only doesn't like the idea 
of inconveniencing an innocent who must now have her papers replaced, she also 
refuses to leave without Bakhtiyar because, once separated, she has good reason to 
believe they'll never see each other again. They're less lovers in a dangerous time 
than lovers forced to make impossible, unavoidably criminal decisions under 
conditions designed to oppress them, to sap them of their ambition. Despair is the 
point. At the end, Kavani breaks character and challenges Panahi for placing her--not 
her character--in the same compromised position as Zara, revealing in the process 
that what Panahi is shooting is a documentary's staged recreations of the actual 
struggles of Mina Kavani trying to escape Iran with Bakhtiyar Panjeei. The film- 
within-a-film is a "documentary," you see, and Panahi has attempted to manufacture 
a happy ending by tricking Zara/Kavani into thinking Bakhtiyar has discovered a 
second passport that will allow the two of them to reunite at some point, once 
they've both managed to escape. Is Panahi the villain for tricking her into taking her 
only opportunity to flee Is freedom the only thing worth anything a concept more 
valuable than honour or love or the word of an artist in the creation of his art? Is 
Panahi the villain for faking a scene in a documentary if the documentary is intended 
to reveal social injustice? I thought a lot of Margaret Mead, whose best-known 
work, Coming of Age in Samoa (1928), was terrible science but very good politics in 
how it single-handedly let the air out of the eugenics movement in the United States. 

In the town of Jaban, where Panahi has exiled himself, he rents a house from an 
unctuous villager (Bülent Keser) who makes great shows of obsequiousness. When 



 

 

entrusted with one of Panahi's cameras to record a foot-washing ceremony, however, 
he accidentally records himself gossiping about Panahi with his suspicious, 
provincial neighbours. They watch the footage together in increasing discomfort. 
Panahi doesn't say anything. Trying to find a cell signal, he's warned against 
climbing to his roof because people will suspect him of spying on them; taking 
pictures of life in his temporary home, he's pulled into a terrible row when young 
bride-to-be Gozbal (Darya Alei) is accused of an illicit liaison with rugged Soldooz 
(Amid Davari), which Panahi is accused of having photographed. The village chief 
(Naser Hashemi) plays investigator (and judge and jury, too), citing the small town's 
proud people, long traditions, and superstitions. He won't accept Panahi's claim that 
he hasn't taken a picture of the couple in question. He also won't accept Panahi's 
proof: showing the Chief and the town itself the entire contents of his camera's 
memory card. He doesn't even want to accept the memory card, which Panahi 
removes from his camera and hands to him. It's not clear to me that Panahi didn't, in 
fact, take the picture in question--and surely he has more than one memory card? 
Later, when he's forced to swear to God he hasn't done what he's accused of doing at 
a ritual prayer hut, he produces another camera with another memory card to record 
himself performing the rite. It doesn't go over well. It's perceived to be--and it is-- 
disrespectful to these people for Panahi to capture himself pontificating about the 
backwardness of his hosts. But wait: is all this stuff scripted, or is it the kind of 
documentary he's pretending to shoot? And if it's scripted docu-reality, what is it he's 
trying to say about his complicity in manufacturing fictions that are potentially self- 
aggrandizing at the expense of a complex culture and its sociological artifacts? 

There are more questions than answers in Panahi's films. Not because they're open- 
ended (indeed, I would argue the opposite), but because they're engaging with 
complicated realities impossible to parse in the span of a single motion picture, even 
over the course of several motion pictures. I first got hip to Panahi through his 
exceptional character piece Crimson Gold--a Taxi Driver-esque film that followed the 
plight of a war veteran through his troubled attempts to re-assimilate into a culture 
he now sees through and into the heart of. I wonder if Panahi isn't that veteran of 
certain cultural wars now: the more wizened and wise he becomes, the more he finds 
himself alienated by knowledge of his world's notions of good and evil. The last 
scenes of No Bears, as Panahi attempts to flee Jaban ahead of a now-angry mob of 
villagers and the government authorities haunting the margins without ever 
manifesting physically, are scored only by the sound of his car's seatbelt warning and 
the barking of dogs. An anxious score for an anxious sequence--more than that, a 
clear statement about how Panahi is playing without a safety net and the dogs are on 
his trail. The pivotal moment, though, comes earlier. As Panahi is on his way to the 
prayer hut to declare his innocence before a jury of his inferiors, an old man in the 
village invites him for a spot of tea, saying once they've had a drink, he'll escort 
Panahi to his appointment because the path there is filthy with bears When the time 
comes, he sends Panahi off by himself. "What about the bears?" Panahi asks. There 
are no bears. The threat of bears is a thing to keep people well-behaved, as all myths 
intend--fairytales and their woods filthy with wolves or Bibles and their bans. Yet the 
film's closing scene suggests that sometimes there are bears, after all, and a 
usefulness to fairytales that we ignore at our peril. 

No Bears is about imprisonment: the physical kind and the philosophical kind--and 
the ideological kind when Panahi stands on the exact border between Iran and 
escape and, in horror, retreats from it. It questions the nature of jails and jailers and in 
so doing the nature of freedom and what it truly means to be free. Like Orson 

https://www.filmfreakcentral.net/ffc/2004/05/crimson-gold.html


 

 

Welles's later work, it uses cinema as the catalyst for a wide-ranging conversation 
about fakery, disguise, and the slipperiness of truth. There is a suicide in the film- 
within-a-film s meta-story, plus a double-murder in the framing conceit of the 
filmmaker-in-exile's saga. And because the picture is engaged in triple and 
quadruple feints, we are never unaware that it's all a sophist's exercise in rhetoric. 
The tangle of it is its pleasure, the worrying of its unsolvable knots the same as the 
pleasant tickle of a life that is obsessively examined. No Bears is about big questions: 
What is real? What is true? In a world that tends towards authoritarianism, what 
chance do any of us really have to live authentically? No chance at all, Panahi says; 
and though he begins as the hero of the piece, he ends it as the villain. He could leave 
if he abandoned his principles, but until he does, he's imprisoned by his intelligence 
and morality. (There's death, of course. There's always that.) Panahi is Sartre in 
positing that the only meaning is through the actions we choose to take. He's de 
Beauvoir in his belief that actions only have meaning if they're not influenced by 
institutions. He's Camus in his belief that seeking meaning in a meaningless universe 
is absurd. He is all of these things without being didactic or prosaic. Panahi is 
hypercritical of himself and his hypocrisies and doesn't feel sorry for himself. He is 
as important an artist in our time as Solzhenitsyn was in his, and we're blessed to 
have him. 
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No Bears 
Banned f om lmmaking fo  20 ea  back in 2010 fo  making ha  he I anian go e nmen  deemed 
p opaganda again  he em,  Jafar Panahi has nevertheless remained a pretty dependable presence on 
he in e na ional fe i al ci c i , managing e fea e  and a fe  ho  o e  he la  decade de pi e a ho e 

a e  o de  and h ea  of jail ime. Thi  n of p ojec , kicking off i h 2011  This is Not a Film, forced the 
longtime director out of the realm of traditional narrative cinema and into something more diaristic and 
e pe imen al, ho gh i h each pa ing lm Panahi ha  been able o b oaden hi  cope  in direct correlation 
to a continued laxening of the terms of his home imprisonment  hile c af il  o king in c ion elemen  
that undermine both his sentencing and the notion of a cinematic reality. These post-arrest non- lm  ha e 
varied in effectiveness  2013  Closed Curtain a brillian  ea l  endi ion, 2018  3 Faces far dicier and 
confused  but remain irresistible, even essential, in the current cinematic landscape where the political is 
primarily addressed hypothetically and formal ingenuity is a non-priority. 

 
Panahi  latest (and perhaps last for a time following a second, politically motivated arrest this past July), the 
p e io l  all ded o f h po -arrest feature No Bears is absolutely of the same mold as the last few, but a 
decided imp o emen  on (and e nemen  of) what he was up to in 3 Faces. Like ha  lm, No Bears sees 
Panahi h  in o he middle of a g a e con ic  be een I anian adi ion and p og e , fo ced in o he ole of 
reluctant, ill-equipped arbiter of justice. Set on the northwestern Iranian border shared with Turkey, the 
on c een Panahi i  in od ced deep in p od c ion on a ne  lm e  in he la e  co n , a lm he di ec  
remotely from a small village just close enough to keep in contact with his crew via video call. Panahi  movie 
within a movie  an immig a ion d ama de ailing a co ple  ggle  o di c ee l  ee I an  stays on track 
de pi e he geog aphical di ance be een he di ec o  and hi  ca  and c e , b  i  no  long befo e he 
parallel dynamics of his host town begin to overtake his attention. 

 
In i ed o a i e ide edding ce emon  i h he in en  of ha ing him lm and doc men  i  ela ed p ac ice , 
Panahi cap e  he p oceeding  no  nde anding ha  he  a e being ca ied o  di c ee l  in de ance of an 
antiquated marriage law, the bride having been promised to the son of another family at birth. Thus, this 

https://inreviewonline.com/2022/11/17/sdaff-2022-2/


 

 

celebratory footage becomes much sought-after evidence to be used in the condemnation of this young couple, 
who in turn mean to escape across the border and elope, no  nlike he p o agoni  of Panahi  lm i hin a 

lm. Thi  ine i abl  place  he lmmake  in a d ama ic, mo al bind, mpa he ic o he o ld-be newlyweds 
and skeptical of the esoteric, sexist laws wielded against them, but also still in his own legally precarious 
position, and very much alone and unfamiliar in this village. 

 
I  an en icing p emi e ha  No Bears mostly lives up to (losing its way for a bit in the second half, before 
coming back fo  a ong ni h), balancing legi ima e h ille  e  pieces with the restrained self-interrogation 
ha  de ned Panahi  ecen , mo e con ned o k in o de  o a k p o oca i e e ion  abo  he a i  

abili  o enfo ce gen ine ocial change. The e a en  an  de ni i e an e , no  doe  Panahi allo  fo  
aigh fo a d emo ional e ol ion in an  di ec ion, hi  ending bi e  and hocking, hi  lm  i le fo cef l 

and empowering (borrowed from a conversation where i  contextually used in the same sense as the phrase 
Pape  Tige ). A elcome, honest approach that picks apart author and production apparatus as much as it 

does its immediate subject, No Bears is a lively work that shows a way forward not many are yet ready to 
take. 
Writer: M.G. Mailloux 
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The Di iden  Came a 

Jafar Panahi  final film befo e hi  im i onmen  i  al o hi  mo  elf-reflexive. 
 

 
 
A still from Jafar Panahi's "No Bears." 
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A shot pans across an unassuming Iranian street before settling on a couple, arguing 
outside a café. The man and woman are locked in intense discussion concerning 
fake passports and plans to flee the country  e  c ee  e e e , Cut!  
As a crew member enters the frame, the camera pulls back to reveal a layer of 
artifice, before pulling back even further to reveal another: the movie is being directed 
remotely over video chat. Director Jafar Panahi yells instructions from a small Iranian 
town several miles away, while his cast and crew film just across the border in 
Turkey, as a stand-   I a , d e  e d ec  e  d   I a a  
authorities. 

  

B  e   e e  a e  a  a . N  Bea  a   e e   I a a  
borders, making it a film where Iran is played by Turkey within the fiction, but in 
reality, Turkey is played by Iran. In 2010, Jafar Panahi, like his fictitious counterpart, 

a  ba ed  ea  e c  a d  a  e   c a e   c  
e  a d d  e c ca  ec   c e .  N  Bea     

ea e  ce  c a  ba ,  T  I  N  A F ,  C ed C a ,  
Ta  a d 3 Face ,  a   c  ea e e -autobiographical characters (played 

by Jafar Panahi, and named Jafar Panahi) struggling against constraints imposed by 
the regime in Tehran. Whether he will be allowed to make another film is an open 
que . I  Se e be , N  Bea  e e ed a  e Ve ce F  Fe a   

 a e  Pa a  a e  a d e   e  e a e    e  
I a a  a e , M a ad Ra . A   N  Bea  e  ac  e be, 
he is serving the first year of a six-year sentence. 

N  Bea   a   d de ,  e ,  e . A a e  c  Pa a  
(that is, the semi-fictionalized version of him that now exists in his filmography) 
follows Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), a middle-aged couple 
trying to flee to Europe. He intends to make a documentary about them, with the 
intent of capturing the reality for Iranian dissidents, but along the way, he also tries to 
shape events to suit a pre-existing narrative he has in mind. The challenges faced by 
the production are both logistical and cultural. The acquisition of passports proves 
difficult for Zara and Bakhtiar. Meanwhile, Panahi becomes involved in a controversy 
around a young couple trying to keep their relationship secret from their village, an 
acc de a  a a e   e a ed d c e a  e  a , ab  e   
against social structures. 



 
Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi (AP Photo, File) 
  

N  Bea     a , d c e a a  c , a   e d ec  ece  
works, out of necessity. From this he has crafted a stunning neorealist reflection on 

a   ea   c a e e e   de  I a . Pa a  e-2010 movies and 
activism   2006  O de,  ab  e  a d  be  d a ed  
soccer stadiums, to his open support for The Green Movement  landed him on the 

 de  e I a a  e e , b  e  bee  b a e   bac  e e  
since, along the way re-de  a   ea   be a  ac  e e . T  I  
N  A F ,  c  e  e de  e a e , ade  a   e Ca e  
Film Festival on a flash drive which had been hidden inside a cake. Self-reflexivity 
has become a key fixture of his work, and by turning the camera on himself, he 
exposes surprising vulnerabilities. There is courage in centering himself as the object 

  d de  a e ( e c  Pa a   N  Bea  de ; e ea  Pa a  d e  
not), as well as an element of self-criticism, in particular the way he contrasts his 
educated metropolitan upbringing with the villages he often favors as backdrops. 

His own parents hailed from similar settings as the Azerbaijani-speaking villages that 
a ea  e e a d   ece    , 3 Face  a d e 2020  H dde .  
Each of these explore, in at least some minute way, a cultural and generational clash 

 e a e   a a  . Pa a   e e  c e   e   e  
   e e e ce . I  N  Bea ,   les are flashpoints leading to 

extrapolation, often in the form of polite conversations that conceal as much as they 
reveal. Despite their physical stillness, these dialogue-heavy scenes are never 
dramatically stagnant. Village elders approach Panahi for help in gathering evidence 

https://iranprimer.usip.org/resource/green-movement
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/la-xpm-2012-mar-02-la-et-this-is-not-a-film-20120302-story.html


against the young couple, who he may have photographed together without realizing 
the consequences. The villagers speak to him with respectful deference, especially 

e d  G a ba  (Va d M ba e ),  e a e  e  a en up residence. 
He  e  a ed be ee  e ec  e  a d e  c   e  ( e  e  
guest, after all, implicitly under their protection), and helping a pair of youngsters 
who, like him, are trapped by the political circumstances of their birth. 

Elsewhere, the tale of Zara and Bakhtiar unfolds with a similarly withheld tone. The 
ever-increasing hurdles surrounding their impending escape form deeply personal 
wedges between them, marked by anger and sorrow, which they attempt to hide from 
the f c  Pa a  ca e a. T e  a e, a e  a , a c a   e   e 
wants to tell, despite the way reality plays out for them. However, the real Panahi 

 e ab e c ca   a  ea ; e  e c e a e   for 
his movie-within-a-movie, he captures their slowly-burgeoning fears, which emerge 
from behind their resolute façades in private moments. 

 
Ja a  Pa a  d ec  N  Bea .  
  
Panahi knows the personal toll that dissidence takes, an idea we also see expressed 
on his own face in fleeting moments. For all the accolades and praise (rightly) 
be ed   a  a d ec , e e  ca  c e a  ab  e  e  d e 
as an actor  e a  decade. He  d ec ed e   e a ce   a a c 

a  e ca  e  e  e , , c ea  a e   e   e   
stay at a dignified remove from other people. Sometimes, this version ends up 
snapping  and thus revealing the cracks that form under the pressures of fighting 



e , a d a . (Pa a  , Pa a  Pa a , d ec ed a e ea  d a a ed 
a ac   e e e   2022  H  e R ad. ) 

E a c  e d a a  N  Bea   e ac  a  ch of it unfolds near the Iran-
Turkey border. In fact, several scenes are set at the border line itself, creating a quiet 
intensity around the question of whether Panahi could leave if he wanted to. Perhaps 
he could  b  H  T e R ad  a d e d c e a   N  Bea  a e ab  
this exact perilous journey. That he chooses not to cross over speaks volumes about 
what he hopes to achieve by fighting to enact change from within, through his 
camera. 

Since the making of this film, Panahi has suffered further consequences of rejecting 
the advice of Iranian censors who in 2003 encouraged him to leave. N  Bea  
therefore stands as not only a work of great artistry, but of great cinematic defiance, 

e  ac  e ad  e a  a d ca  ead     . I  a 
strange story about a man using technology to direct a movie from afar, and also the 

  Pa a  decade -  e  a  a a e , e e  e  bee  ced 
    de    e a  e e   e . He  a d de   

should never have had to be one. Global audiences are incredibly lucky to witness 
the intimacies of his struggle. 
 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20151109044032/http:/dougsaunders.tumblr.com/post/624553436/jafar-panahi-iranian-director-interview
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Defying the Islamic Republic, Jafar Panahi Keeps 
His Cameras Rolling 
The director is front-and-     , N  B .  T     
an      ,        . 
 

 
J  P   N  B .  V  S deshow and Janus Films 

 
MARIO NAVES 
 
The Islamic Republic of Iran in July arrested the filmmaker Jafar Panahi 

       . T    official 
,  ,  I        

M . P     . 
 
Mr. Panahi has a track record with the authorities in his home country. 

https://www.nysun.com/article/defying-the-islamic-republic-jafar-panahi-keeps-his-cameras-rolling
https://www.nysun.com/author/mario-naves


He was arrested in 2010 for supporting the protests that erupted after a 
much-disputed presidential election. Convicted on a charge of 

   ,  M . P       
six-year sentence that forbade him both from making films and traveling 
abroad. Although he has kept within the boundaries of Iran, Mr. Panahi, 
ever headstrong and not a little cunning, continued to keep the cameras 
rolling. 
  
T      M . P    T   
Evin Prison to check on the status of fellow filmmakers Mohammad 
Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, both of whom had been imprisoned for 

        I   . T  
attendant prison guards took Mr. Panahi into custody in an action that 
one observer likened to kidnapping. 
  
Anyone with even a cursory interest in contemporary events knows that 
I       , , . T    N  
B ,      M . P ,     ,  
much else, the United Nations expelling Iran from the Commission on the 
Status of Women, a World Cup in which Iranian footballers protested 
silently and figured significantly, and a number of state-sponsored 
executions. 
  
T    I  ,  M . P      

accompanying the p ,       
of independent directors who have struggled to push back censorship 

       .  M . P     
: H  2011  T   N   M      use 

arrest and smuggled to the West on a USB flash drive hidden in a cake.  
  
N  B     ,   . L   

, T  (2015)  3 F  (2018),     
self-reflexive, its director being front-and-center throughout the 

. W     M . P    ,  
made aware of his role as a filmmaker. This approach may be an 

     ,      
of hubris invo . L  L  D   C  Y  E ,  M . 
Panahi plays a fictionalized and often disagreeable version of himself. 
  
N  B     T        

stolen passports, leaving Iran, and the 10 long years they've waited to do 
so. Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei) are, it would seem, 
desperately attached. An argument ensues when Zara learns that 



B         . S   
 : E       .  Z   . 

  
The camera slowly pans from the cafe where Zara is a waitress to 
Bakhtiar left alone on the street, pensively lighting up a cigarette. As he 
turns to descend the steep thoroughfare, a cherubic figure wearing a 
yellow hoodi     ,   ,  , H  

 ?  W       M . P ,    . T  
scene shifts slowly from Tehran to a laptop from which the movie is 
being directed. 
  
We are, as you may have surmised, watching a movie within a movie. 
Mr. Panahi has sequestered himself in Jabbar, a tiny village situated just 
outside the Turkish border, where a good internet connection is less vital 
than local traditions, one of which seems to be holding outsiders in 
suspicion. M . P  ,  -fawning Ghanbar (Vahid 
Mobaseri), does what he can to paper over tensions that arise due to the 

  . 
  
H   ,    ,  . M . P   
to photograph and film just about everything within his purview prompts a 
village-  . D         
between two ill-  ? T    (   N  
H )        l-being even as 
he wants Mr. Panahi out-of-here already. All the while, the travails of 
Zara and Bakhtiar continue, albeit in a peripatetic manner. 
  
Movie-goers forgiving of meta-cinema  that is to say, pictures in which 
we are constantly reminded of their abiding artifice  will applaud Mr. 
P            
they may (or may not) be capable of embodying. Those of us who like a 
good story told well will concede that Mr. Panahi has a gift that succeeds 
in spite of his over-intellectualized machinations.  
  
A  , N  B    ,  ,  
considerably involving all the same. 
 



Paste Magazine 
December 22, 2022 
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No Bears Confronts the Dystopian 
Construct of Borders 
By Natalia Keogan  |  December 22, 2022   

 
 
  
The rigidity of borders literal and figurative is the primary interest of No 
Bears, Iranian fi a e  Jafa  Pa ahi  a e  fi . C e ed  h  
bef e he di ec   ece  a e culminating in a six-year prison 
e e ce f  aga da agai  he egi e  i  hi  a i e I a the film is a 

meta-commentary on the artistic suppression that Panahi has been 
increasingly subjected to throughout his career, also currently affecting a large 
swath of Iranian filmmakers, artists and activists. 
  
No Bears incorporates two parallel plot lines. The first involves Panahi (who 
plays himself) covertly renting a room near the Iranian border, secretly 
overseeing the shoot for his next film, which is happening in a nearby Turkish 
city. Restricted from leaving Iran (much like the real-life Panahi), he monitors 
he d c i  g e  ia Z  a d ce  hone calls that is, when the 

frequently-spotty reception allows for it. In his free time, he takes photographs 
f he a   he  dgi g i , i h ecia  e ha i   i  i cia  

residents. However, he quickly becomes embroiled in a local scandal involving 
a photo he allegedly took of a young couple whose union is strictly forbidden 
b  he  adi i a  c , h gh he ehe e  ea  ha   ch 

h g a h e i . The ec d i e cc  i hi  Pa ahi  i a-film 
narrative, which similarly concerns a star-crossed couple. Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar 
Panjei) and Zara (Mina Khosravani) struggle to obtain an extra passport so that 
he  ca  f ee  E e ge he , a  ha  e  f  he ac  (a  ea  a  

they appear in No Bears) own lived experiences. Soon, the prospect of illegally 

https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/no-bears-review/
https://www.pastemagazine.com/writers?name=natalia+keogan


leaving the country becomes a pressing concern for all parties, both real and 
fictional, involved. 
  
After receiving a 20-year ban on filmmaking by the state in 2010, Panahi has 
resorted to illegally crafting his fi . He  a ea ed a  hi e f i  each ec  
he  di c ee  de e ed e e  i ce, begi i g i h hi  2011 
documentary This Is Not a Film. No Bears is no different, though it does follow 
the scripted dramatic leanings of his most recent effort 3 Faces (2018) as 
opposed to the docu-fiction hybrid of Closed Curtain (2015) and Taxi (2017). 
While 3 Faces explores the social position of women in Iran through oft-
whimsical encounters as Panahi drives across northwestern Iran with actress 
Behnaz Jafari (also playing herself), No Bears feels much more darkly prophetic, 
ee i g  a a e f he fi a e  e c achi g i i e . The a h i ie  

a e a  i e e  h ea   Pa ahi  cha ac e  i  he fi , ici  ha  he  
traveled from his home in metropolitan Tehran to a small village conveniently 
close to the border. 
  
No Bears i  a  e ici  c i ica  f he di ec  ece  e cha  f  b e di g 
the boundaries of reality and fiction in his work. Does rewriting the 
anticlimactic nature of reality into a compelling narrative actually serve to 
e ich a  a die ce  de a di g f he cia  i e  he ac e  i  hi  fi ? 
This question manifests in the film-within-the-fi  ce a  c e, h e i ed 
experiences are used as fodder for a fictional fantasy. Bakhtiar and Zara 
become increasingly dismayed that their circumstances will never emulate the 
id  c c i  f he fi  he e ac i g i , e e a  eadi g  ha  

ironically becomes a cinematically tragic conclusion for the film. 
  
Of course, the man-made construct of geographic borders is another concern 
of No Bears, a e  he a a e e  f hei  i e  e f ce e . A  Pa ahi  
character contemplates illegally venturing into Turkey, the imagined status of 
the border is made clear when a colleague sets up an impromptu opportunity 
f  he   c  i h  a  da ge . Ye  Pa ahi  cha ac e  ca  a e 
himself step past the non-existent physical threshold into Turkey, opting to 
obey protocol and dart back into Iranian territory at the very last moment. This 
directly contrasts the very real treachery that awaits average citizens who dare 
trespass this invisible man- ade i e i . If he a ed g a d  e e  
enough of a deterrent, there is a local superstition that bears roam the vast 
terrain that separates Turkey from Iran, which is where the film gets its title. 
O  fea  e e  he . N  Bea !  Sh  a i age   Pa ahi  cha ac e  

of the myth. Yet even without the existence of ferocious beasts, No 



Bears emphasizes that the border does indeed have the capacity to kill in 
various ways: whether by armed guard or the bureaucratic restriction of 

e  d c e a i , i e  a e i e a ab  a e ed and lost due to this 
invisible outline. 
  
A g i h Pa ahi  20-year ban on filmmaking, the Iranian government placed 
a strict travel ban on the director, barring him from leaving the country unless 
for medical treatment or to make the Hajj pilgrimage. Before his most recent 
imprisonment, Panahi was also subject to an extensive period of house arrest. 
Despite these restrictive conditions, he continued making films as an act of 
resistance with the help of collaborators in Iran and the broader international 
film community. Yet amid the current wave of state-sanctioned brutality 
against activists and artists in Iran, Panahi is just one of several directors 
c e  i i ed f  a eged aga da.  H ef  No Bears is not the 
fi a  iece f a f  c af ed aga da  he di ec  i  ab e  a e,  
any socially conscious filmmaker currently experiencing suppression in Iran. 
  
Director: Jafar Panahi 
Writer: Jafar Panahi 
Stars: Jafar Panahi, Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobsari, Bakhtiar Panjei, Mina 
Khosravani, Reza Heydari 
Release Date: December 23, 2022 (Sideshow/Janus Films) 
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No Bears  Re ie   Jafar Panahi s La es  

Metafictional Drama Is Another Miraculous Feat 
By Larry Fried 

 
  
No Bears begins on a humble city street in Turkey. The camera pans across multiple 
characters, each simply going about their day. It’s so curious yet nonchalant that it 
could easily be a documentary. However, the camera eventually focuses on Zara 
(Mina Kavani), a woman working her shift at the local bar. She’s told there is 
someone here to see her: Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), who has finally acquired her a 
fake passport so she can flee the country. However, she refuses to leave after 
learning he can’t come with her, as he has yet to acquire his own passport. It’s a 
perfect, if not familiar, inciting incident, laying the groundwork for what will surely 
be a riveting drama. And…cut! 
  
An assistant director appears from off-screen, speaking directly into the lens. The 
camera zooms out to reveal that we just watched an entire scene through a laptop 
screen. The man watching the laptop is Jafar Panahi, the film’s director, orchestrating 
the shoot via his internet connection from a remote village in Iran. This kind of 
digital direction became commonplace in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, but 

https://geekvibesnation.com/no-bears-review/


the reason he isn’t on-set has nothing to do with sickness. He actually isn’t allowed to 
leave the country. His assistant director has to cross back into Iran just to send his 
director rushes of the day’s shots. 
  

 
Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 
  
New viewers may be a bit toppled over by the immediate meta commentary, but 
things are even more layered from the outside-in. Jafar Panahi is actually playing a 
semi-fictionalized version of himself; we are watching him direct in a film within the 
film he himself is directing, not to mention producing and co-writing. Fans of 
Panahi’s work come into his films expecting metatextual layers to be peeled back, 
but this is the most immediate it has ever felt. Not only is he playing himself as a 
director, but he is also playing himself as a prisoner. Though the film doesn’t make it 
explicitly clear why he cannot leave his village, anybody familiar with Panahi’s work 
knows the score.  
  
No Bears is the fifth feature film Panahi has directed since being arrested and 
sentenced to prison by the Iranian government in 2010. On the grounds of 
propaganda and collusion, Panahi was banned from directing or writing any films for 
20 years. Despite this pressure, he continues to make them illegally and smuggle 
them out of the country. His first film during the ban, This is Not a Film, was shot 
during his time in house arrest, smuggled into the Cannes Film Festival via a thumb 
drive (inside a cake), and touted as one of the year’s finest documentaries. It even got 
shortlisted for an Academy Award. Even after being arrested again earlier this year, 
Panahi continues to work, even if it could kill him. 



 

 
Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 
  
Panahi’s films had already been incisive critiques on the Iranian government and its 
traditionalist oppression, blending fictional stories with documentary techniques 
and real-world corollaries. Now, after being victimized by these structures firsthand, 
his directorial voice has become only more scathing. Panahi, a man who has never 
subscribed to his country’s many traditions, has placed himself directly in the center 
of a film that bridges two worlds in which these traditions have laid the foundation 
for systemic subjugation of its people. Though there is no time travel, it feels as 
though he is putting Iran then and Iran now into harrowing conversation. 
  
Half of the film takes place within the aforementioned village, centered around 
accusations that Panahi took photos of Gozal (Darya Alei), Jacob’s (Javad Siyahi) 
betrothed, with another man, Solduz (Amir Davari). Gozal and Jacob have been set to 
be married since birth, a long-standing Iranian tradition. Panahi claims the photos do 
not exist, but the village is too eager to pin blame on an outsider for a problem they 
cannot realistically solve themselves. At one point, Solduz confronts Panahi and 
sums it up: “If words were helpful, you wouldn’t be here.” 
  
Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 
  
The other half of the story takes place within Panahi’s film, which is revealed to be 
based on the stars’ actual attempts to flee the country. As they are shooting the final 
scene, in which the two approach an airport taxi to finally flee, Zara has an emotional 
breakdown at Panahi’s hypocrisy. How can a man who is still unable to leave his 
country portray a happy ending when his characters attempt such an act? Zara goes 
missing following this revelation, and suddenly Panahi’s film becomes a 
documentary capturing this aftermath. 
  



By blending fact and fiction with a sweeping brush, Panahi makes everything feel 
real, regardless of its source. It’s a miraculously well-constructed attack on the very 
structures that (poorly) attempt to suppress him and his work. Even years into 
breaking the rules, Panahi’s filmmaking has never felt more urgent. The camera is 
constantly moving  panning, gliding, sometimes shaking  through environments 
that are layered with visual information. How Panahi and cinematographer Amin 
Jafari land on such compelling compositions is closer to movie magic than most 
blockbusters provide.  
 

 
  
Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 
  
While you’re watching the film, it’s easy to feel as though you’re witnessing a miracle 

 a film that is, by law, not allowed to exist, yet does and fervently so. However, the 
idea of a miracle is likely something Panahi would resent. In fact, it would undermine 
the filmmaker’s incredible resolve. In one of the film’s later scenes, an older 
gentleman in the community warns Panahi there are bears that roam the streets at 
night. When Panahi inquires further, the man admits that “there are no bears.” 
They’re just “stories we make up to scare people.” 
  
Despite all the traditions that continue to be upheld, despite all that is said to scare 
Panahi into silence, he knows that it is all smoke and mirrors. Until they literally 
come to stop him (again), he will continue to make incredible cinema because there 
are no bears. 
  
No Bears is now playing in New York City courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films. 
The film will expand to Los Angels on January 13th, followed by additional 
cities in subsequent weeks.  
… 
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I anian D ama No Bears Sho an A i
Figh ing De ai In he Face of T ann  

 

Jafar Panahi's No Bears 

Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 

BY STEPHANIE ZACHAREK  

DECEMBER 23, 2022 

T he movies embattled Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi has managed 

to make in the past decade or so beginning with the 2011 This Is Not a 
Film and winding toward his latest, No Bears are models of ingenuity, a 
multi-project study in the fortitude of the creative spirit. But as playful 
a d e e a  he e e  ha e e e  bee , he e  a a  
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easy to watch, and No Bears, in particular, shows an artist fighting 
despair in the face of governmental tyranny. From the time of his initial 
a e   2010 ( he I a a  g e e  cha ge a  aga da aga  
he e )  h  a  e , Pa ah  had bee  a ge  c f ed  

his home, a condition of the six-year prison sente ce he d ece ed. He d 
also been barred from leaving Iran, and forbidden from making films in 
any official capacity. This past July, after inquiring about the arrests of 
fellow filmmakers Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, Panahi 
too was detained, and subsequently sentenced to serve that six-year 
prison sentence behind literal bars. By the time No Bears premiered at 
the Venice Film Festival, in early September, Panahi had already been 
inca ce a ed  Teh a  E  P , he e  f he a  ca  
prisoners are held, for more than a month.  

Though Panahi had obviously completed No Bears before his literal 
e , he e   a   a ch h  f  h  fee g 

mournful, or fearing for the man who made it. The structure at first 
seems to be that of a movie within a movie. We see scenes of street life in 
a small city a man balances a basket on his head; musicians roam the 
walkways, accepting coins as they make joyful music.  The camera zeroes 
in on a café, and specifically on a young woman waiting tables there, 
Zara (Mina Kavani). She gets a phone call and dashes away from her job 
to meet a gaunt, lanky man, Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), who appears to 
ha e g d e : he  a aged to procure a passport for her, a means of 
escape that we can tell means the world.  

It turns out that this scene is part of a film that Panahi is directing from 
afar. He has taken a small room in a nearby village still observing the 
rules of his confinement, if just barely a d he  e g he 
direction of this movie via his laptop, with the help of an assistant, Reza 
(Reza Heydari). Yet the story unfolding in the film-within-a-film turns 

  be a ea   a  e ; a   a  f Pa ah  ece  f ilms, fact and 
fiction are blurred. And although Panahi has been at first made to feel 
welcome in his village rental b  he h e  e , Gha ba  (Vah d 
M ba e ), a d b  Gha ba  he  (Na e  De a a ), h   af e  
their guest with mother-hen benevolence it turns out that even here, 
he  be g dged g  f c e  he ha  e e  c e c e  
committing. 

In the film, Panahi-as-Panahi, an imagemaker to his very bones, has 
been seen taking photographs around his rental, and the local men have 

https://time.com/6210593/tar-review/


accused him of taking pictures of two young lovers who happen to be 
embroiled in a local controversy. (They explain that in their village, 

he  a  fa  g  b ca  c d  c ,  e e ed  he a e f he 
a  he  e e a  g g  a , a a e  of backwards thinking that 

Panahi immediately recognizes as crazy, even though, as a guest, he 
must pretend to respect the local traditions.) When questioned, Panahi 
insists that he has no such picture in his possession; he hands the men 
h  ca e a  e  ca d,  d  h  a  he  . S , he  d  
believe him, and demand, in a menacingly polite way, that he take 
f he  e   e h  ce ce. He c e , b  he e  
hostility, and their message, is clear: they can, and will, control him with 
their rigid, almost incomprehensible rules.  

In No Bears, Panahi is both playing himself and being himself, allowing 
h e f  e e  e e  e be de e  a d a ge  ha  he  e ea ed 
in films like Closed Curtain (2013) or Taxi (2015), made in his earlier 
years in exile. The metaphorical weight of  No Bears is heavy. In the 

e, he  be g he d h age b  ea a  h  d e  fa  
tradition and superstition over humanity, a version of what his 
government is doing in real life, but in an even more treacherous way. 
Because the Iranian state so greatly fears the autonomy of its own 
people, it sees Panahi and other artists like him as a danger: Taraneh 
A d , a  f A gha  Fa had  O ca -winning film The Salesman and 

e f he c  t famous actresses, has also recently been 
arrested for her support of the nationwide protests that erupted in 
September, after the death of 22-year-old Mahsa Amini in police custody. 

Mea h e, Pa ah  f e a  a f a e   ce a . E  P  ha  
a history of human-rights abuses; in October, a fire tore through the 
premises, killing 8 people and injuring more than 60, although those are 
the figures released by state media in reality they could be much higher. 
I  he f e  af e a h, Pa ah  fe, Tah a Saeed , e a ed ha  Pa ahi 
had a d he d e e e ced he  h  f h  fe.  I  No Bears, the 
62-year-old Panahi shows nothing more than the normal effects of aging: 
his hair is grayer than before, the lines in his face perhaps slightly more 
pronounced. But this is hardly a broken man. He knows one thing for 
sure: defiance is the ultimate act of survival.  
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Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
Disappointment Media 
December 26, 2022 
Review; Rating: 3 out of 5 
By Tatiana Miranda 
  
https://www.disappointmentmedia.com/reviews/no-bears-a-defiant-experimental-look-at-
filmmaking-in-iran 
  

 

 

NO BEARS -- A Defiant, Experimental 

Look At Filmmaking In Iran 

 

At first glance, No Bears appears to be one of the several movies to come out of 2022 
that focuses on filmmaking, alongside The Fabelmans and Babylon. But No Bears is 
unique in many ways, mainly regarding the context surrounding the film's making and 

location. Part documentary and part fiction, No Bears is centered around an Iranian 

director, "Jafar Panahi," who is portrayed by the real-life director of the film, Jafar 
Panahi.  
 

While the film is heavily fictionalized, Panahi's real-world influences are apparent 
throughout. Having been banned from filmmaking in 2010 by the Iranian government, 

Panahi applies this struggle to his film as this character attempts to make a movie in 
Turkey without being able to leave Iran. Filled with slapstick-style scenes of Panahi 

trying to video-call his assistant in Turkey as his internet connection continues to go in 
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and out, Panahi is able to blend drama and comedy in order to highlight the surrealist 

nature of the position he is in.  
 
Beyond its humorous moments, No Bears is anxiety-inducing. Panahi's real-life urgency 

and secretive style of filmmaking are reflected on screen as his character resides near 

the border of Iran and Turkey, slyly working on his next movie. Through the character's 
actions, those of the characters within his film, and the real Panahi's experience, the 

audience watches as each deals with their feelings of being trapped.  

 

Panahi, the character, frequents the border and contemplates fleeing to Turkey. The 

characters in his film, Bakhtiar and Zara, are shown trying to gain passports in order to 
leave and go to Europe, a storyline which is also portrayed to be inspired by the actors' 
experiences. Lastly, Panahi, the director, includes his personal restrictions through 
simple but poignant directorial decisions.  

 

Even the film's title harps back to the overarching subject of borders and what lies 
beyond them. In a conversation between Panahi and his landlord Ghanbar, they discuss 

the town's superstitious beliefs about bears that keep people from crossing the border. 

In response to Panahi's question about the bears, Ghanbar disproves this idea and says a 
line encapsulating the film's central thesis: "Our fear empowers others. No Bears!"  
 

Unlike its Western counterparts telling the history and creativity of filmmaking, No 
Bears tackles the discussion of the limitations many have to deal with when it comes to 
censorship and authoritarian governments. Even without the context of Panahi's current 
imprisonment and many run-ins with the law, No Bears is a defiant representation of 

Panahi's passion for filmmaking and the realities he has dealt with while trying to hone 
his craft.  

 

No Bears is now playing in theaters. 



 

Rating: 3/5 
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Jafar Panahi s ‘No Bears  Continues his 
Cinema of Defiance 

The Iranian director has been in and out of prison, makes films 
with iPhones, has smuggled one of his movies out of the country on 
a thumb drive inside a cake, and never relents on his chin-out 
stance toward the state. 

by MICHAEL ATKINSON  

January 6, 2023 

 

Jafa  Pa ahi j  ake  ie , b  he  a  a i i g a  o the medium, and our most 
authentically heroic contemporary, defiantly living and working as he does in a state 
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culture that would rather he entirely disappear. The Islamic Republic of Iran would surely 
prefer to hang him, if they could. A sort of modern ci e a  S . Seba ia , Pa ahi ha  
been arrested and censored and forbidden to continue making films  hich i  a  ha  
unusual in itself, especially if you recall what filmmakers and other artists endured in the 
Eastern Bloc years.  

But unlike filmmakers oppressed and gagged under various Communist thumbs, Panahi 
never took the hint and kept making films, covertly, illegally, relentlessly, and though 
they are not shown in Iran, they sneak out for the world to see, each distributed globally 
and streaming freely (on Amazon and elsewhere). No totalitarian force on Earth seems to 
be able to stop him. 

His new film, No Bears, i  hi  e h fea e, a d he fif h he  ade i ce he g e e  
jai ed hi  a d c a ded hi   . Le    he a e, if  ha e  bee  

acki g Pa ahi  g e   and if you have, it might be good to take a macro view, 
now that the drama has been unfolding for almost 13 years. After years of skirmishes and 
detainments, Panahi was arrested in 2010 on unspecified charges, and eventually 
c ic ed f a e b  a d c di g i h he i e i   c i  c i e  agai  he 
c  a i a  ec i  a d aga da agai  he I a ic Re b ic.   

He a  e e ced  i  ea  i i e  a d a 20-year ban on making or directing 
any movies. The next year, under house arrest and awaiting the results of an appeal, 
Panahi went ahead and made a film, This Is Not a Film (2011), documenting his life of 
confinement with a camcorder and an iPhone. Famously, the movie was smuggled out of 
Iran on a thumb drive hidden inside a cake, and premiered at the Cannes Film Festival.   

The movie explores this bizarre borderland limbo with Panahi, at 
e i  ee i g hi  AD  a hi ide a  igh   e ie e he da  

footage on a disc, and hesitantly stepping right up to the invisible 
line between freedom and imprisonment. 
Thanks to the predictable international outcry in the face of his persecution, the leash on 
Panahi began to slowly loosen, and he continued constructing and releasing 
features: Closed Curtain (2013), Taxi (2015), and 3 Faces (2018), each illegal at home 
and celebrated abroad. The films are all centered on Panahi himself as he gradually 
expands his range of motion  huddling in a vacation home with an array of interlopers, 
driving around Tehran as a taxi driver, venturing to a tiny northern village on a mission of 
mercy. All four films explore what you could call the Iranian Juke, a postmodern 
paradigm pioneered by Abbas Kiarostami and Mohsen Mahkmalbaf, among others, in 
films that walk and talk like neo-realism or even non-fiction, but actually occupy a demi-
fic i a  ea  he e he bjec i e  ea  a d he c i ed dece i e  i e i g e. 
Whom you might take for an authentic passerby is an actor, and vice-versa. Even This Is 
Not a Film, which has largely been defined as a straight documentary, has sizable 
suspicious chunks that may well have been scripted, rehearsed, and post-dubbed. 



Like the earlier films, No Bears takes its own impossible circumstances as its primary 
subject. The opening scene is in a café, where a man and a woman squabble about a new 
passport and their effort to emigrate to Europe  except her hair is uncovered, which 

ea  hi  i  I a . S , e ea  i  a fi  i  g e , bei g h  ac  he b de  
i  T ke , a d di ec ed ia Z  b  Pa ahi, h  ec e  e i g a  j  a fe  
miles away. The dependability of WiFi is an issue. 

From there, the movie explores this bizarre borderland limbo with Panahi, at one point 
ee i g hi  AD  a hi ide a  igh   e ie e he da  f age  a di c, a d 

hesitantly stepping right up to the invisible line between freedom and imprisonment. As 
always, the quotidian around Panahi is filled with polite bustle, nosy neighbors, tetchy 
i f a c e, ea , i a , a d ec e . The fi  he  aki g i  T ke     be 
a ee ac e  f he di c e ed ac  ea  , b  the more pressing trouble 
begi  i  he i age Pa ahi  hidi g i , he e he accide a  fa  i  a ca  c i i , 
partially triggered by his own filmmaking habits. A young man and woman have been 
contracted to marry since they were born, but she loves a he  a ; i  Pa ahi ha  
exposes the conflict by impulsively photographing the pre-wedding ceremonies, and 
possibly capturing the lovers together. 

We never see the photo in question  instead, the film focuses on Panahi as the grinding 
pressure of Persian traditions and age-old misogyny push him onto center stage, and force 
him to build a small tower of untruths in the process. This semi-real Panahi  how many 
are there?  ca  be ie e, i  he agic de e e , he  e ib e f  ha  i , i  
this backwater, a life-or-death dilemma. He even films his own interrogation before the 
village elders, who have little reason to trust the sneaky shutterbug urbanite in their midst. 
G da d ce fa  i ed, A acki g h  i  a a  ac ; i  Pa ahi  world, every 
act of filming has moral implications, with sometimes incendiary consequences. 

The e   a chi g Pa ahi  a  fi e fi  (a d he e h a f h  he  ade, a  
on YouTube) as merely movies  the force majeure of the cultural world around their 

aki g, a d a d Pa ahi  chi -out stance toward the state, always invests them with 
an extra urgency and concrete vibrance no amount of craft or flash can approximate. The 
government of Iran had let Panahi slide on his initial sentence, until this July, when 
thanks to a crackdown partially fueled by the nationwide protests, they rearrested him and 
vowed to make him serve all six years. There he still sits. In August, the Ministry of 
Culture called No Bears e f a i ica  ga e  ha  a ie ha  d e   ha e a 

d c i  ice e ; a h a e , i   a S ecia  J  P i e a  he Ve ice Fi  
Festival. The question now does not seem to be whether Panahi will make a film in Evin 
Prison, somehow, but when. ❖ 
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MARK KROTOV 

An En ire Socie  E is s 
Wi hin Me 

Jafar Panahi after the ban 

 

Still from No Bears. 

January 6, 2023 

Jafar Panahi: Interviews. Edited by Drew Todd. University Press of Mississippi, 
2019. 

JAFAR PANAHI S  NO BE ARS  opens with a long, 270-degree pan around the 
T-intersection of two streets. We know the action takes place sometime in the 
post-pandemic present because in the background of the frame we briefly see 
a man wearing a mask. (Other than the bright, aggressive clarity of the digital 
image, which situates the film in the ugly whites and grays of contemporaneity, 
this man is our only temporal marker.) Later we learn that this town is in 
Turkey, somewhere near the Iranian border, but for now all we have is the 
anonymous streetscape: for the first few seconds the camera is stationary, our 
gaze on the rolling gates and colorful bollards and plastic signs advertising 
haircuts and beard trims. A simit peddler approaches up the block and the 
camera slowly pans left with him as he turns off into a side street. Just as the 
peddler exits the frame, a tea salesman enters from the same side street, 
wheeling his steaming pot on a little cart. The camera trails him until it has 
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rotated 180 degrees to face the other end of the block. Here it picks up two 
slow-moving street musicians as they collect tips from people hanging around 
on the sidewalk. (As usual with Panahi, the only music in the film is diegetic.) 
The camera stays on the musicians as they perform for a man and a woman 
in a sidewalk café, but though we have now focused our attention on six 
different people the simit peddler, the tea salesman, the musicians, and the 
couple at the restaurant we intuit that none of them is our protagonist. The 
woman orders tea for herself and her boyfriend from a waitress in a loose, red-
orange shirt, and now at last we land on our true target. The camera moves 
with the waitress as she brings a beer to another customer, picks up a call on 
her cell phone, looks down the hill to check for her caller, and runs inside to 
get her coat. She steps outside and walks a few steps down the intersecting 
street to meet Bakhtiar, her gangly, sharp-angled lover or husband. He has 
joyous news: he has procured a French passport for her. Zara is thrilled, but 
when she asks about his own passport, Bakhtiar becomes far less emphatic: 
she will have to go ahead to France, he mumbles, and he will arrive later. It s 
evident that these are topics of immense importance to these characters, but 
our understanding of them is limited, our context for this scene extremely 
minimal. What we can see is that to Zara, one passport rather than two is a 
defeat. The camera pans with her as she walks back to the café, angry and 
disappointed, unpersuaded by his desperation. It tracks her as she goes 
inside before it returns to the second street and to Bakhtiar, who lights a 
cigarette and retreats down the hill. 

It is worth dwelling on this scene and the camera s movements in such 
insistent detail because especially in the five films he has made since his 
initial arrest and twenty-year ban from filmmaking in 2010 Panahi has 
specialized in these kinds of slippery moments, favoring long takes that offer 
total spatial legibility but little in the way of easily assimilable information about 
character and plot.1 But it is also worth dwelling on the scene because of how 
beautifully Panahi underscores its falsity. Almost exactly four minutes after we 
first glimpse the street, we receive a triple shock: a voice offscreen calls cut! ; 
the assistant director Reza steps into the frame and peers straight into the 
camera; and the camera starts to move again, this time slowly panning out to 
reveal that the scene has been playing out on a laptop at which sits Jafar 
Panahi, who has been watching the footage just as we have, at a geographic 
remove. 

The pleasure of this reveal is comparable to that of Truffaut s Day for Night, or 
Lubitsch s To Be or Not to Be, or any number of on-set meta-movies. It is a thrill 
to have the rug pulled out from under you, to feel that you have become 
somehow implicated in the filmmaking process, or at least called out by it. But 
an even richer and more complicated form of subversion occurs a few 
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seconds later, as Panahi reviews the scene with Reza and an offscreen 
member of the crew. We learn that Bakhtiar was supposed to follow Zara into 
the café but missed his cue. Panahi looks directly at Reza as he speaks, and 
Reza looks back at him, and at us. If we stay on Zara, and then pan to 
Bakhtiar,  Panahi explains, we have an idle frame in between, which breaks 
the rhythm.  

Much about No Bears feels new in the context of Panahi s work the narrative 
complexity, the international scope, and the accretion of ominous dread 
(though there is some precedent for the latter in Crimson Gold (2003), the 
closest thing Panahi has made to a genre film) but the decision to shoot 
a mistake in order to subsequently call attention to it would be unusual in 
anyone s oeuvre. When I rewatched the movie I found the moment Panahi 
was talking about the idle frame but I never would have clocked it as an 
error. 

Just a few minutes into the movie, Panahi has already undermined the stability 
of his image twice: decisively, and then more subtly. Like his mentor and great 
influence Abbas Kiarostami, Panahi has long been interested in the self-
reflexive possibilities of cinema: his second film, The Mirror (1997), memorably 
unmoors itself halfway through, becoming an alleged documentary of its own 
failures. But it is in the post-ban half of his filmography that self-reflexivity has 
emerged as an essential concern and an inevitable one, because according 
to his government, Panahi shouldn t be making movies at all. He has 
continued to do so anyway, starring in four of the post-ban films and playing a 
key role in the fifth. The challenges to his own filmmaking capacities, 
meanwhile, have become Panahi s central metaphor. 

PANAHI IS A FILMMAKER  of exquisite efficiency, and the basic contours 
of No Bears are apparent from its first five minutes. Bakhtiar and Zara are in 
Turkey with the production, and Panahi himself actually, let s call him Jafar 
to avoid any suggestion of documentary; for all their ambiguous refractions of 
reality, Panahi s films are carefully scripted is directing a semi-documentary 
film based on their life remotely from a village in Iran, on the other side of the 
border.2 (Like Panahi, Jafar has been banned from leaving Iran, but he 
believes that relative proximity to his cast and crew is better than none at all.) 
As the film goes on, the particularities, intensities, and terrors of the village 
where Jafar is staying come into clear focus, while the film-within-a-film falls 
apart. 

If Kiarostami s gorgeous rural compositions occasionally led critics to confuse 
him for someone working in a lyrical or pastoral mode, before the ban Panahi 
had always been too single-minded in his focus on the city to be anything 
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other than a quintessentially urban filmmaker. After the ban, there was little 
reason to think that he would end up in the countryside it s hard enough to 
make illegal movies in your apartment in Tehran, or in a taxi. But in Three 
Faces (2018), which precedes No Bears and with which it forms an anxious 
diptych, Panahi revealed that his extraordinary sensitivity to his surroundings 
also extended to village life. There were shades of warmth and hope in Three 
Faces, and plenty of good jokes with good punchlines, but above all that film 
marked a return to Panahi s major subject during the pre-ban period: the 
mistreatment of women by the Iranian state. No number of small kindnesses 
and gentle ironies could counteract Panahi s angry (if satisfyingly layered) 
story of a young aspiring actress driven to desperation by her society s cruelty. 
Misogyny, Panahi showed, was as endemic in the country as it was in the city. 

Panahi himself Jafar has been a tricky presence in his post-ban films, a 
gradually evolving character. Wandering through the mournful abstraction 
of Closed Curtain (2013) Jafar was inscrutable, in Taxi (2015) he was notably 
smiley (for a somewhat schlubby man in late middle age, Panahi has a 
megawatt smile), and in Three Faces he was at once conciliatory and evasive, 
reluctant to cast judgment or act decisively despite the strong possibility of 
misogynistic violence. So it is all the more striking when, late in Three Faces, 
after Jafar politely declines the invitation of three village elders to sleep 
indoors instead of in his car, he hears them badmouth him as they walk away, 
thinking they re out of earshot. City folks never listen,  one of them says, as 
the camera watches Jafar s polite smile clench into studied neutrality. A 
strong hailstorm would show him.  

No Bears also has its share of small-town kindnesses and ironies, but the 
suspicion of outsiders that only made itself felt in the final moments of Three 
Faces is now an operating premise. Soon after the film begins, Jafar s wi-fi 
gives out, leaving Bakhtiar and Zara and the film crew to fend for themselves. 
For his part, Jafar has nothing to do but turn his attention to the village. We 
meet Ghanbar, from whom Jafar is renting a room. He is on his way to a local 
engagement ceremony, during which the feet of the bride and groom are 
washed in a creek. Ghanbar begs Jafar, his dear Sir,  to attend as an 
honored guest, but Jafar turns the tables: could Ghanbar instead document 
the ceremony for him with Jafar s camera? Ghanbar is worried about 
performing for his mysterious big-city tenant, and his earnest, quivering 
nervousness offers one of the film s few moments of gentle comedy. The 
video he delivers is unsurprisingly amateurish, if not without beauty in 
contrast to the austere digital cinematography throughout the rest of the 
movie, the small camera s blotchy footage almost resembles the thick haze of 
Super 8 film. During playback, Jafar sits at his laptop as Ghanbar kneels 
deferentially at his side, at once embarrassed by and proud of his 



camerawork. He might be a spy,  a villager says of Jafar as the camera and 
its operator stumble up a dirt road. Don t scare me, a spy?  we hear Ghanbar 
respond. The police might pick me up!  The paranoid dialogue continues in 
this register. He might plan to cross the border illegally,  someone tells 
Ghanbar. Nonsense!  he responds. He wouldn t risk his own expensive car. . 
. . He s on the computer all day long, talking to who knows whom.  We cut 
back to Jafar and Ghanbar, who is visibly horrified by his ungenerous 
indiscretion. As in the scene with the elders Three Faces, Jafar says nothing. 

But Jafar doesn t merely provoke suspicion because he is an outsider with an 
SUV and a laptop. Throughout No Bears, we learn about Jaban s various local 
traditions the foot-washing ceremony; a building called the Swear Room, in 
which truths must be confessed and conflicts resolved; and a third, which 
plays out offscreen: when a girl is born in the village, her umbilical cord is cut 
in the name of her future husband. We get the sense that these names are 
often attributed to their respective umbilical cords due to prosaic family 
conflicts rather than deep-seated historical obligation, but never mind: tradition 
is tradition. A young woman named Gozal was promised at birth to Yaghoob, 
but she is in love with Soldooz, another young man from Jaban (notably an ex-
student who studied in Tehran and was called back to the village, like the 
young actress in Three Faces). While Ghanbar is off at the foot-washing 
ceremony, Jafar grabs one of his other cameras and goes up to the roof to 
snap a few pictures of the local kids. The following day it is alleged that in the 
course of this photo shoot, Jafar took a picture of Gozal and Soldooz together. 
Now, as rumor quickly spreads, everyone is after the evidence: its ostensible 
subjects want it destroyed, while the angry Yaghoob and his family members 
need it to prove Soldooz s depravity and, by implication, to violate Gozal s 
autonomy and force her into a marriage she would give anything to avoid. In a 
series of escalations that is richly comic until it becomes terrifying, various 
groups of villagers intrude on Jafar and demand that he give them the photo. 
(A beautifully choreographed scene of men taking off their shoes to enter 
Jafar s room calls to mind the scene in A Night at the Opera when an 
impossible number of visitors stuffs itself into Groucho s cruise ship cabin.) 
The villagers are polite, ingratiating, unctuous, and apologetic about their 
insistence, but insistent nonetheless. The elusive Jafar of Three Faces here 
gives way to a new, blunt Jafar who denies that he took the photo and offers 
his camera and memory card up for inspection. But the logic of the villagers  
insistence can only move in one direction, and by the end, no matter the photo 
Jafar did or didn t take, Jaban has created its own reality. ( This picture has a 
become a big concern,  says the village sheriff. It s paralyzing all of us. This is 
an important piece of evidence. ) The film s intensifying aggressions make its 
brutal ending unsurprising, but still as shocking as anything that has ever 
appeared in a Panahi movie. 



AS JAFAR BECOMES ENSNARED  in village controversy and technical 
difficulties, on the other side of the border his film is unraveling: Zara dies by 
suicide; Bakhtiar ends up alone, condemned to a death of despair; and Jafar s 
film crew finds itself shaken and confused, having put its trust in a director who 
has led them terribly astray. The irony of Jafar s doomed production is 
considerable: like Jafar, Panahi is working with professional actors abroad, but 
very much unlike Jafar, he has in No Bears unlocked a new reserve of space 
and creative freedom. In a 2018 interview with Ehsan Khoshbakht and Drew 
Todd, the editors of the University Press of Mississippi s excellent Jafar Panahi: 
Interviews, Panahi discussed the primal conundrum of his position: 

I am not a part of society. That obviously affects me and is something that I 
reflect on. My personal experiences now play a much greater role in my work 
than society does. In other words, my inspiration comes from my present 
circumstances and is then transferred into society, rather than being the other 
way around. It is almost as if an entire society exists within me. 

It s not surprising that Panahi would interpret his process this way, given the 
devastating effects of the filmmaking and travel bans on his life and work, but 
after the claustrophobia of This Is Not a Film (2011) and Closed Curtain, his films 
have ventured further and further into the outside world and into society. 
Even Taxi in which Jafar picks up a series of passengers including a bootleg 
DVD salesman, Jafar s aspiring filmmaker niece, and the feminist human 
rights lawyer Nasrin Sotoudeh while the camera never leaves the car is 
suffused with the busyness and mess of civic life. In No Bears, via the film-
within-a-film, Panahi has found a way to step further out of himself than at any 
point since the ban was instated. Nowhere is this clearer than in the fraught 
dynamic between Bakhtiar and Zara: theirs is a relationship in crisis, and we 
confront its collapse up close through short glimpses that nonetheless provide 
great observational depth. Though Jafar is the maestro (Reza s not-so-ironic 
word choice), when Bakhtiar and Zara are in the frame our attention is totally 
fixed on their world. But of course, society exists here, too: Bakhtiar and Zara 
have been broken by forced exile, and they experience firsthand the way the 
desperation of a refugee can be leveraged by private actors. As in the other 
post-ban films, Jafar remains the subject, but in Bakhtiar and Zara s story he 
has articulated a different and broader account of the border regime and state 
repression. 

The film s self-reflexivity, too, extends Panahi s interest far beyond his present 
circumstances. I have been thinking recently that the contemporary American 
meta mode, embodied most visibly last year by Nathan Fielder s The 
Rehearsal, doesn t typically go far enough. Surely there is more to be done with 
metafiction than simply to note the interplay of truth and fiction. Work like The 



Rehearsal and Charlie Kaufman s Synecdoche, New York and 
his Adaptation screenplay still the most notable American meta movies of the 
past two decades, for better or worse contains brilliant structural gimmicks 
whose novelty narrows into self-regard.3 What is the point of all this self-
reflexivity? Filmmakers like Fielder and Kaufman and their ilk are well-
positioned to ask catalyzing questions about art and life, to take seriously their 
work s political and economic conditions. But what exactly is being critiqued? 

By contrast, in No Bears, Panahi looks outward. The timeless questions about 
documentation, representation, and filmic truth that every ambitious filmmaker 
must ask themselves and must pose to their audiences surface here in 
thrilling and consequential ways. You stopped when you shouldn t have and 
started when you shouldn t have,  Jafar tells Ghanbar as he reviews his video 
of the foot-washing ceremony. But Ghanbar s excuse that he turned off the 
camera because his female cousin might have been caught swearing on 
film cannot be easily dismissed. Bakhtiar and Zara s characters pose even 
more complex questions about performance: they are actors playing actors 
playing other people in order to cross a border, relying on forged documents 
and in Zara s case a wig. When Zara breaks the fourth wall and asks Jafar 
if he understands that his film, which he has sought to base on his actors  lives 
and stories, is in fact a total fabrication, because the two cannot travel to Paris 
together, contrary to what Bakhtiar and the scene up to that point have told us, 
Jafar feels and we feel dangerously and productively unmoored. Here is 
something new. If The Mirror s abrupt turn from conventional narrative to faux-
documentary turned self-subversion into plot, No Bears leaps beyond its own 
constraints entirely. 

And still it is Jafar s movie. Though This Is Not a Film and Close Curtain found 
Panahi limited to filming respectively inside his apartment and his beach 
house, of the post-ban films No Bears seems by far the most concerned with 
capturing a sense of Jafar s (and Panahi s) confinement and intimidation. 
When Jafar ends up in the Swear Room and must plead his innocence, it is 
hard not to feel that Panahi is drawing on his own experiences at the hands of 
government interrogators. The walls feel like they re closing in; the haughty 
and circumlocutive town elders are an obvious but effective metaphor for the 
repressive Iranian state apparatus. That Panahi was arrested shortly after 
completing the film and that he is now serving out the six-year prison 
sentence originally handed down in 2010 in Tehran s infamous Ervin Prison
is an irony that would have been out of place in all of his work until the stark 
horror of No Bears. 

The deeper irony, though, is that what dominates the film s plot and its 
concerns is the question of implication specifically Jafar s own. In Iran, 
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Jafar s stray photo the photo everyone thinks he took, whether he took it or 
not roils a village and helps bring about unspeakable tragedy. In Turkey, his 
cinematographic methods lead to Zara s suicide. Why make films at all if so 
much can go wrong, if one s own project can do so much damage? 

I don t know why Panahi feels so implicated. Perhaps there is an incident in 
his recent history he cannot let go of: a crew member who was put at risk 
because of their collaboration, or an actor whose parts dried up as a result of 
their appearance in a Panahi film. Or perhaps he is simply thinking about a 
person in a position very much unlike his own. In a recent interview with 
the Hollywood Reporter, Panahi s son Panah was asked whether his father s 
positions regarding the Iranian regime had changed as a result of his 
incarceration. His position has not only not changed,  Panah responded, he 
has gotten stronger and more determined, and his voice has spread more 
widely with the exception of those inside the [Iranian] entertainment industry, 
who have not supported him out of fears of reprisals from the regime. 4 Could 
these insiders be Panahi s true target? Or is it the case that, despite his years 
of iconoclasm, he has conjured a counter-Panahi who wants to think through 
complicity from the inside? It is a tribute to Panahi s empathy and moral 
courage that he can so systematically examine his own implication while being 
perhaps the world s most oppressed major filmmaker. 

A HYPER-NATURALISTIC STORY  about an urban filmmaker uneasily 
situated in a rugged village, curious about its local traditions, and struggling 
with pervasive connectivity issues: this description applies equally to No 
Bears and Kiarostami s wondrous The Wind Will Carry Us, made in 1999 and 
released in the US in 2000. The Wind Will Carry Us is structured around its 
protagonist s frequent drives up to a cemetery at the top of a nearby hill the 
only place he can get cell phone reception to talk to his producer in Tehran. No 
Bears, meanwhile, places Jafar s wi-fi troubles at the very center of the 
narrative: if he were on set  more often, the problems in the village and in 
Turkey all might have been avoided. 

The wi-fi storyline marks an attitudinal shift in Panahi s work. Until No Bears, 
the post-ban films were all fundamentally optimistic about technology about 
cameras and phones and DVDs. Even in the tormented This Is Not a Film, 
which Panahi made in his apartment shortly after the imposition of the ban
and which was famously smuggled out of Iran on a flash drive nestled in a 
birthday cake he evinced a powerful belief in the possibilities of recording. 
Whether the medium was a digital camera or an iPhone, and whether Panahi 
or his co-director Mojtaba Mirtahmasb was doing the filming, the recording 
devices on display in This Is Not a Film were delivery systems for a kind of 
truth. In one of that film s most poignant moments, Panahi plays DVDs of The 
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Mirror and Crimson Gold to remind Mirtahmasb and himself, and us of the 
spontaneous and magical effects his actors have produced on the fly. Don t 
think I don t see what you re up to,  Sotoudeh tells Jafar toward the end 
of Taxi, looking directly into one of the two dashboard-mounted cameras, but 
her comment isn t a warning she is cheerful and amused as she speaks. She 
leaves a rose on the dashboard for the people of cinema, because the people 
of cinema can be relied on.  

In No Bears we see flash drives, hard disks, memory cards, iPhones, laptops, 
numerous digital film and photo cameras, wireless extenders, teleconferencing 
software, Bluetooth headphones, and car rearview cameras. In a film shot 
digitally, made by a director who relies on digital technology for his films  
distribution, all this hardware is a useful reminder of the footage s ultimate 
materiality: though it is saved in the cloud, we re keenly aware of how the film 
is produced. Yet with the exception of the rearview camera which anchors an 
astonishing set piece in which Jafar encounters a couple of villagers who he 
thinks are after him, the tension dissipating only after their receding 
motorcycle shows up in the camera the technology in the film is worse than 
useless, less an instrument of art than of the surveillance state. The film itself 
is often beautiful especially in a sequence early in the film when Jafar and 
Reza drive to the border at night, the dark blue sky and gray mountains and 
gray figures ghostly in their near-total opacity. But from the laptop that elicits 
the neighbors  suspicion, to the photo camera that activates it, to the digital 
camera that captures Bakhtiar at his lowest and possibly jeopardizes his and 
Zara s escape, technology delivers no great truths only ruin. 

At one point late in the film, Reza and a local fixer named Sinan track down 
Bakhtiar at Zara s restaurant after she has disappeared, but before her body 
has been found. The camera pushes in on Bakhtiar, his head slumped onto 
the bar in defeat. For Reza, this footage captures an essential truth, and 
documentation of this sort can only be inherently useful. We intuit that he has 
acquired this instinct from Jafar and from Panahi but it seems clear that he 
is wrong: he should not be filming this abject scene, and the film-within-a-film 
cannot benefit from its inclusion. 

The critic Jonathan Rosenbaum, Kiarostami and Panahi s great American 
champion and interpreter, described The Wind Will Carry Us as a global 
newspaper and millennial statement.  In contrast to that film s turn-of-the-
millennium optimism about community and interconnectedness, the tech-
cynicism of No Bears feels absolutely contemporary. Ours is a time when 
privacy has been ceded to megacorporations; when righteous protest is no 
match for repressive regimes working in tandem with nonstate actors and 
greedy sponsors and advertisers, as in last month s World Cup; when the 



plight of migrants is extraordinarily visible, but a source of only perfunctory 
concern for most governments; when an illegal war condemned by much of 
the international community continues without end (though that one isn t new); 
when right-wing oligarchs can buy up and destroy communications platforms 
that have, among other things, helped catalyze freedom movements in Iran. 
Bakhtiar and Zara are Iranians in Turkey desperate to go to France; Jafar is 
an Iranian filming a movie in Turkey, to which he cannot travel; Gozal and 
Soldooz, the village s young lovers, try to escape Jaban and come to a 
horrible end. Their circumstances are unique to contemporary Iranians, but 
alienation, dispersal, fragmentation, and confinement are everywhere. 

The entire society [that] exists within  Jafar Panahi is a global one. Without 
having left Iran, Panahi has made a defiantly international film. And while this 
is a miraculous accomplishment, given Panahi s situation, it is entirely 
consistent with his history. Nothing in Jafar Panahi: Interviews impressed me 
quite as much as the open letter Panahi wrote to the National Board of 
Review, which awarded him its Freedom of Expression Award for The 
Circle (2000). In April 2001, on his way from the Hong Kong Film Festival to 
the Montevideo and Buenos Aires Film Festivals, Panahi had a layover at 
JFK, during which he was apprehended by police officers who 

chained my feet and locked my chain to the others, all of us locked to a very 
dirty bench. For ten hours, we were not permitted to ask questions and were 
given no answers, forced to sit on that bench, pressed to each other. I could 
not move and I was suffering from an old ailment, but nobody would take 
notice. Again, I requested that they let me call someone in New York, but they 
refused. They not only ignored my request but also that of a boy from Sri 
Lanka who wanted to call his mom. Everybody was moved by the crying of the 
boy people from Mexico, Peru, Eastern Europe, India, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh and I was thinking that any country has its own laws, but I just 
could not understand this barbaric treatment. . . . They chained me again and 
took me to a plane, a plane that was going back to Hong Kong. In the plane 
and from my window, I could see New York. I knew my film The Circle had 
been released there for two days and had been very well received, too. 
However, the audiences would understand the film better if they could know 
that its director was at that moment chained in their own country. They would 
appreciate my belief that the circles that limit human freedoms do exist in all 
parts of this world but with different ratios. 

1.      I hadn  reall  ho gh  of Michael Haneke s ork in connec ion 
to Panahi before seeing No Bears, but the directors obviously 
have a shared interest in urban inscrutability and foreboding. The 
opening of No Bears calls to mind the long Paris sidewalk 



tracking shot at the beginning of Code Unknown, and scenes in 
Panahi s Closed Curtain, Taxi, and Three Faces all resemble, in 
not necessarily intuitive ways, the iconic final shot of Cache. ↩ 

2.      Fanatical examinations on Google Street View revealed that 
the opening shot (and, presumably, the rest of the Turkey scenes) 
were actually shot in Istanbul a fact that only matters as 
rei era ion of his fic ional film s necessar  dis ance from fac . 
For that matter, Jaban, the village named in the film and thanked 
in he credi s, isn  close o he T rkish border. ↩ 

3.      I sho ld confess ha  I ha en  e  seen Oli er Assa as s Irma 
Vep self-adap a ion, so I m limi ing m  cri iq e o comedicall  
inclined Americans. ↩ 

4.      Panah s o n Hit the Road is, as far as I know, the only other 
2022 film by a member of the Panahi family about driving around 
in a Mitsubishi SUV and contemplating crossing the Iranian 
border. It shares a moody intensity with No Bears and also 
features terrific performances, especially from the 8-year-old 
Rayan Sarlak, but it is a more straightforward, less inquisitive 
film. ↩ 
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This Friday, the 60th New York Film Festival kicks off its anniversary edition, which, in a fest first, will feature 
c   a   b . A ad   a a  ca    b  c  c a a   ,  

d d  15  a  d  b  d all of which currently have tickets available. 
 
 

A , d     d   Cinephile Game Night during the festival, featuring our own Jordan 
Ra  a d C  O D ,   b  ined by Cinephile Game creator Cory Everett for an evening of 
movie-related trivia fun. 

 
 

Check out our 15 picks below, along with complete coverage of other reviews, and stay tuned for more here. 
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Early into Helena W a  2017 feature debut, Drift, a character recounts a Papua New Guinean tale of the 
d  c a . Bac    planet was all water, a giant crocodile kept paddling around preventing the 

sand to settle; only after a warrior slaughtered the beast did the land jut into being. A few minutes into Human 
Flowers of the Flesh a sailor shares another legend, this one from A c  G c . A   c d M d a  

ad, P  d d    ;  a d ab b d  G   , a d a   
coral was born. Wittmann has a knack for myths, and her cinema radiates a certain mythical grandeur, a 
pleasure as primeval and untimely as the stories her projects orbit around. Flowers, in that, feels both ancient 
a d . I  a   a        d a ,  a   d  a   
it harken back to a passion for  a  a  d a   .  Leonardo G. (full review) 

Human Flowers of Flesh screens on October 10 and 11. 
 
 

Mutzenbacher (Ruth Beckermann) 
 

 
That the Viennese author Felix Salten wrote the book Bambi was based on while also being an avid hunter  
so much so that  said to have killed over 100 deer is a fine paradox for a  ; but then Salten 
had another. In 1906 a book was released anonymously, titled Josefine Mutzenbacher; or, The Story of a 
Viennese Whore, as Told by Herself. Aside from a smattering of bans over the last century, the novel has 
stayed in print ever since, selling around three million copies. It has always been controversial, and it has 
always been attributed to him.  Rory O. (full review) 

 
Mutzenbacher screens on Oct. 2 and 4. 

 
 

No Bears (Jafar Panahi) 
 

https://thefilmstage.com/locarno-review-human-flowers-of-flesh-is-an-entrancing-journey-through-film-and-sea/
https://www.filmlinc.org/films/human-flowers-of-flesh/
https://thefilmstage.com/tdf-review-ruth-beckermanns-mutzenbacher-provocatively-revisits-a-controversial-text/
https://www.filmlinc.org/films/mutzenbacher/


 

 

Ja a  Pa a  ca  ca   b     d c  c :     a  a  2010 a  a d  
I a  G  M , a d  c a    a . T  a ,   b  c ca d by 
a new six-year prison sentence he has just commenced, constitutes one of the stranger and more miraculous 

c     a  a a  d a . I  a d, b   2011  - 
revelatory This is Not a Film famously smuggled out of Iran and to Cannes on a USB stick inside a cake  
that found Panahi working prolifically while attempting to evade detection and further punishment by the 
authorities these two currents fusing to engender international solidarity for a predicament putting his life, let 
alone freedom, at risk.  David K. (full review) 

 
No Bears screens on October 9, 13, and 14. 

 
 

Pacifiction (Albert Serra) 
 

 
Pacifiction  a  A b  S a  d c b  a  a  c ab  . Unfuckable is, you take the whole 
thing or you d  take it but you cannot apply a critical judgment in an easy a ,  he explained to us in 2019, 
b ca    a    a d  d    a   .  Pacifiction does not look like any other film. It 

d  taste or smell like other films, either, even S a  own distinctive body of work. It premiered in a 
Cannes competition that has been high on wattage but low on power, crying out for a sensation. Pacifiction is 
that sensation: a film unlike any other this year, appearing near the end of proceedings, with the a  final 
furlongs already in sight; it is the closest the selection has come to delivering a masterpiece.  Rory O. (full 
review) 

 
Pacifiction screens on October 5 and 6. 

 
 

Queens of the Qing Dynasty (Ashley McKenzie) 
 

 
O  d c   /d c  A  McK  ad   Queens of the Qing Dynasty are not to be 
forgotten. Whether S a  (Sarah Walker) open-mouthed and fully dilated thousand-yard stare in a hospital 
b d a   a  c d  a  (    d  )  A  (Z  Z ) c  a   
women nurses with a Chinese song while t   d a  O d Macd a d   ,   
that  dealing with two eccentrics in a world that may never understand them is abundantly clear. I  
therefore   a  d end up being put on a collision course ignited by dut  (A  a   

 a d S a   c d  a c )  a d b   . T  a   d  c  
without judgement, ultimately discovering things about themselves along the way.  Jared M. (full review) 

 
Queens of the Qing Dynasty screens on October 1, 2, and 8. 

 
 

R.M.N. (Cristian Mungiu) 

https://thefilmstage.com/tiff-review-no-bears-is-a-curb-your-enthusiasm-esque-act-of-defiance-by-jafar-panahi/
https://www.filmlinc.org/films/no-bears/
https://thefilmstage.com/albert-serra-on-the-fckability-of-movies-and-europes-evisceration-of-critical-thinking/
https://thefilmstage.com/cannes-review-albert-serra-hits-career-high-with-boundless-brilliant-pacifiction/
https://thefilmstage.com/cannes-review-albert-serra-hits-career-high-with-boundless-brilliant-pacifiction/
https://www.filmlinc.org/films/pacifiction/
https://thefilmstage.com/berlin-review-queens-of-the-qing-dynasty/
https://www.filmlinc.org/films/queens-of-the-qing-dynasty/
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In 60th Year, New York Film Festival Stays 
True to Its Mission 

 
Standouts like All the Beauty and the Bloodshed  
and Descendant  are still on tap in the second half 
of this marathon of cinematic art. 

 

 
 

Jeremy Pope in The Inspection,  a movie by Elegance Bratton that is part of this year s 
New York Film Festival.Credit...A24 

 
By Manohla Dargis 

 
Oct. 5, 2022 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/05/movies/new-york-film-festival-highlights.html
https://www.nytimes.com/by/manohla-dargis


 

 

 

 
In 1966, when the New York Film Festival didn t program a single 
big Hollywood movie, the omission made news. The major American 
film companies had grown allergic to festivals and were reluctant to 
be on the slate, including United Artists, which refused to submit 
Billy Wilder s The Fortune Cookie,  for consideration. Speaking to 
The New York Times about his teapot tempest, Wilder wondered if 
the studio was afraid of the snobbish, intellectual  types who 
attended the festival, quipping that my picture was not made in 
Czechoslovakia.  

Now in its 60th year, the New York Film Festival has managed 
to outlive Czechoslovakia and most of the old Hollywood 
companies that once largely dictated the audience s ideas about 
cinema. The festival has also nurtured new talent, supported 
established auteurs and served as an ongoing argument for 
cinema as an art even while reliably exasperating every 
conceivable stakeholder. Among my cherished festival 
memories are the sounds of indignant viewers loudly 
harrumphing toward the exits during Jane Campion s glorious, 
impolite Sweetie  (1989) and Lars von Trier  brutal 
provocation Dancer in the Dark  (2000). 

 

It s unlikely that this year s largely appealing, carefully balanced 
main slate will scandalize anyone, although I imagine stomachs 
did flip during the sequence in Ruben Östlund s vacuous satire 
Triangle of Sadness  when seasick cruise passengers spewed 

fountains of vomit. Like Todd Field s self- serious drama Tár,  
about an imploding orchestra conductor (Cate Blanchett), 
Triangle of Sadness  exemplifies the kind of respectable art-

house release that seems interesting enough yet is also  

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/16/movies/lars-von-trier-the-house-that-jack-built-cannes-film-festival.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/16/movies/lars-von-trier-the-house-that-jack-built-cannes-film-festival.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/16/movies/lars-von-trier-the-house-that-jack-built-cannes-film-festival.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/09/13/movies/dancer-in-the-dark-to-open-film-festival.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/16/movies/lars-von-trier-the-house-that-jack-built-cannes-film-festival.html


 

 

unchallenging enough to generate mainstream attention 
throughout the long trek to the next Oscars. Both movies open 
Friday. Like many film festivals, New York packs its splashiest, 

attention-seeking attractions into its opening stretch, but 
there s a range of excellent work still on tap before the event 
ends Oct. 16. Standouts include the documentaries All the 
Beauty and the Bloodshed,  Laura Poitras s moving portrait of 
the artist-activist Nan Goldin, and Margaret Brown s 
Descendant,  a sensitive consideration of race in America. Told 

through the chronicle of the Clotilda, the last recorded slave ship 
 its final voyage was to Alabama in 1860  Descendant  

explores a history that continues to haunt us and has seeped 
into the nation s very soul.  

 

For its 2022 edition, the festival is presenting 120 movies, 
including 73 features arranged in separate programs. As is its 
custom, it has skimmed buckets of cream (some of it curdled) 
from Cannes and other high-profile festivals. Most of the 32 
features in the main slate have domestic theatrical distribution; 
one notable exception  though I imagine this will change 
soon  is Master Gardener,  from the writer-director Paul 
Schrader. Starring Joel Edgerton, Quintessa Swindell and 
Sigourney Weaver, it is a classic Schrader joint: an austere, 
beautiful, romantic, wordy, implausible, and touchingly Utopian 
story of love, loneliness, violence and redemption. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/29/movies/new-york-film-festival-preview.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/22/arts/design/nan-goldin-oxycontin-addiction-opioid.html


 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Clara Gostynski and Alexei Evstratov in a scene from Unrest,  directed by Cyril 
Schäublin.Credit...Filmcoopi 

 
Like Cannes, the New York Film Festival remains dedicated to championing the work of favored auteurs 
such as Schrader. And so, just as it did in 2021, this year the event is presenting two beguilers from another 
of its beloveds, the South Korean director Hong Sangsoo: the relatively straightforward The Novelist s 
Film  and the more formally playful Walk Up.  In Novelist,  a peripatetic writer s imagination is ignited by 
an encounter with an actress in a story that unfolds linearly only to take a late, beautiful swerve; in Walk 
Up,  Hong tells three related stories that play out on different floors of the same cozy building.

https://www.filmlinc.org/nyff2021/guide/


 

 

 
Other upcoming highlights include EO,  Jerzy Skolimowski s 
painful, brilliant, formally daring story of a donkey (animal lovers 
should know that this is essential but tough viewing); Return to 
Seoul,  a slow-boiling knockout from Davy Chou about a French-
Korean woman s visit to her birthplace; Cyril Sch ublin s Unrest,  
a visually striking, offbeat tale set in the 1870s that tracks the 
anarchist Pyotr Kropotkin on a visit to a Swiss town where time is 
money and workers are tick-tick-ticking; Elegance Bratton s The 
Inspection,  a touching, assured, autobiographical drama about a 
gay Black man who joins the Marines; and Jo o Pedro Rodrigues s 
delightful, absurd, fiercely political Will-o -the-Wisp.  

And don t miss No Bears,  a haunting, sorrowful story about being and belonging, place and displacement 
from the Iranian director Jafar Panahi. A frequent target of the Iranian government, Panahi has been 
working under 
extraordinarily difficult conditions for more than a decade. In 2010, he was officially banned both 
from filmmaking and from leaving the country because of his criticisms of the government; in July, he 
was sentenced to six years in prison. In No Bears,  he plays himself (or a version thereof), a director 
who is struggling to make a movie in Turkey while temporarily camped out nearby in a small Iranian 
village that s  

 
Buying a festival ticket isn t a form of political protest, yet 
supporting art can be a soulful, mind-expanding human endeavor 
and an expression of hope  and, in this case, a gesture of 
solidarity  and it would be gratifying if each of the remaining 
screenings of No Bears  were to sell out. One of the dullest and 
stupidest complaints regularly leveled against the festival has been 
its ostensible highbrowism. That events like the New York Film 
Festival are exclusive by selective design (and ticket price) should 
go without saying, but for years the festival has been routinely 
pilloried for being putatively out-of- touch, dusty and irrelevant 
(a.k.a., it wasn t feeding the Oscar Industrial Complex), when, at its 
finest, this institution has heeded a mandate to show works of 
cinematic art as it supports filmmakers like Panahi. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/20/movies/jafar-panahi-films.html


 

 

 
soon engulfed in turmoil. Here, borders are at once imagined and terrifyingly real. 

A scene from No Bears,  whose director, Jafar Panahi, has been imprisoned in Iran.Credit...JP Production 
 

Writing in this paper in 1965, Amos Vogel, who helped found the festival, expounded on that mandate 
while reveling in the festival s successful first few years. Welcome or not, film has joined 20th-century art,  
Vogel wrote. The aim of the New York Film Festival, he continued, is to reflect the international trends 
in a cross-section, not of the largest and 
most commercial, but of the most interesting new works.  Freed from the straitjacket of the box office, the 
festival served as a catalyst and witness  as it revealed new waves and artists to an audience that, before the 
arrival of home video, might wait years for a foreign film to open. 

 

One of the more fascinating chapters in movie history is how 
festivals like New York have not only managed to survive 
cataclysmic industry changes  including streaming  but also 
succeeded in growing and nurturing new audiences. New York has 
done so even during what has been an especially eventful year for 
both it and its parent body, Film at Lincoln Center: In August, 
Joanne Koch, who led that organization for a quarter of a century 

 and ardently protected its standing as a citadel for serious, 

nonacademic movie culture  died at 92. More changes will come 
late this month when the festival s current executive director and 
former director, Eugene Hernandez, leaves to become the director 
of the Sundance Film Festival. 

 

Hernandez only officially assumed a festival leadership position in 

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1965/09/05/106996984.html?pageNumber=267
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/23/movies/joanne-koch-dead.html


 

 

February 2020  what timing!  so his tenure has been too brief 
to have made a strong impression. That said, under his leadership 
the festival reorganized its selection process (so far, so good) and 
kept the show going throughout the grimmest days of the 

pandemic. In 2020, it embraced a hybrid model (via virtual 
offerings and drive-ins) that increased its audience. This year s 
event is again in-person, but it has smartly expanded its New York 
reach with screenings in all five boroughs. 

It s more democratic, and at 17 days  six more than Cannes  a 
true marathon. 

So, put on your sneakers, grab your mask  they re required at the 
event s indoor spaces  and get going. There are loads of tickets 
available, including $10 rush. Worlds of wonder await.  

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/17/movies/new-york-film-festival-best-movies.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.filmlinc.org/reopening-safety-health-policies/
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NYFF 2022: No Bears, R.M.N., All the Beauty 
and the Bloodshed 
Godfrey Cheshire October 09, 2022 
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The World Is Too Much with U ,  the title of a Wordsworth sonnet that has nothing to do with cinema, has been 

running through my head since the beginning of this ea  New York Film Festival, as if to signify the way that 
faraway crises in 2022 have of intruding on our ordinary pursuits, including filmgoing. Examples: Shortly after texting 
a g R ia  fi a e  f ie d ffe i g  c ch if he eed  a ef ge f  P i  d af , a R ia  c i ic a  he  
fe i a  be a   e ha  e be  f hi  e e ded fa i  ha e bee  a i g he K e i  aga da  he  
point that some are ready to die in Ukraine. Across the globe a few days later, Brazilian friends are posting and texting 
their concern over the strong showings that rightist candidates, including President Jair Bolsonaro, made in last 
S da  election. 

 

 
And then he e  Iran. 

 

 
Ci e a ha  a e  e he e e e  i e  i ce 1997, a d I e f ed ec e  e  a d a  i i g  a d  
heard predictions that every new one was sure to topple the Islamic regime. But this time really feels different. Which 
is not to say that the nationwide protests that have swept Iran since the death-in-custody of young Mahsa Amini are 
guaranteed to produce a new Iranian Revolution any more than their predecessors did. Desperate to cling to power,  
he a i  c e ic e  ha e h  he e  ab e i g he  b a  ea   e  e . Ye  he  

c e  e , e ecia  beca e he e ed b  e  a d he g a d ha e a g ec ic i e  i  
addition to a moral/political one, seem to point toward the inevitable overthrow of the mindset that produced the 1979 
Revolution. 

 

 
Beyond that, I  venture only one prediction: The current moment will mark the end of one era of Iranian filmmaking 
and the beginning of another. Till now, filmmakers working within the system have been obliged to deal with the 
g e e  numerous restrictions and controls in order to get their films made and seen (and have produced some 
incredible work given these punishing conditions). Going forward, we may see much more outright defiance on the 
part of filmmakers even as the government flails to tighten the screws, more productions made outside the system,  
and films that are openly angry and directly confrontational. 

 

 
A  hi  c e, he e   I a ia  fi a e  e ymbolically or practically significant than Jafar Panahi. 
Celebrated globally since his debut film, The White Ba ,  won the Camera d O  at Cannes in 1995 and became 
I a  first international art-house hit, Panahi ran afoul of the Islamic Republic in the protests that followed the  

e  e ec i  of 2009 and was subsequently given a draconian sentence that included a 20-year ban on 
filmmaking. His retort was to go on making films, but to do so outside the system and then smuggling them to foreign 
festivals. Beginning with This Is Not a Film  (2011), all four of the films he made prior to the new “No Bears  have 
done strong art-house business around the world. 

 

 
Pa ahi  igi a  e e ce a  i c ded i  ea  i  i , b  he egi e did  e f ce hi ; h gh he a  
nominally under house arrest, his subsequent films showed him ranging around Tehran ( Ta i ) and other parts of 
Iran ( Closed Curtain,  3 Faces ). But that relative freedom came to an abrupt end in July when he was detained 
after visiting a prison to inquire about the situation of the equally defiant Mohammad Rasoulof, h d been arrested a 

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/jafar-panahi
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/this-is-not-a-film-2012
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/closed-curtain-2014
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/3-faces-2019
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/mohammad-rasoulof


 

 

few days earlier; that the judiciary then announced that Panahi would be made to serve his six-year sentence was seen 
as part of a general crackdown by the current hardline government, an effort that preceded the current firestorm of  
protests. 

 

 
Though Pa ahi  passport was confiscated years ago, he  long made it clear that he has no desire to move abroad and 
try to build a career there. N  Bea ,  though, finds him pressing against the borders that constrain him. Like other 
films including Asghar Farhadi  A Separation  and Hit the Road  by Panah Panahi, the di ec  son, this new film 
hinges on a desire by some Iranians to leave the country to escape its oppressions. And that dramatic premise here 
plays out on two geographic and narrative fronts. 

 

 
Again playing himself, Panahi begins the tale in a village on the Turkish border, directing a film that is being staged in 
Turkey (and overseen by him via video) about an Iranian couple who are trying to make their way to Europe. In a 
striking scene, he goes up on a hill at night and gazes over at the lights of the Turkish towns on the other side of the 
border. So near, yet so far away. He looks, but d e  step across the border. You can practically hear the thoughts of 
escape flashing through his mind. 

 

 
The  i e e i g a  f hi  d a a, h gh, a e  ace  he I a ia  ide f he b de  a d d e  i e  
characters who are trying to leave the countr . The i age he e Pa ahi  e i g a  i  e b i ed i  a c f ic  
over two men who have claims on the same young woman. One was betrothed to her at birth, a local custom; the other 
is the guy she actually wants to marry. Because the villagers think Panahi has filmed the two lovers, their leaders (all 
male, of course) demand his footage and then an oath from him that he is loath to give. 

 

 
More than his other recent films, N  Bea  shows the influence of Pa ahi  mentor Abbas Kiarostami, especially the 
Kiarostami films Th gh the Olive T ee  and The Wind Will Carry U .  But perhaps most significant is that, rather 
than impugning the Islamic regime here, Panahi, like Kiarostami and Mohsen Makhmalbaf before him, is 
interrogating the deep structures of I a  pre-modern, non-urban culture. The i age  antiquated morals and 
worldview, he implies, are ha  imprisoning them, not any political strictures. I  a resonant message at a time when 
authoritarian leaders in Russia, Brazil, the U.S. and other countries evidently have the backing of substantial portions 
of their populations. 

 

 
Very much in line with his last four, made-in-secret features, N  Bea  is another penetrating, highly accomplished 
work by a master filmmaker. As such, it may well belong to the outgoing era of Iranian filmmaking. But one hopes that 
he e  e a i  ha e  f  he de a ed i  ha  Pa ahi f e  di a . Thi  fi  i e, i cide a , c e  

from a scene when the director is warned to avoid a certain area at night because of the danger of bears. Later, he asks 
about the same path and is told, h, there are no bea ! another sign that many of the perils plaguing this place are 
imaginary, deriving from ancestral fears. 

https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/asghar-farhadi
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/a-separation-2012
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/hit-the-road-movie-review-2022
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/panah-panahi
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/abbas-kiarostami
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/mohsen-makhmalbaf
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Jafar Panahi Shares Statement at NYFF: The 
Hope of Creating Again Is a Reason for 
E is ence  
Despite being sentenced to six years in prison, the Iranian 

lmmaker shared a statement via actress Mina Kavani at a New 

York Film Fest screening of "No Bears" on Sunday night. 

Christian Zilko 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/jafar-panahi-statement-nyff-no-bears-screening-1234771038/
https://www.indiewire.com/author/christian-zilko/


 

 

 

 
 

N  Bea  a  Mina Ka ani ha e  a a emen  f m im i ned I anian di ec  Jafa  
Panahi at the New York Film Festival 

Film at Lincoln Center 
 
 
 

As the Iranian government cracks down on filmmakers and other artists who use their 
voices to criticize it, few have paid a steeper price than Jafar Panahi. The Ta i  and 3 
Face  director was recently sentenced to six years in prison due to his inquiries about 
the arrests of fellow filmmakers Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad. 

 
 

The sentence, which most of the international film community has denounced as unjust, 
has temporarily prevented the auteur from making more films. But that hasn  opped 
him from ha ing a pre ence on he fall fe i al circ i . Hi  la e  ork, No Bears,  
recently premiered to strong reviews at the Venice International Film Festival. In 
Panahi  rademark le, he film mi e  fac  and fic ion a  i  doc men  hi  a emp  o 
work as a filmmaker while essentially exiled from his own country. Panahi was honored 
in Venice, and an empty seat was left open for him at the press conference in a small act 
of protest. 

 
 

The ragic circ m ance  ca  a dark hado  o er he film  U.S. premiere a  he Ne  
York Film Festival on Sunday night. But despite being unable to attend due to his 
imprisonment, Panahi found a way to make his presence felt at the festival. Prior to the 
creening of No Bear ,  he film  lead ac re , Mina Ka ani, appeared on age o 

deliver a statement from the filmmaker. 
 
 

The full statement from Panahi read : We are filmmaker . We are par  of Iranian 
cinema. For us, to live is to create. We create works that are not commissioned. 
Therefore, those in power see us as criminals. Independent cinema reflects its own 

https://www.indiewire.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/07/jafar-panahi-sentenced-six-years-jail-1234743221/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/07/iranian-filmmakers-arrested-mohammad-rasoulof-1234740239/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/jamsheed-akrami-honors-detained-no-bears-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-1234760157/
https://www.indiewire.com/t/no-bears/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-1234760466/


 

 

times. It draws inspiration from society. And cannot be indifferent to it. The history of 
Iranian cinema witnesses the constant and active presence of independent directors who 
have struggled to push back censorship and to ensure the survival of this art. While on 
this path, some were banned from making films, others were forced into exile or reduced 
to isolation. And yet, the hope of creating again is a reason for existence. No matter 
where, when, or under what circumstances, an independent filmmaker is either creating 
or thinking about creation. We are filmmakers, independent one .  

 
 

Watch Kavani share the statement at NYFF below. Her message also invoked protest of 
the killing of Mahsa Amini, a 22-year-old Iranian woman who died in police custody on 
September 16 after being arrested for not properly wearing her hijab. Industry 
luminaries from Juliette Binoche to Marion Cotillard have widely condemned the killing. 

 
 

No Bear  will be released later this year by Sideshow/Janus. 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/juliette-binoche-marion-cotillard-iran-protest-video-1234769477/
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Inspiration and Disappointment At The 
New York Film Festival 
Much-an ici a ed i le  didn  e ac l  deli e  ha  o  c i ic 
expected 
October 18, 2022 Kenji Fujishima 

 
 
 

The sun has set on the 60th year of the New York Film Festival. With this second week came two of my 
most- anticipated titles, one an American coming-of-age cine-memoir, the other an Iranian bit of 
meta ction. Both proved to be challenging in very different ways, for both well and ill. 

 
 
 

Armageddon Time, the latest lm from James Gray, is a return to form for the American lmmaker 
after his in-over- his-head attempt at science ction, Ad Astra. Alongside Steven Spielberg with his 
upcoming lm The Fabelmans, Gray is the second major lmmaker this year to mine his own childhood 
experiences for dramatic material. But 
Armageddon Time is a much darker, more unsparing work than Spielberg s lm, one which turns out to 
have as much, if not more, to say about the state of American society as it does about what Gray learned 
about himself and the world while growing up in Queens in the early 1980s. There are no rosy-colored 
glasses of nostalgia here. 

https://bookandfilmglobe.com/film/challenges-at-the-new-york-film-festival/
https://bookandfilmglobe.com/film/challenges-at-the-new-york-film-festival/
https://bookandfilmglobe.com/author/kenji-fujishima/
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G a  A mageddon Time,  which screened at the New York Film Festival. 
 
 

Gray deftly, even at times devastatingly, sketches in a portrait of a mischievous young kid, Paul (Banks 
Repeta), shaped by a volatile home environment, enduring occasional bouts of abuse at the hands of his 
hot-tempered father, Irving (Jeremy Strong), while his loving but rm mother Esther (Anne Hathaway) 
looks the other way, with only his grandfather, Aaron (Anthony Hopkins) proving to be his most consistent 
oasis of familial warmth. 

 
 
 

The main dramatic thr st of Armageddon Time, tho gh, is Pa l s friendship ith Johnn  (Ja lin Webb), 
a friendship that s challenged when, after the re caught sharing a cigarette in a school bathroom, Pa l s 
parents decide to pull him out of public school and enroll him into a private school one that counts none 
other than one Fred Trump (John 
Diehl) as a benefactor. Jessica Chastain pops up in a cameo as Maryanne Trump, a US attorney in 
1980, the year in which Gray sets the lm. 

 
 
 

The appearance of both these Trumps signals the lm s larger thematic terrain. So does the fact that 
Paul is white and Johnny is Black. More than just a coming-of-age auto- ction, Armageddon Time also 
attempts to be something of a state-of-the-Union address about how American society got to our 
current, extraordinarily divided moment. And it s on that le el that the lm gi es me some pause. 

 
 
 

The main problem with Armageddon Time in that broader regard is its characterization of Johnny, the 



 

 

lm s only Black character. Character,  though, is putting it generously: As energetically as Jaylin Webb 
plays him, Gray doesn t 
imagine him with nearly enough detail for him to function as little more than a glori ed device for Pa l s 
burgeoning awareness of his own white privilege. You might expect that from a lm that operates entirely 
from Pa l s own limited perspective. But then, for some viewers, that may well beg the larger question of 
what exactly is the use of yet another lm that essentially adds up to an attempt to assuage its white 
maker s liberal guilt? Your mileage will vary in terms of whether you nd Armageddon Time deeply moving 
or deeply condescending. 

 
 
 

Another artist who is unexpectedly taking a long, hard look at himself is Iranian lmmaker Jafar Panahi, 
who screened at the New York Film Festival this year with his latest lm, No Bears. The lm comes to 
NYFF on the heels not only of Panahi s recent six-year imprisonment at the hands of the repressive 
Iranian government, but of the recent protests that have sprouted up worldwide as the result of the 
death of Mahsa Amini after the Iranian government arrested her for simply not wearing her hijab in 
accordance with government standards. 

https://bookandfilmglobe.com/film/movie-review-3-faces/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/7/19/iranian-filmmaker-panahi-sent-to-prison-to-serve-6-year-sentence
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/16/world/middleeast/iran-death-woman-protests.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/16/world/middleeast/iran-death-woman-protests.html


 

 

 

If Panahi s recent lms everything from This Is Not a Film (2010) onward, all of which he technically 
made under a lmmaking ban imposed by the Iranian government ha e s ggested an thing, it s the 
inspiring imagination and resourcefulness of an artist maintaining his creative re amidst repression. 
No Bears, however, nds this usually 
inquisitive, playful, and humanistic artist in an especially dark and melancholy mood. 

 
 
 

No Bears is made up of two narrative threads: one in which Panahi is attempting to direct a lm from a 
distance while hiding in a small village, the other in which Panahi gets involved in intrigue in the village 
revolving around two lovers, Gozal (Darya Alei) and Soldooz (Amir Davari), hoping to escape arranged 
marriages. The lm he s directing is also about two lovers desiring to escape their home country: Zara 
(Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei), the latter of whom, at the beginning of the lm, has 
procured a stolen passport for Zara, which she rejects in order to wait for 
Bakhtiar to get his so they can ee Iran together. 

 
 
 

We eventually learn that Panahi is basing his movie-within-a-movie in large part on his two stars  own 
experience a typically Panahi-an bit of meta ction. But he tinges his postmodernist playfulness with a 
bitter, self-critical edge this time around. Without spoiling too many of the twists of the lm s double-
stranded narrative, No Bears eventually reveals that Panahi, to some degree, is also acting a kind of 
master manipulator, engineering a happy ending for his ctional couple, one that his lead actress 
eventually rebels against. And his manipulations have perhaps inadvertently come at a tragic cost in the 
village in which he s staying. The devastating nal shot of No Bears sees Panahi coming face-to-face 
with the limits of the medium he loves most in the human truths it can capture, the empathy it can 
generate. 

 
 
 

In a bid not to close out my coverage of this ear s NYFF on a bum note, allow me to alert you all 
to a relatively unheralded independent gem that I saw earlier in the festival: Queens of the Qing 
Dynasty, an independent 
Canadian production that played as part of its experimental-leaning Currents section. Its director, Ashley 
McKenzie, rst hit my radar in 2016 with her previous lm, Werewolf, in which she found fresh visual and 
aural ways to render the experiences of a codependent couple of drug addicts. That visual invention 
continues to be evident in this sophomore feature: disorienting soundscapes, off-kilter mise-en-scène, 
even dips into digital surrealism this time around. 

 
 
 

Compared with its visual style, the lm s story is relatively simple, chronicling the friendship that develops 
between 
Star (Sarah Walker), an unstable teenager with a history of suicide attempts who is about to age out of a 
local mental hospital, and An (Ziyi Zheng), a new nurse who the hospital assigns to look after her. But 
these characters are by no means cliches particularly the queer, gender id An, whose more open 
perspective towards life gradually helps break down Star s emotional defense mechanisms. This is the 
kind of lm in which an impromptu rendition An does of Céline Dion s A New Day Has Come  in a high-
pitched Chinese-opera falsetto proves to be something of a bonding moment between the two, the 
strangeness of the moment cutting through any sense of sugary whimsy or pathos. 

 
 
 

In fact, the lm is ultimately most noteworthy for its lack of sentimentality. McKenzie tells something of an 
inspirational story in Queens of the Qing Dynasty, but she isn t interested in telling it in a conventionally 
inspirational way. Both Star and An ultimately nd a way forward in their troubled lives, but they do so 
through a messy path mired in dif c lt ts and starts. It comes by its inspirational bent honestly, 
organically. It s enough to remind you that, in the ever-self- renewing art form that is cinema, there are 
still possibilities for artists with fresh visions to tell even the most familiar tales in unfamiliar ways. 
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Included in Re ections on the 60th annual New York lm Festival  

By Barbara K. Quart 
 
 

https://theberkshireedge.com/just-in-car-crash-on-route-7-in-shef eld-kills-three 
 
 
 

 

 

Re ections on the 60th annual New York Film 
Festival 

 

Michelle Williams in Kelly Reichardt's "Showing Up." 
 
 

Every new year at the NYFF has seen an increasingly strong showing in the 
numbers and the quality of women's work. And this year the presence of women 
filmmakers is nothing less than stunning. 
BY BARBARA K. QUART 

https://theberkshireedge.com/just-in-car-crash-on-route-7-in-sheffield-kills-three
https://theberkshireedge.com/author/bquart/


 

 

Foy) was the emphasis on women listening to, hearing, one another. The performers 
repeatedly commended Polley for creating an atmosphere of profound respect for the women 
to listen to one another. Also memorable, P lle  happy sense of finding, from McDormand, 
a new model for filmmakers with kids of spending 10 hours a day at work but still being 
able to be with the children at night. The e  one man in the film, played a little too sweetly 
by Ben Whishaw, but clearly all this is strikingly the result of WOMEN talking. 

 
 

The e  no way to cover the whole whirling wonder of films by women well worth seeing. 
There is Margaret B  Descendant,  an important documentary about the last slave 
ship that arrived in Mobile, Alabama in 1860, with 100 kidnapped Africans, illegal for some 
decades, so the ship was deliberately sunk, and a Black community of the survivors who 
e led i  a ea b  a ea, hich he  called Af ica ,  alk ab  i . The  he e  Ca la 

Sim  appealing Alcarras,  about a Catalan peach farm with a warm extended farm family 
that for generations has worked that farm, about to be destroyed for solar panels. Chinonye 
Ch k  Till,  ab  he 1955 Mi i i i m de  f Emme  Till. Alice Di  Saint 
Omer,  about the trial of a Black woman who has killed her own child. Marie Kreutzer  
Corsage,  a  A ia  film ab  a e le  mela ch l  ee . Stars at Noon,  b  Clai e 

De i , al a  a  i e e i g di ec . Aftersun,  b  Cha l e Well , ab  a da gh e -father 
attachment. And more. And these just on the Main Slate feature films, not the other categories 
of film at the Festival. 

 
 

Of the festival films directed by men, most special to me is Iranian director Jafar Pa ahi  
work. No Bears  starts off with a light hearted stroll along a Turkish street with food 
peddlers and a couple of musicians, takes a number of whimsical turns, and ends by breaking 
your heart. The great director himself is the central character, he has in real life been 
repeatedly imprisoned, for a long time banned by the government from working, and has 
gotten around the restrictions every way he can, to keep producing his wonderful films. (His 
son made a ma ell  deb  him elf a  he la  NYFF i h Hit the Road,  agai   
miraculously available on Amazon, and really dealing with similar material and tone.) In this 
film, Panahi has assistants working with him, and for a few days has rented a space in a 
village close to the Turkish border, a narrow provincial world very different from 
sophisticated Tehran (though the news currently coming out of Tehran is horrific too). Much 
f he film  d ama c me  f m he ea i g a d diffic l  f c i g he b de . Pa ahi  

ce  i hi  he film: kee i g e  head d  a d e  di ec i g ac  l g di a ce 
through a computer from the rented room, giving cameras to others to record ceremonies and 
provide him with material, and trying to steer clear of the authorities. However, each strand of 
l  de el  ai f l c m le i ie , he e  a g e e f he da k e  cl i g i , a d 

though the Panahi in the film when warned hastily drives away, the real man was 
sentenced to 6 years in prison just this summer. The wonder is how alive and actually 
entertaining his work is for all the pain it conveys. What is fiction and what is documentary 
here is not quite separable, but what is clear is that Panahi is directly communicating the cost 
of a repressive regime watching and threatening every movement of its most creative and 
talented artist. And he does it in a way that is humorous, full of dignity, and immense 
humanity. 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt16376494/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11930126/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt15376894/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt15376894/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11992694/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10354106/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt19770238/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt20205236/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt14812782/


 

 

 

 
 
 

 

N  B ,    and other movies to see at AFI Fest 
 

Guslagie Malanda in the movie Sa  O .  

(Neon) 

BY JUSTIN CHANGFILM CRITIC 
 

For the first time since 2019, AFI Fest, presented each November by the American Film Institute, will be an exclusively in-person event, with all 
screenings held at the TCL Chinese Theatre and Chinese 6 in Hollywood. It  be exactly the same kind of festival it was three years ago, of 
course. Programmers have come and gone, and portions of the lineup have been restructured. The entire Nov. 2-6 program, like last  hybrid 
in-person/virtual edition, will run only five days instead of the usual eight. 

 
Still, after three years of pandemic-affected events (AFI Fest went fully virtual in 2020), the return to even some semblance of festival-going 
normalcy is encouraging news.  especially true of what has become Los A  flagship film festival, a well-curated and wide-ranging 
international roundup of some of the  strongest movies, held in a city that often takes such events  and the pictures themselves  for 
granted. 

https://www.latimes.com/people/justin-chang


 

 

Time to shake off that fatigue and dive in. After kicking off Wednesday with 
the world premiere of S  Gomez: My Mind and M ,  Alek K  
documentary portrait of the Grammy-nominated singer and actor, the festival 
will also roll out the red carpet for the high-profile likes of  F  
and B , False Chronicle of a Handful of ,  two intimate and 
expansive memory pieces directed by, respectively, Steven Spielberg and 
Alejandro G. Iñárritu. 
I  also mark the first opportunity for L.A. audiences to see S  S ,  Maria S  coolly gripping drama about the journalistic efforts that 
brought down Harvey Weinstein, and Sarah P   ,  a very different (if not dissimilarly titled) movie about women confronting 
and defying a culture of sexual violence. 

 
Chances are  read or at least heard a little about those titles already; you might also be planning to catch some of them in theaters (as you 
should) when they open later this year. Regular readers of these film pages will also have seen my praise for such AFI Fest standouts as  
Eternal D ,  Joanna H  spooky, sneakily moving ghost story featuring Tilda Swinton in a double role, and the French Oscar submission 
S  O ,  a rigorous and devastating reconsideration of the true-crime melodrama from director Alice Diop. 

 
Here, in alphabetical order, are eight more AFI Fest highlights  hardly a comprehensive list, but hopefully a good starting point: 

 

 
An image from T  Corridors of P .  

(National Archives / Showtime) 

 

The Corridors of Power  
After burrowing into the Arab-Israeli divide in his earlier documentaries T  Ga  and T  Human Fac ,  Dror Moreh casts a 
wider geopolitical net with this lucid and devastating consideration of U.S. foreign policy since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Even as some of 
that  most powerful recent architects  the interviewees include Hillary Clinton, Leon Panetta, Anthony Blinken and the late Colin Powell 
and Madeleine Albright      A   (  ),      artime atrocities, from 
Srebrenica to Aleppo, that renders some of the  most powerful arguments. 

 

 
A scene from the documentary D  Humani Corporis Fab ca.  

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-09-16/toronto-international-film-festival-2022-best-must-see-movies
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/movies/la-xpm-2013-feb-01-la-et-mn-gatekeepers-20130202-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2021-01-22/review-human-factor-documentary-israel-palestine


 

 

in-person festivals including this one; see it on the big screen for its well-calibrated jolts and hypnotic images, and for its striking weave of the 
mythic and the contemporary. 

 

 
Jafar Panahi in the movie N  B a .  

(Sideshow and Janus Films) 

 

No Bears  
Brilliant Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi is now serving a six-year prison sentence, first imposed in 2010 and enforced just a few months ago after 
he was arrested for protesting on behalf of fellow dissident artists. I  something you  stop thinking about  along with the astonishing 
antigovernment protests sweeping across Iran and beyond  as you watch P  latest, an instantly gripping, formally ingenious drama about 
religious fundamentalism, small-town myopia and the ways people weaponize fear in order to hide their own. 

 

 
Kwon Hae-hyo and Park Mi-so in the movie Wa  U .  

(Cinema Guild) 

Walk Up  
 

There are three stories, in both senses of the word, in this playful, rueful and wise movie set entirely in a Seoul walk-up and structured around the 
mysterious, mercurial relationship between a landlady (Lee Hye-young) and a new tenant (Kwon Hae-hyo). As is often the case with the great 
writer-director Hong Sang-soo (most recently I  Front of Your F  and  N  F ), the result is a film of gently discombobulating 
pleasures, constructed with a care and intricacy that never hinders the life, spontaneity and sense of possibility bursting out of every frame. 

 

AFI Fest 2022 
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EXCLUSIVE: Jafa  Pa ahi Shares Audio Message from Prison Upon Accepting Miami Film Fest A a d  

By Ryan Lattanzio 
 
 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-festival- 
1234779436/ 

*Please note, IndieWire emailed to subscribers as a breaking news alert. 
 
 
 

 

 

Jafar Panahi Shares Audio Message from Prison 
Upon Accepting Miami Film Fest Award 
E c i e: The i ca ce a ed I a ia  ake  e  a die ce  i  
Miami, "I dream and have always dreamed that in the current 
situation my country is facing, I could be with my people and 
portray their struggle for freedom." 
Ryan Lattanzio 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-festival-1234779436/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/11/jafar-panahi-shares-audio-message-prison-miami-film-festival-1234779436/
https://www.indiewire.com/author/ryan-lattanzio/


 

 

 
 

“No Bears  

Janus/Sideshow 
 
 
 

Filmmaker Jafar Panahi was sentenced to six years in Iranian prison in July, and has 

  bee  ab e  a e d e e a     e  ea e, No Bears.  H   

narrative film premiered at the Venice, Toronto, London, and New York film festivals, 

but Panahi has remained incarcerated throughout its turn on the circuit after he inquired 

about the arrests of fellow filmmakers Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad 

amid a dire political moment for Iran. 

 

 
N  Bea ,  c  Ja  a d S de  e ea e a e de  Dece be  23, d  Pa a  

playing a fictionalized version of himself pitted in a moment of crisis at a rural border 

town in Iran en route to direct a new feature in Turkey. On Friday, N  Bea  plays 

the Miami Film Festival where, ahead of the screening, Panahi will be honored with a 

P ec  Ge  A a d. (La  ea  P ec  Ge  e   O ca -  D e M  Ca  

director Ryusuke Hamaguchi.) IndieWire exclusively shares an audio message from 

Panahi, which he has sent from prison in Iran, that will be played in a virtual 

presentation prior to the Miami screening. Listen below. 

 

 

I a  a  e e e ed  e M a  F  Fe a   c de ed e   

ece   a a d. B  I a e d ea  a   be d a  e a a d   e d,  

Pa a  a d. I dream and have always dreamed that in the current situation my country 

is facing, I could be with my people and portray their struggle for freedom. I also wish 

that I could make films instead of receiving awards because a filmmaker lives to make 

films. Anyway, I hope a day will come when I can make a film, and attend your festival 

with it. And I  hoping for the realization of all my e e  e .  

https://www.indiewire.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://www.indiewire.com/t/no-bears/
https://www.indiewire.com/t/miami-film-festival/


 

 

 

 

Per the Miami Film Festival, the Precious Gem Award is reserved for honoring the truly 

special stars of the art form, those one-of-a-kind artists whose contributions to cinema 

are lasting and unforgettable. 

 

 
Panahi was detained by Iranian officials in July after going to Evin prison to inquire 

about the arrests of his fellow filmmakers. Rasoulof and Al-Ahmad posted statements on 

social media decrying recent government-sanctioned violence in response to protests in 

Abadan following the collapse of a building that killed more than 40 people. They were 

officially detained on charges of inciting unrest and remain incarcerated, according to 

reports. 

 

 
Pa a ,   e S ec a  J  P e  Ve ce  N  Bea  a d e   

Best Screenplay at Cannes for 2018  T ee Face ,  had asked about the conditions and 

hopeful release of Rasoulof. Once Panahi arrived at the prison, he was told by guards 

that he had an outstanding prison sentence dating back 10 years that barred him from 

making films, and he was arrested again. 

 

 

Pa a  six-year sentencing has been largely denounced by the film community. At the 

Ve ce F  Fe a  e e e  N  Bea ,  a  e  ea  a  e   Panahi at the 

press conference out of protest. 

 

 

A  e Ne  Y  F  Fe a  c ee   N  Bea , Pa a  shared a statement via 

actress Mina Kavani about the September 16 killing of Mahsa Amini, a 22-year-old 

Iranian woman who died in police custody after being arrested for not properly wearing 

her hijab. 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/jamsheed-akrami-honors-detained-no-bears-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-1234760157/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/10/jafar-panahi-statement-nyff-no-bears-screening-1234771038/
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Jafar Panahi Honored With Precious Gem Award From Miami Film Festival GEMS – Film News in Brief  
 

By Jazz Tangcay, Katie Reul, and Michaela Zee 
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Jafar Panahi Honored With Precious Gem Award From 
Miami Film Festival GEMS – Film News in Brief 
 

By Jazz Tangcay, Katie Reul, 

 

 

Michaela Zee 

https://variety.com/2022/artisans/news/film-news-in-brief-oct-31-1235418320/
https://variety.com/author/jazz-tangcay/
https://variety.com/author/kreul/
https://variety.com/author/michaelazee/


 

 

Courtesy Miami Film Festival GEMS 

 

 
 

 

The nin h ann al Miami Film Fe i al GEMS ill e en  I anian limmake  Jafa  Panahi 
with the Precious Gem Award. The award will be presented virtually before F ida  
c eening f N  Bea .  

 
The festival, sponsored by Miami Dade College, runs Nov. 3-10 at MDC  Tower Theater. 

 
I thank all the people involved in the Miami Film Festival, who considered me worthy of receiving this a a d.  Panahi stated in 

an audio message relayed from prison. B  I have dreams that go beyond all the awards in the world. I dream and have always 
dreamed that in the current situation my country is facing, I could be with my people and portray their struggle for freedom. I also 
wish that I could make lm  instead of receiving awards, because a lmmake  lives to make lm . Anyway, I hope a day will 
come when I can make a lm, and attend your festival with it. And I m hoping for the realization of all of my e le  i he .  

 
Miami Film Fe i al  La en C hen aid: Jafa  Panahi i  n  nl  ne f he g ea e  lmmake  king da , b  ne f he  
loudest voices in the rallying cry for freedom of expression. No Bears is one of his strongest works yet  the embodiment of art 
as a form of li ical e i ance. We e  d  be e en ing him i h   h n , and l k f a d  he da  hen he i  
free to create again.  

 
In N  Bea ,  the lmmake  plays a c i nali ed version of himself who has relocated to a rural border town in Iran to remotely 
direct a lm in Turkey. It opens Dec. 23 in New York. 

 
Watch his message below: 

 
 



Time 
December 23, 2022 
In No Bears  I anian Cinema and Reali  A e Indeciphe able  

By Armani Syed 
  
https://time.com/6243337/no-bears-iran-interview/ 
   

 

 
In No Bears, Iranian Cinema and Reality Are 
Indecipherable 

 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK - OCTOBER 09: Mina Kavani attends a screening of "No 
Bears" during the 60th New York Film Festival at The Film Society of Lincoln Center, 
Walter Reade Theater on October 09, 2022 in New York City. (Photo by Arturo 
Holmes/Getty Images for FLC) 
Getty Images for FLC—2022 Getty Images 
BY ARMANI SYED  
  
I  a  f  a fi  di ec   be a ai ab e  ea  ab  hei  
movie in the weeks leading up to its release but this is the reality for 
Iranian director Jafar Pahani. As his film No Bears hits U.S. theaters on 
Dec. 23, the 62-year-old has been imprisoned for 165 days of a six-year 
sentence for criticizing the Ira ia  g e e  a e  f fe  I a ia  

https://time.com/6243337/no-bears-iran-interview/
https://time.com/author/armani-syed/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWx8teulomE
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2022/jul/19/jafar-panahi-sentenced-to-six-years-in-jail
https://api.time.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/mina-kavani-no-bears.jpg


filmmaker Mohammad Rasoulof, who was arrested just days earlier in 
July. 
  
Thi  i   Pa ahi  first arrest. I  2010, he a  acc ed f c di g 
with the intention to commit c i e  agai  he c  a i a  
ec i  a d aga da agai  he I a ic Re b ic  a d b e e  

banned from leaving Iran or making films for 20 years. Since then, the 
director has used creative methods to tell his stories without 
censorship notably smuggling the aptly named film This Is Not a 
Film (2011) to the Cannes film festival by storing it on a USB that he hid 
inside a cake. Adding to three decades of sophisticated work,  No Bears is 
Pa ahi  a e  e f-aware film that blends painful drama with moments 
of comical absurdity as seamlessly as it manipulates the line between 
reality and cinema. 
  
In the film, Panahi plays a version of himself, a director who has been 
forbidden from leaving Iran as is the case in his real life but has 

a e ed  a e e i age ea  he c  b de  i h T e   
continue his work. Across the way, his production team and lead actors 
can be found filming scenes directed by Panahi over video call.  
  
His fictional film follows couple Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar 
(Bakhtiar Panjei), as they attempt to escape exile in Turkey for a new life 
in Western Europe. Running parallel in the remote village Panahi finds 
himself in, is the love story of Soldooz (Amid Davari) a politically active 
college dropout, and Gozal (Darya Alei), who was promised to a local boy 
at birth as part of a peace settlement between their bickering families.  
  
With Panahi imprisoned, Kavani, an exiled Iranian actor, has found 
herself as the mouthpiece for No Bears, taking on the responsibility of 
promoting the film. 
  

The a  fe  h   ife a  e  c a , I e   f i   a  
ai a e,  a  Ka a i, h  i  e  e ed  he  Pa i  h e. I  
been an incredible period of my life, not only with the promotion of No 
Bears while Panahi is in jail, but Iran also had this  revolution which was 
ha e i g a  he a e i e.  
  
Kavani says she is just an artist, not a politician. But as she has worked 
the media and film festival circuits to promote the film, she has been 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/20/movies/jafar-panahi-films.html%23:~:text=The%20auteur%20is%20now%20serving,was%20arrested%20for%20supporting%20protests.
https://content.time.com/time/arts/article/0,8599,2039505,00.html
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1667905/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1667905/
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2011/may/21/jafar-panahi-cannes-not-film-premiere
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt20205236/
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred
https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-2022-draws-to-an-emotional-close-underlines-solidarity-with-detained-iranian-filmmakers/5174350.article
https://time.com/6218181/iran-protests-nasrin-sotoudeh-human-rights/


bewildered to find that many people are misguidedly looking to her to 
be the voice of Iranian women who have been risking their lives in on-
going anti-regime protests. What began as a rejection of the Islamic 
Re b ic  i e  ea e  f e sparked by the killing of Mahsa 
Amini in September, over her alleged breach of so-called morality laws 
while in police custody has grown into a full-scale disruption of a 
repressive regime. 
  

I  a big e ibi i  a d  ha e  be  ca ef  he  ea i g b  
what happens when you are from that country, the politics become part 

f ,  he a . M ch i e he e  f Pa ahi  fi , Ka a i  e a  
experiences overlap with her characte . B  i  I a , Ka a i ha  i ed 
in exile for almost a decade after filming a nude scene in Sepideh 
Fa i  Red Rose (2014), which resulted in her receiving threats that 
deterred her from returning to Iran and led her to accept political 
refugee status in France. 
  

The I a ia  g e e  a  ca i g e he fi  I a ia  g a hic 
ac e ,  Ka a i eca  f he fi  bac a h. She e  he eac i   
appearing nude would be like this especially given that local actresses 
ca  a ea  i h  hi ab but the appeal of creative freedom 
triumphed over her doubts. 
  

I a a  e   f e a   i  I a , I e  I c d  be a  ac e  
de  a dic a hi ,  he a , i g ha  he  ac ing role models are 

Gena Rowlands, Meryl Streep, and Isabelle Adjani all performers who 
a e i ed b  f eed  i  hei  b d , f eed  i  hei  i d, f eed  i  
c ea i .  Whi e he ade he  ch ice, he a g f e i e i  i g , he 
says. 
  
Here lies the profound symmetry of No Bears Panahi is trapped in Iran 

hi e Ka a i ca  e , a d hi  i  he ca e f  hei  -screen 
characters. Kavani found filming tough at first because of the distance. 

M  di ec  a  he e a d i  a  f a i g,  he a , addi g,  
fi  a e a  e  e i a  b  dde  Jafa  d e, Za a i  a g 

a ,  h d be g. She  a figh e .  
  

https://time.com/6232168/women-led-protests-iran-future/
https://time.com/6236067/mahsa-amini-jina-iran-kurdish-identity/
https://time.com/6236067/mahsa-amini-jina-iran-kurdish-identity/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3310280/


 
Jafar Panahi's No Bears 
Courtesy of Sideshow and Janus Films 
  
The actor says filming took place as it appears on screen, with Kavani in 
Turkey and Panahi directing from Iran over video call. She added that 
most of the team consisted of people who had worked closely with 
Panahi before, so they could guide her on his vision, and with the help of 
T i h ech icia  h  ade he ce  ea e , he di ec  
presence was always felt. 
  
Whi e Ka a i a  he ca  ea  f  a  I a ia  e , i  he  e a  
Za a, h  he de c ibe  a  a agedia ,  he h e   h  h w strong 
she and Panahi believe women are. She recalls that many people asked if 
the film set out to capture the attention Iran is receiving globally, but 
that she has always insisted that this was in the works before the 
resistance movement reached its apex. 
  
But intentions aside, the world is certainly looking to Iranian filmmakers 
for an insight into day-to-day life in Iran; for the first time in Oscars 
history, three countries selected Persian-language films as their 
submission for the Academy Award for best international 
feature. H a  Se edi  da  c ic World War III, I a  fficia  e , 
and Britain  b i i  Winners, di ec ed b  Ha a  Na e , did  a e 
the official shortlist, but Iran-born, Copenhagen-based director Ali 
Abba i  e ia  i e  d a a Holy Spider remains in the run. 
  

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-features/oscars-farsi-language-features-international-feature-1235276479/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-features/oscars-farsi-language-features-international-feature-1235276479/
https://time.com/6224242/holy-spider-zar-amir-ebrahimi-iran-interview/


Pa ahi  fi  i   e  i ica , b  hi  i ica  a ea a  a e 
undeniably woven in. From his on-screen run-ins with the local villagers, 
to the outcome faced by every main character in the film, Pahani sends a 
clear message that entrapped people will ultimately suffer. In fact, the 
fi  i i ia  e i e a e i  e ai ed i hi  he  he  a i age  
warns Panahi that he is not allowed down a certain path because there 
a e bea  he e. The a e i age  a e  ad i  hi  i  e e i  
merely a myth designed to scare citizens into submission.  
  

Pa ahi ade a ie f hi   ea i , f he cie  i  hich he i e , 
the reality of our country and not only of the people in the country, but 
also the people out of the country, people from our country who are 

b iga ed  ge  ,  a  Ka a i. She add  ha  hi  i  he i a i  
that keeps Iranian filmmakers putting out brave and honest films even 
though they threaten their own safety in doing so.  
  
Whi e Ka a i d e  ha e ch c a i   Pa ahi  c e  i a i  i  
ai  he a  he i  e f e hi g: N  a e  ha  hi  i a i  i ,  

a e  hi  c di i . He  a i a e ab t cinema, and he continues to 
a e ie ,  he a . E e  i  ai , I hi  he  a ead  hi i g ab  
a i g hi  e  ie.  
… 
 

https://deadline.com/2022/07/open-letter-directors-panahi-rasoulof-1235071438/


Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
Associated Press 
December 21, 2022 
An Iranian ma er ork open  i h i  direc or behind bar  

By Jake Coyle 
  
https://apnews.com/article/jafar-panahi-iran-director-49e852d9c4478fe0e3ca7dfa6718c3a8 
  

 

 

An Iranian masterwork opens with its director 
behind bars 
By JAKE COYLE 

 

NEW YORK (AP)  After being arrested for creating antigovernment 
propaganda in 2010, the Iranian director Jafar Panahi was banned from 

a    20 a . S c  ,  a    acc a  
features. 

His latest, N  B a ,  opens soon in U.S. theaters while Panahi is in prison. 

https://apnews.com/article/jafar-panahi-iran-director-49e852d9c4478fe0e3ca7dfa6718c3a8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oTJBVrxLfRs


I  J , Pa a     T a  c  c    ab   
a   M a a  Ra , a a  a     
crackdown on protests. Panahi himself was arrested and, on a decade-old 
charge, sentenced to six years in jail. 

Pa a  , a   I a    a a , a   a   
artistic resistance. He plays himself in meta self-portraitures that 
clandestinely capture the mechanics of Iranian society with a humanity 
both playful and devastating. Panahi made T   N  a F  in his 
apartment. Ta  was shot almost entirely inside a car, with a smiling 
Panahi playing the driver and picking up passengers along the way. 

I  N  B a ,  Pa a  a  a c a      aking 
a film in a rural town along the Iran-T  b . I      
acclaimed films of the year. The New York Times and The Associated 
Press named it one of the top 10 films of the year. Film critic Justin Chang 
of The Los Angeles Times ca  N  B a  2022  b  . 

N  B a   a  a  a    I a a   c   
increasingly ensnarled in a harsh  c ac . A  a  N  
B a   a   V c  F  F a ,  Pa a  a a  b  
bars, 22-year-old Mahsa Amini died  b   b  I a  a  
police. Her death sparked three months of women-led protests, still 
ongoing, that ha  c  I a  c ac . 

More than 500 protesters have been killed in the crackdown since Sept. 17, 
according to the group Human Rights Activists in Iran. More than 18,200 
people have been detained. 

On Saturday, the prominent Iranian actress Taraneh Alidoosti, star of 
A a  Fa a  O ca -  T  Sa a ,  a  a  after posting 
an Instagram message expressing solidarity with a man recently executed 
for crimes allegedly committed during the protests. 

I   c  a   A  a , Fa a    c   A 
S a a  a  A H   ca   A  a  a ngside that of 
my other fellow cineastes Jafar Panahi and Mohammad Rasoulof and all the 
other less-known prisoners whose only crime is the attempt for a better 

.  

I   c    a c ,         
land are cri a ,  Farhadi wrote on Instagram. 

Pa a  ab c  a  b  ac        a . A  
V c ,  N  B a  a   a c a  ry prize, a red-carpet 

a  a  a  a    . F a  c  A b  Ba b a 

https://apnews.com/article/entertainment-iran-arrests-dubai-218a2e6c1f856cc4b24f9354ec1c72cf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeIiajsP6sE
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=866893383359383
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/06/movies/best-movies-2022.html
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://apnews.com/article/iran-middle-east-arrests-iraq-51a53a5fa8f13de08c33916a3be865a1
https://apnews.com/article/iran-protests-morality-police-explainer-b53475eda867a4158ac5032fe1b3e62e
https://apnews.com/article/iran-protests-morality-police-explainer-b53475eda867a4158ac5032fe1b3e62e
https://apnews.com/article/iran-entertainment-cairo-movies-4619abdb01af80272c506f22a0cb668c
https://apnews.com/article/iran-entertainment-cairo-movies-4619abdb01af80272c506f22a0cb668c
https://www.instagram.com/p/CmYlLnnOnBI/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


and jury president Julianne Moore were among the throngs silently 
protesting the imprisonment of Panahi and other filmmakers. 

N  B a   a  a a  t a long-criticized Academy Awards policy. 
S b    O ca  b  a a   ca  a  a   
b  a c  . C c  a  a  a  a  a a  
regimes to dictate which films compete for the sought-after prize. 

Arthouse distributors Sideshow and Janus Films, which helped 
lead R  Ha a c  Ja a  a a D  M  Ca    O ca  
nominations a a  a , ac  N  B a     a    
a  Pa a  ca    a  c . 

H    a         ,  a  
Jonathan Sehring, Sideshow founder and a veteran independent film 

c . W   a   a     a a  a  a 
 a       ,  .  

W    a    b   I a a  b , b ,  a  
S . B   a  to position Jafar as a potential best director, best 
screenplay, a number of different categories. And we also believe the film 
ca   a ca .  

The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences declined to comment on 
possible reforms to the international film category. Among the 15 
shortlisted films for the award announced Wednesday was the Danish entry 
H  S ,    I a . After Iranian authorities declined to authorize it, 

director Ali Abbasi shot the film, based on real-life serial killings, in Jordan. 

N  B a    N  Y   D c. 23 a  L  A   Ja . 10 b  
rolling out nationally. 

In it, Panahi rents an apartment from which he, with a fitful internet signal, 
directs a film with the help of assistants. Their handing off cameras and 
memory cards gives, perhaps, an illuminating window into how Panahi has 

   c . I  N  B a ,   c   
c a    a  a   b   acc a  

captured a compromising image. 

I   a   a  a   b  , b   a   c    
difficult, especially in Iran where a totalitarian government with such tight 
c    c  a   ,  a  I a a   c a  
and documentarian Jamsheed Akrami-G . I  a  a . I 
ca  c a    a   a .  

https://apnews.com/article/academy-awards-entertainment-lifestyle-arts-and-entertainment-movies-35dd430836840fbd2cd4e7bdbdb69499
https://apnews.com/article/academy-awards-entertainment-lifestyle-arts-and-entertainment-movies-35dd430836840fbd2cd4e7bdbdb69499
https://apnews.com/article/oscars-2023-shortlist-top-gun-lady-gaga-movies-afabf386494191e6829feda4d97f2f3f
https://apnews.com/article/oscars-2023-shortlist-top-gun-lady-gaga-movies-afabf386494191e6829feda4d97f2f3f
https://apnews.com/article/iran-entertainment-europe-middle-east-9a6169029e06bcfd591bacdfff4a3c6a
https://apnews.com/article/iran-entertainment-europe-middle-east-9a6169029e06bcfd591bacdfff4a3c6a


I        c , Pa a  a  a   b  a  
night. Gazing at the lights in the distance, he contemplates crossing it  a 
life in exile that Panahi in real life steadfastly refused to ever adopt. 

S  a c     a  c b  c   a . Pa   N  B a  
were shot in Turkey just like the film within the film. In Turkey, an Iranian 
couple (played by Mina Kavani and Bakhiyar Panjeei) are trying to obtain 
stolen passports to reach Europe. 

Kavani herself has been living in exile for the last seven years. She starred in 
S  Fa  2014 a c  R  R .  W        
media harassment, Kavani chose to live in Paris. Kavani was struck by the 
profound irony of Panahi directing her by video chat from over the border. 

T       a . T  a a    b    b   a 
  a  a c,  a  Ka a . H  a   rst person that talked 

ab  a , a  a    I a a     I a . T  
    , a         c , b   

a  ab      c .  

Ma   Pa a  c a  a  at even in his jail cell, Panahi is 
probably thinking through his next film  whether he ever gets to make it 

 . W  N  B a  a  a   N  Y  F  F a , Ka a  a  
a statement from Panahi. 

T    I a a  c a   c nstant and active presence 
of independent directors who have struggled to push back censorship and to 

  a    a ,   a . W    a ,   
banned from making films, others were forced into exile or reduced to 
isolation. And yet, the hope of creating again is a reason for existence. No 
matter where, when, or under what circumstances, an independent 

a    c a   .  

 



The Film Comment Podcast 
January 4, 2023 
AUDIO: Interview with Mina Kavani 
By Devika Girish and Clinton Krute 
  
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no-
bears/ 
  

 

 

The Fi  C e  P dca : 
Mi a Ka a i  Jafa  
Pa ahi  No Bears 
By Film Comment on January 4, 2023 

Toda s podcast is about one of 2022 s late but great entries: No Bears, the latest 
meta-fictional masterwork from Jafar Panahi. In the film, Panahi plays a slightly 
fictionalized version of himself, as a controversial filmmaker holed up in an Iranian 
border-village, trying to evade the surveillance of the authorities while remotely 
directing a film set in nearby Turkey. What starts as a seemingly gentle satire 
becomes a timely reckoning with the moral dilemmas faced by people especially 
women living under a patriarchal and dictatorial regime. 

Though Panahi tragically remains imprisoned in Tehran since his arrest in 
July, FC editors Devika Girish and Clinton Krute were glad to be able to speak to the 
film s lead actress, Mina Kavani, about her riveting performance as a Iranian refugee 
stranded in Turke . The  discussed Kavani s own experiences of living in exile, what 
it was like to work with Panahi, and the women-led movement that continues to 
reverberate throughout Iran.  
 

https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no-bears/
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/the-film-comment-podcast-mina-kavani-on-jafar-panahis-no-bears/
https://www.filmcomment.com/author/film-comment/
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BEST OF LISTS FROM THE US 

LA TIMES: “The Best Movies of 2022 and Where to Find Them” Justin Chang, NO BEARS #1  
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-
and-where-to-find-them 

NEW YORK TIMES: “Best Movies of 2022”  Manohla Dargis, A.O. Scott, #4 NO 
BEARS  https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/06/movies/best-movies-2022.html 

NEW YORK TIMES:  “And the 2022 Oscar Nominees Should Be…”  NO BEARS: BEST PICTURE: A.O. 
Scott and Manohla Dargis agreed, BEST DIRECTOR:  Scott and Dargis agreed, BEST ACTOR:  “yes” 
from Dargis, BEST SCREENPLAY: “yes” from Dargis 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html 

NEW YORK MAGAZINE/VULTURE: “The Best Movies of 2022”, NO BEARS named by both Vulture 
critics, Alison Willmore ranked NO BEARS #1  https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-
2022.html 

ROGER EBERT: “The Ten Best Films of 2022” NO BEARS #   
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-ten-best-films-of-2022 

ROGER EBERT: The Individual Top Tens of 2022:  https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-
individual-top-tens-of-2022  NO BEARS:  Simon Abrams:  NO BEARS #4, Godfrey Cheshire: NO BEARS  
#3, Isaac Feldberg: NO BEARS #6, Glenn Kenny: NO BEARS (no order indicated), Tomris Laffly: NO 
BEARS (no order indicated), Sheila O’Mally NO BEARS (no order indicated)   

ROLLING STONE:  “22 Best Movies of 2022” NO BEARS #5 https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-
movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/hit-the-road-1234636265/ 

NEW YORKER: “The Best Movies of 2022”  NO BEARS #4   https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-
front-row/the-best-movies-of-2022 

INDIEWIRE: “2022 Critics Poll: The Best Films and Performances, According to 165 Critics from 
Around the World”, Best International Film, NO BEARS #5 
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/best-movies-2022-critics-survey-polls-performances-
1234790612/ 
 
DAILY BEAST:  “Best Movies of 2022” NO BEARS #6: https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-
movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin 

THE WRAP:  “They Coulda Been Contenders” list of 3 international films that should have been in 
Best International Film category at Oscars, from The Wrap: 
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:7d0112b5-735f-475a-82ab-
5d301d34863f 

THE WRAP:  “10 Best Films 2022 from EO to RRR”, NO BEARS #4 with HIT THE ROAD: 
https://www.thewrap.com/top-10-best-films-of-2022/ 
 
WIRED:  “The Best Movies You Missed in 2022 and Where to Find Them”   
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-you-missed-2022/ 
 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/12/06/movies/best-movies-2022.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html
https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-2022.html
https://www.vulture.com/article/best-movies-2022.html
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-ten-best-films-of-2022
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-individual-top-tens-of-2022
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-individual-top-tens-of-2022
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/hit-the-road-1234636265/
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/hit-the-road-1234636265/
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/the-best-movies-of-2022
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/the-best-movies-of-2022
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/best-movies-2022-critics-survey-polls-performances-1234790612/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/best-movies-2022-critics-survey-polls-performances-1234790612/
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:7d0112b5-735f-475a-82ab-5d301d34863f
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:7d0112b5-735f-475a-82ab-5d301d34863f
https://www.thewrap.com/top-10-best-films-of-2022/
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-you-missed-2022/


VOX : “The 25 Best Films of 2022:  NO BEARS is #3 of 25 
https://www.vox.com/culture/23484805/best-movies-2022-streaming-theaters 

THE FILM STAGE: ”12 Films To See in December”, NO BEARS #3  https://thefilmstage.com/12-films-
to-see-in-december-2022/   

THE FILM STAGE:  “The Best Performances of 2022”  Jafar Panahi, NO BEARS, Honorable Mention 
https://thefilmstage.com/the-best-performances-of-2022/ 

SLANT MAGAZINE: “The 25 Best films of 2022”  NO BEARS 
#20  https://www.slantmagazine.com/features/the-25-best-films-of-2022/ 

GQ: “The Best Movies of 2022”   
https://www.gq.com/story/best-movies-2022 

PASTE MAGAZINE :  “The 25 Best International Movies 2022”  NO BEARS #23  
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-international-movies-2022/  
 
PASTE MAGAZINE:  “Best 50 Films of 2022”: #50 NO BEARS 
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-2022/ 
 
HYPERALLERGENIC:  “Top 10 Films of 2022”  #1 NO BEARS 
https://hyperallergic.com/790736/top-10-films-of-2022/ 
 
ASSOCIATED PRESS (AP), “AP’s Best Films of 2022”, Jake Coyle named NO BEARS #6 
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-
c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3 

VARIETY: Directors’ Best Films 2022:  Laura Poitras on NO BEARS  https://variety.com/lists/directors-
best-films-2022-wes-anderson-guillermo-del-toro-white-noise-elvis/ 

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER:  “The Best Films of 2022” David Romney gives NO BEARS an honorable 
mention.  https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-
1235279897/ 

TY BURR’S WATCHLIST:  The 20 Best Movies of 2022:  https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-
20-best-movies-of-2022 

COMMERCIAL APPEAL:  “The Best Movies of 2022:  Here Are John Belfuss’ Picks, From ‘NOPE’ To 
‘FABELMANS’”: https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-
movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/ 
 

 

 

https://www.vox.com/culture/23484805/best-movies-2022-streaming-theaters
https://thefilmstage.com/12-films-to-see-in-december-2022/
https://thefilmstage.com/12-films-to-see-in-december-2022/
https://www.slantmagazine.com/features/the-25-best-films-of-2022/
https://www.gq.com/story/best-movies-2022
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-international-movies-2022/
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies/best-2022/
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://apnews.com/article/top-movies-2022-list-movies-entertainment-c4e637c72f73c84c4fe03af6fbcdd4d3
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-1235279897/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/the-best-films-of-2022-1235279897/
https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-20-best-movies-of-2022
https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/the-20-best-movies-of-2022
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/20/top-movies-of-2022-john-beifuss-the-fabelmans-glass-onion-nope-the-northman/69725836007/


Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
Los Angeles Times 
December 19, 2022 
Incl ded in The be  mo ie  of   and here o find hem   #1 
By Justin Chang 
  
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-
and-where-to-find-them 
  

 

 

The be  ie  f 2022  a d he e  fi d 
he  

 
Da ie  Ka a, f  ef , Keke Pa e  a d B a d  Pe ea i  he ie N e.  
(Universal Pictures) 

BY JUSTIN CHANG FILM CRITIC  

The movies returned at something close to full force this year. COVID masks all but vanished 
from multiplex crowds, and from the audiences at the press screenings I attended (though I 
kept mine handy). Sundance did cancel its in-person screenings for the second January in a 
row, thanks to the early Omicron surge, but other major film festivals continued on 
unimpeded. The Oscars made headlines (if scarcely the ones they wanted), as did box office 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-12-19/the-best-movies-of-2022-and-where-to-find-them
https://www.latimes.com/people/justin-chang


returns. Companies like Netflix, Warner Bros. and Disney all saw their plans for streaming 
domination hit an iceberg, and reshuffled those plans accordingly. 

S  h  did ci e a  a a e  e ge ce  f e  fee  i e a e reat? Maybe it was the sense, 
e e  e ced ha  a , ha  he a die ce a  a ge c d  be b he ed  ca e 
ab  ie  he  ha  T  G : Ma e ic ,  B ac  Pa he : Wa a da F e e   
anything else without a franchise-designating colon in the title. Not that those movies offered 

hi g  ca e ab ; T  C i e  i e e ib e a -movie-star energy was a boon to the 
e  ie ea , j  a  Chad ic  B e a  ha i g ab e ce a  i   ig a  

reminder of the bonds we forge with actors we love. As even the curiously touching if hugely 
di i i e A a a : The Wa  f Wa e  bea  , b c b e  ha e  c ded  e a  
filmmaking so much as subsumed it. 

Tha   a e ib e hi g. B  i d be a be e  hi g i  he ha d  f a  i dustry, and an 
a die ce, ha  did  i c ea i g  e a e he big c ee  i h i ed ec ac e,  he 
exclusion of all else. The learned viewing habits of the pandemic, which prioritize 
convenience over curiosity, now seem to suspend themselves only when a big event picture 

 or a Marvel movie, which at this point can scarcely be considered an event  comes 
along. Romantic comedies and grown-up dramas have been on the commercial decline for 
years, but there seemed a particularly harsh finality to the mass-a die ce ejec i  f B  
a d She Said.  S e i d  fi ge - agge  g eef  b a ed he e f   H d  
a eged  g e i e age da, hich d e  i e e ai  he cce  f a acia  i c i e, 

i ica  c ci  h i e  i e N e,  one of the few original hits released by a major 
studio this year. But then, Jordan Peele is in the business of avoiding  and defying  easily 
digestible narratives, which is very much to his credit. 

N e  ade  ea -end list of favorites, as did a lot of movies you may have seen or not 
seen, heard of or not heard of. My hope, as always, is that this list will not be a final word but 
an introduction  the start of a conversation, a watchlist and, yes, a trip to the theater, where 
some of these films are still playing or will be playing shortly. 

Here are my 10  nah, 11  favorite movies of 2022: 



 
 

Jafa  Pa ahi i  he ie N  Bea .  

(Sideshow/Janus Films) 

1.  B  

This year saw numerous great filmmakers, from Charlotte Wells to Steven Spielberg, 
effectively become their own protagonists. Iranian director Jafar Panahi has been turning the 
camera on himself  or a version of himself  f  ea   ( Thi  I  N  a Fi ,  Ta i ), 
both confronting and sidestepping an oppressive filmmaking ban with formal ingenuity, 
incisive social criticism and sly, self-effacing humor. His self-portraiture rises to another level 
of invention but also descends to new depths of despair in the extraordinarily intricate, 

a f , a g  a d de a a i g N  Bea ,  i  hich Pa ahi  both onscreen and off-  
brilliantly interrogates religious fundamentalism, systemic misogyny and the ethical 
complications of photography and filmmaking. In July, Panahi was detained and jailed by the 
Iranian government, not long after finishing this searingly thoughtful and provocative movie 

 neither his first masterful act of cinematic protest nor, I hope, his last. 

( N  B a ,  c  c d a  AFI Fest in November, opens theatrically Jan. 13 in Los 
Angeles.) 

 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/movies/story/2022-11-01/no-bears-walk-up-and-other-movies-to-see-at-afi-fest










The New York Times 
January 5, 2023 
Incl ded in And he  O ca  N minee  Sh ld Be  
By Manohla Dargis 
  
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html 

 

 

A d he 2022 O ca  N mi ee  Sh ld Be  
By Manohla Dargis and A.O. Scott Jan. 5, 2023 

Academy voters will do what they want, but if our chief critics had their way, these are the 
films and performers that would be up for Oscars this year.  

  

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/05/movies/critics-oscar-nominees-ballot.html
https://www.nytimes.com/by/manohla-dargis
https://www.nytimes.com/by/a-o--scott


 







 



 

V U L T U R E  P I C K S  

25 No able Ne  Relea e  O er 
he Ne  T o Week  

By Vulture Editors 

 
Photo: Netflix (Onion); Netflix (Witcher); Netflix (Emily); Dan Smith/Netflix (Matilda); Disney+ (Star 
Wars) 

To Do: December 21 January 4: Our biweekly guide on what to see, hear, watch, 
and read. 

Movies 

Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery 
How did the whodunit get so hip? 
Netflix, December 23. 
Rian J hn n  follow-up to his improbable 2019 hit Knives Out is bigger, 
funnier, and offers both an unintentionally timely skewering of Elon Musk 
and one of the best uses of COVID as a movie backdrop to date. —Alison 
Willmore 

https://www.vulture.com/tags/vulture-picks/
https://www.vulture.com/author/vulture-editors/
https://www.vulture.com/2022/11/knives-out-2-glass-onion-trailer-release-date.html
https://www.vulture.com/2022/11/rian-johnson-explains-the-benoit-blanc-cinematic-universe.html
https://www.vulture.com/2019/11/knives-out-movie-review-rian-johnsons-whodunit.html


Babylon 
Hollywood on Hollywood. 
In select theaters December 23. 
Damien Cha elle  spectacular epic takes place right at the point when 

nd changed he film ind  f e e . I  an naba hedl  hed ni ic ale 
that gge  he animali ic aband n f Tin el n  ea l  ea  a  fa  
preferable to the prudish cruelty of what came later. —Bilge Ebiri 

Matilda the Musical 
Telekinesis that sings. 
Netflix, December 25. 
Now streaming after a theatrical run, you can show your children a 
new Matilda adapted from the stage musical, which features Emma 
Thompson as Miss Trunchbull, Lashana Lynch as Miss Honey, and kid-
dancing ch e g a h   g d ha  i  al ead  been i al n TikT k f  
weeks. K.V.A. 

Wildcat 
Who rescued whom? 
In select theaters, December 21; Prime Video, December 30. 
A British soldier struggling with PTSD from his experiences in Afghanistan 
and a wildlife activist with her own traumatic past find both healing and 
renewed anxiety in their attempts to help rehabilitate a wild ocelot in the 
Peruvian Amazon. This is an astonishing wildlife documentary that is not 
for the faint of heart. —B.E. 

No Bears 
From a banned filmmaker. 
Film Forum, December 23. 
Despite being banned from filmmaking and sentenced to six years in prison 
in his native Iran, Jafar Panahi has continued to put out work. His latest, a 
brilliantly constructed and deeply conflicted drama, finds Panahi playing a 
version of himself and trying to direct a film remotely from two sides of the 
border with Turkey. —A.W. 

Dionne War ick: Don t Make Me Over 
Do you know the way? 
CNN, January 1. 
This doc on the life and career of Dionne Warwick comes as the singer 
enjoys renewed appreciation, in part thanks to her droll 
Twitter presence and resultant SNL sketches. Featuring interviews with 
Burt Bacharach, Quincy Jones, Gladys Knight, and tons of other music 
luminaries, it looks like a good time. —Brandon Sanchez 

https://www.vulture.com/2022/11/babylon-movie-cast-release-date-details.html
https://www.vulture.com/2022/11/babylon-movie-cast-release-date-details.html
https://www.vulture.com/2022/06/matilda-the-musical-trailer-emma-thompson.html
https://www.vulture.com/2021/01/emma-thompson-cast-in-netflixs-musical-matilda.html
https://www.vulture.com/2021/01/emma-thompson-cast-in-netflixs-musical-matilda.html
https://press.amazonstudios.com/us/en/original-movies/wildcat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWx8teulomE
https://www.vulture.com/2022/07/jafar-panahi-iranian-filmmaker-sentenced-six-years-jail.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txtcpiqmjNw
https://www.vulture.com/2020/12/dionne-warwick-twitter-chance-the-rapper-weeknd.html
https://www.vulture.com/2020/12/watch-the-dionne-warwick-talk-show-snl-sketch-chalamet.html


Fanny and Alexander 
Have a very Bergman Boxing Day. 
Museum of the Moving Image, December 26. 
What better way to spend the day after Christmas than with Ingmar 
Be gman  masterpiece of winter coziness and horror? MoMI will be playing 
the 312-minute television cut preferred by the director, but rest easy: There 
will be an intermission. —A.W. 

The Pale Blue Eye 
Once upon a midnight dreary. 
In select theaters December 23. 
Christian Bale investigates a series of grisly murders at West Point in the 
1830 . A  hi  idekick, he  g  Harry Melling playing the flamboyant young 
cade  Edga  Allan P e. We e had a lot of fun, frothy mysteries of late. 
He e  ne ha  m d  and c ee   and thoroughly entertaining. —B.E. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCXoXFdNa1o
https://ulture.com/article/best-new-tv-movies-books-music.html?edit=true
https://ulture.com/article/best-new-tv-movies-books-music.html?edit=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Z4TYJbeU5w
https://www.vulture.com/2021/06/the-pale-blue-eye-harry-melling-to-play-lil-edgar-allen-poe.html


Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
RogerEbert.com 
December 14, 2022 
Incl ded in The Ten Bes  Films of  
By Simon Abrams 
  
https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-ten-best-films-of-2022 
  

 

 

The Ten Best Films of 2022 
The Editors December 14, 2022 
 

 
  
What a year. The array of filmmaking on the list below should be shown to anyone 
willing to suggest that 2022 was somehow inferior in the history of cinema. And these 
excellent films don't even include some of the most popular flicks of the year like the 
critically acclaimed "Top Gun: Maverick" or "Avatar: The Way of Water" (although 
both films will appear on individual lists from our expanded staff that will run on 
Friday, for the record). 
  
This composite site top ten used the same formula as we have since 2014, taking the 
best-of lists from our regular review staff and compiling them into one big list. 

https://www.rogerebert.com/features/the-ten-best-films-of-2022


is an earnest and optimistic movie. Spiritual growth is central to every story in every 
timeline, and the characters' struggles usually come back to the tension 
between obligation and selfishness in relationships. There's a universe where 
everybody has hot dogs for fingers (Deirdre plays piano with her feet in that one) and 
a showdown that prominently involves a dildo. At one point we enter a universe 
where two rocks on a cliff speak to each other telepathically, and their dialogue is 
subtitled. If you're not fully on board by then, you never will be. (Matt Zoller Seitz) 
NOW STREAMING ON: 
Powered by JustWatch 

 

 
 
7. "No Bears" 
In July, the Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi was sentenced to six years in prison after 
inquiring about fellow director Mohammad Rasoulof, also in jail. Panahi had 
completed his latest docudrama, "No Bears," two months prior; it premiered at the 
Cannes Film Festival that same month.  
In "No Bears," Panahi plays himself, a filmmaker sequestered in a village near the 
Turkish border while filming his latest drama. Panahi's assistant Reza (Reza Heydari) 
asks him why he didn't just stay in Tehran. Panahi waves away the question, saying 
he prefers to be near his cast and crew. However, he still goes with Reza to see and 
even inadvertently steps over the border. Panahi hastily returns to Iran, where he 
becomes reluctantly involved with the local villagers' drama.  
There's been some confusion: the villagers think Panahi's taken photos of young 
lovers Gozal and Soldooz. Those imaginary photos threaten Gozal's arranged 
marriage to Yaghoob. There are some parallels between this domestic dispute and the 
fictional movie that Panahi directs within the film, through a combination of video 
chats and Reza's assistance. Still, Panahi struggles to remain disengaged. He does not 
want to get involved in the villagers' lives, but they insist.  
In "No Bears," Panahi tries to maintain his freedom, to blur the lines that 
separate fiction from reality (as his mentor Abbas Kiarostami did), and between 
himself and the world beyond. The film's title comes from a scene where a local 

https://www.justwatch.com/
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/jafar-panahi
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/mohammad-rasoulof
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/abbas-kiarostami


villager explains that no bears are lurking nearby; that reassurance is obviously 
ironic. (Simon Abrams) 
NOW STREAMING ON: 
Powered by JustWatch 

 
 

 
 
6. "Nope" 
Jordan Peele masters the dense blockbuster, again, with his third and most 
thematically ambitious project, "Nope." Once you get to the second act, the film's 
brilliant entertainment has an irresistible pitch "What if 'Close Encounters' turned 
into Jaws'?" and turns the classic Spielberg gaze inside-out to reveal its terror. Its 
core understanding starts with locking us in the point of view of a terrified child actor 
who watches his chimpanzee co-star, Gordy, wreak bloody havoc on a sitcom set 
before locking a gaze with the boy. It's a pair of shots with no less fury than the 
Nah  3:6 Bible e ha  c e  bef e: "I ill ca  ab i able fil h  hee  
make you spectacle." And to tackle the totality of how monstrous our need for 
spectacle has become, parallel to our desire to harness it, Peele takes us back to the 
first moving image, a Black man riding a horse for the inventor of the moving picture, 
Eadweard Muybridge. So much of humanity has changed since those shots, including 
who is in the frame and why they are being filmed. "Nope" concerns nothing smaller 
than the abyss we have made of being seen in the case of Peele's latest horror 
metaphor, the abyss sucks its screaming prey into the sky, squishes them in its 
claustrophobic bowels, and turns them into blood rain.  
Peele's flying people eater is what happens when we treat presidential campaigns as 
pure entertainment or exploit others on social media for followers when our 
coexistence with other souls, animal or human, is devastated by the pursuit of 
monetary gain. But this is all just the interior for a beast of a sci-fi adventure that 
constantly transforms, and "Nope" thrives on Peele's inestimable confidence when 
guiding audiences. His original script is pure entertainment, boasting the 
writer/director's unique touch for spiky pop culture humor and heartfelt characters 
who outsmart the evil that hunts them: our heroes here are a horse trainer named 

https://www.justwatch.com/
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/nope-movie-review-2022
https://www.rogerebert.com/cast-and-crew/jordan-peele


Rolling Stone 
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By David Fear 
  
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/ 
  

 

 
22 Best Movies of 2022 
From an epic Tollywood blockbuster to a modest Iranian road movie, Cate Blanchett 
behaving badly to Michelle Yeoh saving the multiverse — these were the movies that 
made our year 
BY DAVID FEAR 
DECEMBER 2, 2022 
 

 
 
Left to right: 'X,' 'Everything Everywhere All At Once,' 'RRR,' 'Tar.' A24, 2; MPC FILMS; 
FOCUS FEATURES 
  
NO ONE COULD be blamed for thinking that the Movies  the capital-M 
medium  was in a midst of an existential crisis in 2022. The theatrical 
experience constantly seemed to be hanging on by a thread, threatening to 
become a thing of the past. (Though a hearty thank you to you, Mr. Tom 
Cruise, for saving it for at least one more year.) Streaming services kept 
underwriting canon- h  di ec  e  ec , he  de i i g h e 

https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-lists/best-movies-of-2022-1234630611/
https://www.rollingstone.com/author/david-fear/
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/top-gun-maverick-tom-cruise-superstar-1358810/
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-reviews/top-gun-maverick-tom-cruise-superstar-1358810/


same films by throwing them to the algorithm wolves and turning them into 
j  ano her bi  of con en .  S perhero mo ie  con in ed o domina e 
multiplex screens, and I.P. franchises continued to multiply and/or go 
multiversal at the expense of a variety of other options. (If we have to suffer 
hro gh one more Mar  or Mar el?  arg men  on Film T i er j  
kidding. R.I.P. Twitter.) If a film fell in the forest, and a pop ar a n  
accused of spitting on a costar while promoting it, did it even make a 
o nd? The phra e ca al mo iegoer  remained on he erge of becoming 

an oxy-moron. The sky is falling!, cries the chorus of chicken-little 
cinephile , before rning back o he Cri erion Channel o binge e erda  
arthouse heroes. 
  
Yes, the big-picture view of big pictures did sometimes seem dire. But once 
again, the movies delivered. Sometimes, it was a matter of knowing where 
to look for them, and to keep the faith that something lifechanging, if not 
gamechanging was right around the corner. Other times, there seemed to 
be a bounty of incredible cinema, running the gamut from lyrical 
documentaries to genre exercises to left-field blockbusters, coming in 
waves. Films like Tár could still inspire It was a good 12 months to be an 
cine-omnivore. We expanded the roster to 22 films this year  because 
2022! Yes, we are indeed shameless!  but even then, there were a 
number of extraordinary films that kept crowding their way into the idea of a 
be  of  line p. The mo ie  aren  dead. The re not even the past.  (A 

quick shout out to some honorable mentions: All the Beauty and the 
Bloodshed, Armageddon Time, Barbarian, Bones and All, Catherine Called 
B d , C age, D ba , The E e a  Da gh e , G d  C , G e  
de  T  P cch , Men, Montana Story, Moonage Daydream, The 
Northman, Peter von Kant, Playground, The Silent Twins, Top Gun: 
Maverick, and The Wonder. Also, there was some debate over 
including Petite Maman and The Worst Person in the World in hi  ear  
best-of, since their qualifying runs in 2021 meant they showed up on a 
n mber of li  la  ear. We ll a e ho e o for o r be -of-the-decade 
list.) 
  
  

5 No Bear  

https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-news/harry-styles-did-not-spit-on-chris-pine-dont-worry-darling-1234587438/
https://www.rollingstone.com/tv-movies/tv-movie-news/harry-styles-did-not-spit-on-chris-pine-dont-worry-darling-1234587438/


 
JP PRODUCTIONS 
Iranian director Jafar Panahi  ongoing a  a  a poli ical pri oner  he  
currently serving a six- ear en ence for prod cing an igo ernmen  
propaganda   certainly lends his latest meta-drama a sense of urgency 
and regrettable currency. Yet it would be a masterwork regardless, as 
Panahi once again e  hi  i a ion o prod ce ome hing ha  omeho  
life-affirming and a sucker punch. Unable to make movies in his own 
country, a slightly fictionalized version of the filmmaker skirts the ban by 
remo el  direc ing a prod c ion in T rke  ia lap op. The q ain  illage he  
staying in, however, begins to worry that their famous visitor has shot 
something in his off-hours that affects some local residents. They demand 
o ee he pic re . He doe n  re pond ell o being rong-armed. What 
plays out is like his real-life tribulations in miniature, with irony and tragedy 
waiting right around the corner. 
  
 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
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The Best Movies of 2022 
There was something new and extraordinary in the air this year, 
and it had to do with the intersection of history and memory. 

By Richard Brody 

December 5, 2022 

 

 

Illustration by Andrew B. Myers 

T e e   e d  e a   , b  I d be   I a d a  I 
d d  e  ead  e  a  c  a  I e a  e . T e e  a 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/the-best-movies-of-2022
https://www.newyorker.com/contributors/richard-brody


polemical side to criticism that finds a crystalline form in lists, but 
c e e   e   a e. F  starters, lists are mnemonic, 
a e    e e be , a d a  d e a , a e  a  

 e e be . T a   I d   e   a T  Te  b  
e c  e    a  a   a  I  ed  c de. T e 

essential idea that guides me in criticism is that the world of movies is 
a  b e  a  e   de  b c ed e ea e . A  ea  e d, I 

compile the movies that imposed themselves on memory and which 
(even if their subjects are grim or their tones are severe) have provided 
enduring pleasures and illuminations. 

T  ea ,  a  e e important to offer a widely inclusive list, 
because a wide range of American filmmakers have caught up with 
the inescapable phenomenon of the recent past: the resurgence of 
openly anti-democratic forces and brazenly hate-driven ideologies, the 
crisis of illegitimate rule, the menace of authoritarianism, the potential 
end of even our current debilitated American democracy. The 
phenomenon is certainly not limited to the United States, and 
filmmakers from around the world have long been confronting it in 
their own countries bravely, insightfully, and ingeniously. For years, 
many of the best American filmmakers have been making films of 
political outrage, with the unsurprising likes of Spike Lee, Jim 
Jarmusch, and Frederick Wiseman at the forefront, and such younger 
filmmakers as Jordan Peele, Garrett Bradley, and Eliza 
Hittman joining them. This year offers a shift in the cinematic 
a ad  b  a   a   e ab e e ; e e  e  

new and extraordinary in the air, and it has precisely to do with history 
and memory and, most powerfully, their intersection. 

The ways in which the best American filmmakers are contending with 
the past reflect and resist the falsifications, denials, and suppressions 

  a  a e e a   e   ca  a e da  
miseducation. The past is the battleground on which the contest for 
American power is bei  . I  a ba e   e A e ca  
soul but for the choice between soul and soullessness, between a 
living democracy and the zombie one that has been envisioned in 
ece  ea   c  e  a  T e Dead D  D e,  Monrovia, 

Indiana,  a d Us.  F  c e  a e , e   e a    

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-new-yorker-interview/spike-lee-sees-the-parallels
https://www.newyorker.com/tag/jim-jarmusch
https://www.newyorker.com/tag/jim-jarmusch
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-new-yorker-interview/frederick-wiseman-on-censorship-small-town-america-and-why-he-dislikes-the-word-documentary
https://www.newyorker.com/tag/jordan-peele
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/time-reviewed-a-vital-and-passionate-documentary-about-a-familys-confrontation-with-carceral-injustice
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/never-rarely-sometimes-always-reviewed-eliza-hittmans-ingenious-portrait-of-the-bureaucracy-of-abortion
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/never-rarely-sometimes-always-reviewed-eliza-hittmans-ingenious-portrait-of-the-bureaucracy-of-abortion
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/the-dead-dont-die-reviewed-jim-jarmuschs-fiercely-political-zombie-comedy
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/monrovia-indiana-reviewed-frederick-wisemans-anguished-study-of-small-town-america
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/monrovia-indiana-reviewed-frederick-wisemans-anguished-study-of-small-town-america
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/review-jordan-peeles-us-is-a-colossal-cinematic-achievement


retreat from present-day conflicts but a crucial, targeted, and deep-
rooted contention with them a diagnosis and an intervention. Their 
films expose the foundation, the substructures, the underlying abuses 
a d ed e ed   e  a  a e a e ed  da  litics. 

Wa e  Be a ,   a  c e ed , T e e   e 
P   H ,   1940, e   F a ce a e  Na  
Ge a  a   P a d, ec ed e c ec  be ee  

 a d ca  e e e c . T  a c a e e a  storically 
d e   ea   ec e  e a   ea  a .  . . . It means to 
e e d  a e  a   a e   a  a e   da e ,  e 

wrote. He acknowledged that turning to the past can be a present-tense 
political struggle, on the premise a  even the dead will not be safe 

 e e e   e .  T e e  be  ed  de   
many states about Southern race relations and the Confederacy defile 
the experience of those who endured enslavement and Jim Crow, just 
as the prevalence of neo-Nazi ideology in the current-day Republican 
Party and amid media and social-media moguls is an offense to the 
victims of Nazism and those who lost their lives in the battle to defeat 
Nazi Germany. 

T  ea , Pee e,  N e,  c ec ed e  of movies to the 
perpetuations of grand- ca e e ; Ja e  G a ,  A a edd  
T e,  e ed a c d d   e e e  e 
a a  e  e T  a ; Da d O. R e ,  A e da ,  

a ed a   e F  W d Wa  insulted and injured as they 
resist a Depression-era right-  c ; C e C ,  T ,  
revealed the intimate heroism behind the creation of a historic 

e ; a d R c  D A b e,  T e Ca ed a ,    a 
minuscule budget, dramatized the inseparability of family conflict and 
aesthetic education from the political crises of their time. All of these 
directors are taking part in the ongoing culture war over what stories 

 A e ca  e e  a . T e e a   c e a c a  a a  
nostalgia, cliché, and myth a a  e  a  e e  e  
to tell, and against grotesquely oversimplified ways of telling it. They 
d  a   e a   e e ca  b  de e d c e a d 
individual forms for the recuperation of history, for manifesting the 
ceaseless life of the past. And, as Great Britain backslides into its own 



imperial myths, British filmmakers such as Terence Davies and 
J a a H  de ed  e c  ac a  a ,   
blends of confrontation and imagination. 

The turn to history also reflects the outrageousness of the time: the 
seemingly overwhelming challenge of capturing, in the present tense, 
the open rise of American fascism amid the aftershocks of 
the COVID a de c. I   e ,   c  e e  
of filmmakers working under censorious regimes, where pointing a 
camera in the street is a dangerous act of defiance, and also a 
maneuver in the culture war. In Iran, for example, such directors as 
Ja a  Pa a  (  c e  ed) a d  , Pa a ,  
present-day stories on location, encapsulating a vast span of their 
c  c a  c e  b  a   ca  a d a e d a a .  

Such directors are keenly aware of the threat that their films may not 
be screened, or may become unavailable, and that movies from around 
the world are stringently blocked, too. In the U.S., the official 
censorship of films is rarely an issue; instead, the menace is one borne 
of commercial imperatives. Classic films risk getting swallowed up 
contractually: companies get bought, rights expire, and, whereas some 
movies slip away through the business model of planned scarcity, 
others vanish out of mere indifference. New films are pinched 
between the shift toward streaming (which favors serial TV over 
movies) and the effects of the pandemic, which has sharply cut into 
moviegoing habits, especially among older viewers of art-house 
films as seen in the box-office failure of most of the late-year batch 
of Oscar-type releases. Slipping from limited theatrical release to 
rapid engulfment in an oceanic streaming domain, many movies of 
great merit remain nominally available but leave hardly a trace of their 

e e ce. He e, , Pa a  2015 , Taxi,    de c   
e d ec   dea   a e d  b e e   ba ed, e -

burned DVDs, offers wise counsel for keeping ample lists: because 
 e a e  a c  a   ca  e   ca , a   a   

can. 

4. No Bears  

https://www.vulture.com/2019/10/disney-is-quietly-placing-classic-fox-movies-into-its-vault.html
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/research/frequent-us-movie-goers-are-back-infrequent-attendees-not-so-much
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/richard-brody/jafar-panahis-remarkable-taxi
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/the-front-row/two-portraits-of-the-power-and-menace-of-image-making-at-the-new-york-film-festival


Working clandestinely in Iran with the threat of arrest hanging over 
his head, Jafar Panahi plays himself in this wry, enraged metafictional 
tale about the prospect of exile and the insidious oppression of 
e  a e , e a  ce e ed     a b de   

in order to tele-direct a film across the border in Turkey. 

 



Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
IndieWire 
December 14, 2022 
Included in “The 50 Best Movies of 2022, According to 165 Critics from Around the World” 
By Staff 
  
https://www.indiewire.com/gallery/50-best-movies-2022-critics-poll/ 
*Please note, IndieWire emailed to subscribers as a breaking news alert. 
  

 

 

T e 50 Be  M e   2022, Acc d   
165 C c   A d e W d 
"TÁR," "Aftersun," and "The Banshees of 
Inisherin" top IndieWire's annual critics poll of the 
best movies of the year. 
Alison Foreman 

 

“Elvis,” “Glass Onion,” “Saint Omer,” “Decision to Leave,” “The Batman,” 
“Marcel the Shell with Shoes On,” and more of the Best Films of 2022 

https://www.indiewire.com/gallery/50-best-movies-2022-critics-poll/
https://www.indiewire.com/author/alison-foreman/


The calendar year may be clawing its way to a close, but the Oscars race for 

Best Picture has the top films of 2022 still holding at a full sprint. 

With 165 critics and journalists from across the globe voting on the best films 

and e fo mance  in IndieWi e  ann al c i ic  e , Todd Field  T R  
topped the podium as the definitive best film of the year: an accolade awarded 

to Jane Cam ion  The Power of the Dog  in 2021. As Christian Blauvelt 

expanded in IndieWi e  initial 2022 report, The mo ie o ed he ca ego ie  
of Best Film, Best Director, Best Performance, and Best Screenplay. It 

appeared on over 45% of all ballots, with 26 first- lace anking  fo  Be  Film.  

The e  con en  anked Cha lo e Well  Af e n  a  n mbe  o. The 
titles flip-flopped on IndieWi e  staff list, i h Af e n  in fi  and T R  
econd. Tha  ha ened again i h Ma in McDonagh  The Ban hee  of 

In i he in,  lacing hi d on he c i ic  e  b  fo h on IndieWi e  aff 
li . Ban hee  a ed o  i h he Daniel  E e hing E e he e All a  
Once,  landing fo h on he e . I  joined b  S e en S ielbe g  The 
Fabelman ,  o nding o  he do en  of c i ic  o  fi e elec ion . 

Staffers from IndieWire, The New Yorker, Rolling Stone, The Hollywood 

Reporter, The Atlantic, and Entertainment Weekly voted, as well as freelance 

and staff writers for newspapers, websites, radio, and TV from across Europe, 

Latin America, Africa, and Asia  in addition to all over the U.S. and Canada. 

All participants were required to vote only for films that received theatrical, 

streaming, or VOD releases in the U.S. over the past calendar year. 

The Golden Globes has already nominated T R,  E e hing E e he e All 
at Once,  The Ban hee  of Ini he in,  and The Fabelman  fo  o  a a d , 
b  no  Af e n.  Pe  Marcus Jones and Anne Thom on  predictions for 

IndieWire, the Paul Mescal and Frankie Corio film remains a long shot for Best 

Picture. 

Check out the complete list of the IndieWire Critics Poll top 50 films of 2022 

below. Please note that not all awards and nominations are listed, but for each 

title you ill find a elec ion of ome of i  accolade . Selec  film  ca  ma  
also be incomplete. 

With editorial contributions from Christian Zilko and Samantha Bergeson.  

https://www.indiewire.com/gallery/50-best-movies-2021-critics-poll/mcdundi-if003/
https://www.indiewire.com/gallery/50-best-movies-2021-critics-poll/mcdundi-if003/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/best-movies-2022-critics-survey-polls-performances-1234790612/
https://www.indiewire.com/gallery/best-movies-2022/triangle-of-sadness-copy/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/12/2023-golden-globes-nominees-full-list-1234790567/
https://www.indiewire.com/feature/2023-oscars-best-picture-predictions-1234734247/
https://www.indiewire.com/feature/2023-oscars-best-picture-predictions-1234734247/


 
 
 

Photo:Janus/Sideshow 

35. N  Bea  
Director: Jafar Panahi 

Cast: Naser Hashemi, Reza Heydari, Mina Kavani 

Accolades: Venice Film Festival winner of Special Jury Prize for Jafar Panahi 

and nominated for Golden Lion for Best Film 

Read IndieWi e  Review: The humane light that Panahi strives to use on even 

his most oppressive characters belies a sharp awareness of the power lines and 

misinformation that color an atmosphere where no one is easy around telling 

the truth. In one gorgeous scene, an old man that he encounters en route to a 

specific destination tells him to come in and have tea first. They can go on 

together afterwards, says the old man, which is better for safety reasons as 

there are bears out there. Later, when they separate, Panahi asks about the 

bea . The e a e no bea . Thi  i  non en e. S o ie  a e made  o ca e ,  
replies his companion, in a remark significant enough to be the title of the film. 

I  an ob c e e  bold a emen , one ha  enco age   o mind he fea f l 
stories we choose to heed. —Sophie Monks Kaufman 

 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-1234760466/


Below, please find the following press break on behalf of NO BEARS: 
  
The Daily Beast 
December 19, 2022 
I cl ded i  The Be  M ie  f  F m El i   Ba hee  f I i he i  
By Nick Schager 
 
NO BEARS is #6, HTR has honorable mention. 
  
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin 
  

 

 

The Best Movies of 
2022: F m El i   
Ban hee  f Ini he in  

TOP 10 LIST 
The Dai  Bea  Ob e ed  c i ic Nick Schage  spotlights the best films of 
the year, including an Irish tragicomedy, an Elvis biopic, and a Michael Bay 
thriller. (Really!) 
Nick Schager 
Entertainment Critic 
  

 
Photo Illustration by Thomas Levinson/The Daily Beast/Getty/Sony/Universal 
  

https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/best-movies-of-2022-from-elvis-to-banshees-of-inisherin
https://www.thedailybeast.com/author/nick-schager
https://www.thedailybeast.com/author/nick-schager


Given the impressive box-office receipts earned by Top Gun: Maverick, Black 
Panther: Wakanda Forever and Avatar: The Way of Water, one might infer 
that nearly three years after the arrival of COVID-19 the movies are back! 
  
Diagnosing the    , ,    ,   
continue to skimp on mainstream theatrical releases (down 33 percent from 
pre-pandemic times), thereby tilting the balance of pop-culture power toward 
streaming. How films are distributed and seen remains in constant flux, 
confounding cinephiles and casual moviegoers alike. The result: a 2022 slate 
whose finest offerings have, in many cases, flown under the radar. 
  
N ,          ficult 
task for tentpoles as well as indies, imports, and documentaries, the year has 
produced a bounty of stellar offerings, proving that when it comes to artistic 
daring, invention and expressiveness, the medium remains in excellent health. 
  
In fact, there were more standouts worth celebrating than can fit on this 
rundown, be it Park Chan-   Decision to Leave, Joanna 
H   The Eternal Daughter, S  M   Great 
Freedom, P  P   Hit the Road, T  S   A 
Wounded Fawn  S  S   Kimi (to name merely a few). 
  
Those looking for action, adventure, thrills, romance and drama had an 
enormous collection of challenging and moving features from which to choose. 
Ultimately, these are our selections for the ten best films of the year. 
  

 
Yahya Abdul-Mateen II and Jake Gyllenhaal in Ambulance. 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/top-gun-maverick-is-a-spectacular-tribute-to-tom-cruise
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/black-panther-wakanda-forever-was-nearly-ruined-by-marvel
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/black-panther-wakanda-forever-was-nearly-ruined-by-marvel
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/avatar-the-way-of-water-review-a-bad-big-loud-shiny-mess
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/decision-to-leave-is-the-erotic-thriller-youve-been-waiting-for
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/the-eternal-daughter-director-joanna-hogg-on-tilda-swintons-double-roles
https://www.thedailybeast.com/great-freedom-provides-a-raw-uncompromising-look-at-the-persecution-of-gay-men-in-east-germany
https://www.thedailybeast.com/great-freedom-provides-a-raw-uncompromising-look-at-the-persecution-of-gay-men-in-east-germany
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/hit-the-road-boasts-one-of-the-most-magical-child-performances-youll-ever-see
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/a-wounded-fawn-a-shocking-horror-movie-of-feminist-fury-and-greek-mythology-wows-the-tribeca-film-festival
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/a-wounded-fawn-a-shocking-horror-movie-of-feminist-fury-and-greek-mythology-wows-the-tribeca-film-festival
https://www.thedailybeast.com/obsessed/steven-soderbergh-on-superhero-movies-stunning-lack-of-sex-and-what-contagion-got-wrong


J  P     being imprisoned  I   
regime, No Bears is an expert e     /  
recent experimental, politically charged output. 

 
No Bears. 
Celluloid Dreams 
Nominally a story about Panahi trying to make a movie in Turkey via Zoom 
(       ),        
which art and life are incessantly commingling, separating and imitating each 
other until the boundaries between fiction and non-fiction are nearly 

. P         
literally and creatively wrestle with tyrannical rules and demands, as well as to 

 ,   . I   ,   
of the need to escape and, also, to stay and fight. 
Where to Watch: In Theaters 
  
5. Return to Seoul 
Few 2022 performances were more dazzlingly nuanced than Ji-M  P  

   D  C    Return to Seoul, the tale of a 
young woman named Freddie who, having been adopted by a French family as 
a child, visits the country of her birth. There, she strikes up a friendship with a 
local girl, reconnects with her biological father and, years later, becomes an 
arms dealer. 
I              
contact her mother and, more pressing still, to come to grips with her fractured 

  . C            
of lyrical poetry, none better than the sight of Freddie shimmying across a 
dance floor with uninhibited passion. 
Where to Watch: In Theaters 
  

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2022/jul/19/jafar-panahi-sentenced-to-six-years-in-jail%23:~:text=He%20was%20sentenced%20to%20six,for%20the%20past%2012%20years.


FRONT & CENTER  / Freedom of Choice SPOTLIGHT

THEY COULDA BEEN 
CONTENDERS
Here’s a trio of films that were not entered in this year’s  
international Oscar race—but maybe they should have been

BY STEVE POND
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THEY COULDA BEEN 
CONTENDERS

A s usual, the rule that a coun-
try can only submit one film 
to the Oscars has led to some 

uncomfortable choices. Not to slight 
the films that were chosen by their 
home countries, but here are three al-
ternatives that might have something 
in common with On the Waterfront’s 
Terry Malloy.

RRR

DIRECTOR: S.S. Rajamouli
COUNTRY: India
BYPASSED IN FAVOR OF: Last Film Show
LOGLINE: In the 1920s, two Indian revolutionaries team 
up to sing, dance and wreak havoc on the British.

WHY IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN GOOD TO PICK IT: 

• Outrageously entertaining, the film has been a hit 
around the world and routinely drives audiences 
into a frenzy.

THEWRAP SAYS: 

• “All too rarely, a film comes along that makes you 
rethink the limits of what movies can do and how 
far they push those limits. The experience of seeing 
RRR was that kind of mind-bending experience, 
particularly for Western viewers having their first 
experience of ‘Tollywood’ cinema and the work 
of director S.S. Rajamouli. He takes the CG spec-
tacle!and kicks it up several dozen notches, com-
bining historical fiction, melodrama, breathtaking 
stunts and astonishing choreography to make a 
film that seems to be constantly rewriting the rules 
of cinema as it goes along. You can watch it on 
Netflix, but you really, truly have to see it on the 
big screen for the full effect of this jaw-dropping 
experience.” — ALONSO DURALDE

THE INTERNATONAL FILM ISSUE   11
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FRONT & CENTER  / Freedom of Choice SPOTLIGHT

One Fine Morning

DIRECTOR: Mia Hansen-Løve
COUNTRY: France
BYPASSED IN FAVOR OF: Saint Omer
LOGLINE:  A woman played by Léa Seydoux helps her 
mother and her father’s mistress care for a man slip-
ping into dementia.

WHY IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN GOOD TO PICK IT: 

• A brilliant performance and a situation that could 
feel close to home for lots of voters. 

THEWRAP SAYS: 

• “Hansen-Løve’s visual style is unobtrusive yet 
lovely, capturing the beauty of Paris and the 
people in it. Her true filmmaking craft is to 
be found in the script and edit, in the way she 
structures and layers her films—the repetition of 
scenes, moments, and interactions; the way she 
cuts between the complex intertwining events 
of Sandra’s life, constantly reminding us of her 
responsibility to and dedicated care for her 
father; her moments with Clément either a sweet 
escape or more stinging disappointment. Like 
a weaver on a loom, Hansen-Løve loops these 
moments together, threading small moments of 
thought-provoking social commentary through-
out, revealing the larger picture only once the 
process is done, offering a snapshot of a moment 
in time, a profound and captivating portrait of 
love, lost, found and ever-remaining.” 
         —KATIE WALSH

No Bears

DIRECTOR: Jafar Panahi
COUNTRY: Iran
BYPASSED IN FAVOR OF: World War III
LOGLINE: A director named Jafar Panahi comes to 
a small town near the Iranian/Turkish border and 
quietly upsets the old ways. 

WHY IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN GOOD TO PICK IT: 

• At a time when Iran is under international 
scrutiny for its treatment of women and artists, 
voters could have sent a message by supporting 
a sharp and playful director who is currently 
in prison for speaking out in support of fellow 
filmmakers . (Of course, his anti-government 
stance is a reason why the Iranian selection 
committee could never choose his film.)

THEWRAP SAYS: 

• “If Panahi makes us understand (the character) 
Jafar, he also recognizes the rippling effect 
of his choices. Such is the dense and intricate 
layering of this deceptively simple film, which 
has a no-budget aesthetic and a novelistic 
sprawl. Even a man alone in a room can shape 
the world around him, both for good and for ill. 
Even a filmmaker, hounded and deprived, can 
make startlingly incisive art. Even a political 
prisoner cut off from it all can make his voice 
heard all around the world.” !!—BEN CROLL
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The 10 Be  Fil  f 2022, 
f  EO   RRR  
Film Reviews Editor Alonso Duralde picks five pairs of his favorites out of an 
exceptional year 

Alonso Duralde | December 20, 2022 @ 9:29 AM 

 

 
Universal Pictures 

The ten best films of 2022, in five double features: 

https://www.thewrap.com/author/alonso-duralde/


 
Celluloid Dreams/Kino Lorber 

4. N  B  and 3. H  the R  
  
Two powerful dramas about life under authoritarianism -- and whether to remain or 
to flee, even as the nearby border beckons -- happen to have come from father-and-
son filmmakers. Jafar Panahi, still officially banned by the Iranian government from 
making ie , e ed i h a he  de g d fi , N  Bea ,  hich a  
hard questions about mob rule and public (but ever so polite) intimidation, while his 

 Pa ah Pa ahi c ed e f he ea  be  deb  i h Hi  he R ad,  a ad 
picture about a family trying to get their eldest son to safety. The younger Panahi 
establishes himself as a filmmaker with an aesthetic quite different than that of his 
fa he , b  he ha e  he e de  di ec  abi i   ca e e i a , e e da  
moments that reflect a world in crisis. 



Wired 
January 5, 2023 
Incl ded in The Be  M ie  Y  Mi ed in and Whe e  Wa ch Them  
By Jennifer M. Wood 
  
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-you-missed-2022/ 
  

 

 

The Best Movies You Missed 
in 2022—and Where to Watch 
Them 
From Iran s reigning master of cinema to wolf-eating witches, 
these are the best films you didn t see last year.  

 
COURTESY OF A24 

EVEN IF JAMES  Cameron had not popped up in the final two weeks of 
the year to drop another $1.4 billion into global box office coffers 
with Avatar: The Way of Water, 2022 still would have gone down as a 

https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-you-missed-2022/
https://www.wired.com/story/avatar-way-of-water-box-office/
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-2022/


great year for film both in terms of critical hits and bona fide 
blockbusters.  

W   bab  a ad  a c d Top Gun: Maverick, Glass 
Onion, Nope, and The Banshees of Inisherin, there are plenty of 
excellent movies that might have slipped right past you. Here are 
some of them. 

No Bears 

 Given its late December release, you probably missed No Bears in 
2022 b    a   a . T  a    Ja a  
Pa a , I a   a   c a, d a  he Venice 
Film Festival, just about one month after Panahi was sentenced to 
prison for six years after protesting the arrest of fellow filmmakers 
Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad. Not that Panahi was 
supposed to be making movies at all: In 2010, the director who first 
b    a a  a d c   1995  The White 
Balloon, a cinéma vérité-style meditation on daily life in Tehran was 
banned from directing for the next 20 years, due to his supposedly 
propagandistic tendencies. But like any great artist Panahi persisted, 
and he has gone on to assemble a legacy-making filmography that 
includes The Circle (2000), Offside (2006), and 3 Faces (2018). For 
his latest opus, he made a movie about a filmmaker named Jafar 
Panahi (played by himself) who has been banned from making films 
and takes a daring trip to the Turkish border to create his art. While 

 a c a d    d c  ,  a  a d  
poignant and multi-layered reminder of the power of the cinematic art 
form and the true heroism it takes to fight oppression. 

I  a    a  Pa a  Pa a , Ja a  39-year-old son, 
made his amazing directorial debut in 2022 with Hit the Road a 
movie about family that serves as a perfect complement to No 
Bears (and was included in our list of the best movies of 2022). 

Aftersun 

Scottish filmmaker Charlotte Wells made what might be the best 
directorial debut of 2022 with Aftersun, a heartbreaking family drama 

a  a  c  a c -of-age story as it is a poignant 
representation of mental illness. In some ways, this makes it feel like 
two different films each telling the same story from a unique yet 

https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-2022/
https://www.wired.com/story/rian-johnson-glass-onion-q-and-a/
https://www.wired.com/story/rian-johnson-glass-onion-q-and-a/
https://www.wired.com/story/jordan-peele-nope/
https://www.wired.com/story/best-movies-2022/
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The 25 best movies of 2022 

The greatest films from a tumultuous year. 
By Alissa Wilkinson@alissamariealissa@vox.com  Dec 1, 2022 
 
 

 
 
Park Ji-min in Return to Seoul, Daniel Kaluuya in Nope, and Colin Farrell in After Yang. Sony Pictures Classics / 
Universal Pictures / A24 
  
Let me level with you: Making a list of the best movies of the year is 
impossible  It s highl  personal  It s tr ing to rank art  which is absurd  There 
are thousands of movies, and I can only reasonably see several hundred, and 
this is my job  It s a task nobod  should reall  undertake  
  
But undertake it we do  because even a list that s taste-driven and necessarily 
partial can be a fun exercise in reading the culture. What did this year in 

https://www.vox.com/culture/23484805/best-movies-2022-streaming-theaters
https://www.vox.com/authors/alissa-wilkinson
https://www.twitter.com/alissamarie
mailto:alissa@vox.com


movies serve up? Lots of satire, lots of horror, lots of examinations of the past 
to see what it teaches us about the present and the future  Watching the ear s 
best movies (according to me) is one way to see the rich variety of vital work 
still being done on screens big and small ones, and it reminds us that cinema 
remains a vital art, even in 2022. 
  
So without further ado, here are the 25 best films of 2022, how and why you 
should watch them, and a list of honorable mentions to check out, too. 
  
25. Jackass Forever 
You want me to explain the inclusion of Jackass Forever on this list? Well, have 
you seen it? I have, and discovered it was as cathartic, unhinged, and weirdly 
good-hearted as an  of its predecessors  Yes  it s a movie about mostl  dudes 
doing reall  stupid things together  and that s what makes it great  Jackass 
Forever is the first of the films to add a new cast, because Johnny Knoxville and 
his long-suffering pals are hovering around  these da s  The re a lot more 
brittle than they were in the 1990s. And the new members are delighted to 
be in the movie we used to watch! Who can blame them? They have taken on a 
high, low calling: to be the fools who prostrate themselves across a pile of 
mousetraps or take an enormous belly flop for the camera, for us. 
How to watch it: Jackass Forever is streaming on Paramount+ and available to 
digitally rent or purchase. 
  
24. Marcel the Shell with Shoes On 
The summer s funniest movie might have been Marcel the Shell With Shoes On, 
based on short films that Jenny Slate (who voices Marcel) and Dean Fleischer-
Camp (who directs the film) made for YouTube over a decade ago. Slate and 
Fleischer-Camp were married in  the ve since split up  and in a 
somewhat remarkable fashion, they explored that experience obliquely in this 
feature. The protagonist, Marcel, is a 1-inch-high shell (with sneakers) who 
lives in an Airbnb rented by a newly single filmmaker named Dean, who 
decides to make a documentar  about his tin  new pal  It s hilarious and 
extremely sweet, and also somehow skirts the edge of over-sentimentality 
with aplomb  a feel-good movie that s not like an thing ou ve seen before  
How to watch it: Marcel the Shell with Shoes On is available to digitally rent or 
purchase. 
  
23. Women Talking 
The story of Women Talking springs out of a horrifying true story from 
2011, in which seven men from an ultra-conservative Mennonite colony in 
Bolivia (populated by the descendants of the Eastern Europeans who settled 
there in 1874) were convicted of drugging and serially raping over 100 
women from their community. For the film version, writer and director Sarah 
Polley did what every good adaptation should do and found her version of the 

https://www.vox.com/22918197/jackass-forever-review-marathon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF9-sEbqDvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ta9K22D0o5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYZLy5uC5uc
https://www.vox.com/culture/23345084/women-talking-review-tiff-augustine
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-14688458


wa s Freddie s turmoil breaks the surface at une pected moments  capturing a 
difficult experience like lightning in a bottle. 
How to watch it: Return to Seoul opens in limited release on December 2 and 
will expand in the following weeks. 
  
3. No Bears 
Iranian director Jafar Panahi (This Is Not a Film) is currently imprisoned 
by his government  a a e he  e d ed  i  a i  i e a i  f  
decades now. The reasons why are apparent when you see his films, 
and No Bears might be one of his best. Panahi tirelessly throws himself 
(sometimes literally, as he often appears in his own movies) in the way of 
criticizing traditions and institutions that oppress those without power 
in his country. In No Bears, he plays a version of himself, a filmmaker 

h  ca  lea e he c  beca e he   all ed  b  i  i g  
di ec  a film j  ac  he b de  i  T ke  I  cha ac e i icall  
sardonic and spot-on, particularly about the ways traditions can hamper 
real freedom. 
How to watch it: No Bears opens in New York City on December 23 and will 
expand in the following weeks. 
  
2. Aftersun 
One of the ear s breakout hits is Aftersun, from first-time director Charlotte 
Wells and starring Normal People heartthrob Paul Mescal. In the 1990s, 11-
year-old Sophie (first-timer Francesca Corio) is on holiday with her father, 
Calum (Mescal), and for a long time Aftersun seems like it s merel  the 
memories of a happ  childhood  But we slowl  come to reali e that we re 
seeing those memories as an older Sophie tries to process her relationship 
with her father, who, while loving and supportive, is fighting his own 
demons. Aftersun is directed with a sure hand and immense empathy by Wells. 
We re all just tr ing to do our best  what is left in Sophie s memories is 
immense grace. 
How to watch it: Aftersun is playing in theaters. 
  
1. Tár 
The best movie of the year is one of the most challenging and gripping and 
worthy of arguing over late into the night  and it features a masterful 
performance, to boot. Is Tar a horror film? A thriller? A satirical masterpiece? 
Yes, yes, and yes. Writer and director Todd Field (In the Bedroom, Little 
Children) returns after a years-long absence from film with Tár, a stunner of a 
drama about world-famous conductor Lydia Tár (Cate Blanchett), whose 
world is coming apart at the seams. Living in a tightly controlled world of her 
own making, Lydia is at her peak, but a chaotic revelation threatens to unravel 
it all, and unravel her as well. Tár demands your attention with scenes that 
often onl  reveal themselves in retrospect  and that s what makes it great  

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/20/movies/jafar-panahi-films.html
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12 FILMS TO SEE IN DECEMBER  
J o r d a n  R a u p  ○  D e c e m b e r  2 ,  2 0 2 2  
  
As we enter the final month of the year, much of our focus will be on wrapping up 2022 in cinema 
with a number of features. In terms of new releases, there are a number of notable offerings 
sneaking in at the end of the ear and e ve rounded up the essentials. 
  
There are also a fe  caveats: e didn t include a handful of stellar films that have qualif ing runs 
and will be properly released in 2023 including One Fine Morning, Return to Seoul, and Saint 
Omer. And a number of Netflix titles will arrive on their platform this month (Pinocchio, Glass 
Onion, and White Noise), but received theatrical releases beginning last month, so they were 
featured on our November list. 
  
Check out our December picks to see below. 
  
  
3. No Bears (Jafar Panahi; Dec. 23) 
 

 
 

https://thefilmstage.com/12-films-to-see-in-december-2022/
https://thefilmstage.com/author/jordan-raup/
https://thefilmstage.com/tag/best-of-2022/
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A radically-defiant artist, Iranian director Jafar Panahi has been making some of the most vital
both artistically and politically works of the last three decades. Though the filmmaker was 
recently jailed for six years due to support of anti-government protests, his latest work will arrive 
this month. David Katz said in his review, One of the greatest appeals of No Bears is that it feels 
like Curb Your Enthusiasm: Panahi or Curb Your Enthusiasm: Jabbar, after the northwestern, 
sub-200-citi en Iranian border village it takes place in. After Panahi s b -necessity leading roles 
in his work from This Is Not a Film onwards, the man has really grown into his screen presence; 
he even no  has Larr  David s gait and smart-casual wardrobe, pootling his way into all kinds of 
trouble from the smallest social misunderstandings.  
 

https://thefilmstage.com/tiff-review-no-bears-is-a-curb-your-enthusiasm-esque-act-of-defiance-by-jafar-panahi/
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The 25 Best Films of 2022 
If cinema i  in a a e of iden i  c i i , e e all he beneficia ie .9, 
2022 

One would need look no further than the still seething reaction 
to Sight and Sound  la e  Greatest Films of All Time poll to see just 
ho  man  people eem o belie e ha  cinema  g ea e  da  a e 
well behind us. Three years into a pandemic and with movie 
hea e  ill on he ope , Tom C i e  long-deferred rescue act 

a ide, e en e admi  ha  he cope of cinephilia  phill ba le doe  
seem insurmountable. Then we remember that not one, not two, but 
three Hong Sang-soo films were released in the U.S. in 2022 and all 
seems well again. 

https://www.slantmagazine.com/features/the-25-best-films-of-2022/
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/greatest-films-all-time%20target=


No, mo ie  a en  dead. The  me el  emain in a a e of, o bo o  
from Jonathan Rosenbaum, mutation. Chiefly mutation in terms of 
distribution, promotion, and profit margin, but, yes, also in regard 
to the role that they play in pop culture. When one Sight and 
Sound voter, sharing their ballot on Twitter, suggested just how 
clo e he  migh  ha e come o incl ding Kojima Hideo  Metal Gear 
Solid 2, we felt the cognitive dissonance on an almost existential 
level. 

If the entire art form is in a state of now-permanent identity crisis, 
we are all, indeed, the beneficiaries. Our yearly roundup of the titles 
that gave us fits, starts, and hope is no less fruit-flavored for belying 
the proverbial center that did not hold. In fact, taken from the 
10,000-foot view, our best of 2022 offers the reassurances that any 
multiverse offers to those who are receptive. Our shared experience 
has, in a sense, never been more democratically aware of the 
individuality, the curiosity, the inclusivity of how a supposedly dying 
medium can still be harnessed for two or three, or four hours of 
presuppositional submission. 

And he oppo i e. If Todd Field  Tár proved nothing else, and our 
panel i  ome ha  bi e l  di ided on ha  f on , i  ha  being 

illing o, a  Ca e Blanche  L dia Ta  he elf in i ed, 
ende ing one  iden i  in hi  econom  can ome ime  be a 

willful act for an unreceptive audience. Some of the films below 
reckon with that in ways that might, in a few years time, make us 
feel like the tribunal caught in the web at the end of Radu 
J de  Bad Luck Banging, or Loony Porn. B  a  lea  e e en  
unentertained. 

Which is all to say, it surprised but heartened almost everyone 
involved in our annual filmic communion that the film we 
collectively endorsed as the best of 2022 somehow communicates 
with the journey we all share in this thing we call life as it 
simultaneously stays resolutely concomitant with the ghosts of our 
predecessors. Eric Henderson 

https://twitter.com/NeilBahadur/status/1599139223940255744
https://www.slantmagazine.com/games/the-100-best-video-games-of-all-time/
https://www.slantmagazine.com/games/the-100-best-video-games-of-all-time/
https://www.slantmagazine.com/film/tar-review-cate-blanchett-todd-field/
https://www.slantmagazine.com/film/bad-luck-banging-or-loony-porn-review-radu-jude/


 

20. No Bears (Jafar Panahi) 

If an actress who posts an unmodified photo of themselves on 
In ag am i  con ide ed b a e,  ano he  o d el  m  be 
in en ed fo  Jafa  Panahi, he filmmake  ho  p  hi  li elihood on 
the line for his politically incendiary cinema. Currently serving a six-
year prison sentence, Panahi has had to consistently reinvent his 
art, fusing the personal with the political and fiction with 
documentary on the fly. With No Bears, Panahi fashions a series of 
nesting thrillers and dashed romantic tales that cumulatively 
underscore the insidious reach of the Iranian government into every 
element of life, from marriage to property rental to travel to 
domestic squabbles to filmmaking to everyday manners, the latter of 
which are charged with a terrifying innuendo that demands one to 
obey. Panahi opens the film with an autocritical joke in the key of 
B ian de Palma, leading  o hink ha  e e a ching a 
conventional thriller only to pull back the curtain to reveal a greater 

o : ha  of he film  c ea ion, i h Panahi e ing a  p o agoni  
and ma e  of ce emonie . Panahi  ophi ica ed empa h  and 
epicall  in ima e image  hame he p eaching of Holl ood  ecen  

https://www.slantmagazine.com/film/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi/


sociopolitical diatribes. Bowen 
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T e Be  M e  f 2022 

From a triumphant Tom Cruise to a pitch-perfect awards bait turn from Cate 
Blanchett, '22 was another strong year for a wide range of films. 

Two years ago when theater chains were closing and huge films were debuting in our 
living rooms, it might've been hard to imagine a movie year as harmonious as this. 
But yet, even if things will never be as they once were,  we're inching closer back to 
equilibrium and 2022 is proof positive. The list below represents a pretty even mix of 
true-blue silver screen smashes, a few streaming originals and some smaller but no 
less entertaining films that might've been easier to see at home if you couldn't make it 
to your local arthouse theater. From a blockbuster three decades in the making, to 
James Cameron's triumphant return, these are our picks for the best movies of the 
year. 

  

https://www.gq.com/story/best-movies-2022


No Bears 
As No Bears arrives in American theaters, its director, Jafar Panahi, remains 
imprisoned by the Iranian government after running afoul (again) of the restrictions 
of government censors. Unsurprisingly, the dangers of creating art in an oppressive 
regime are at the heart of No Bears, in which Panahi plays a fictionalized version of 
himself attempting to direct a movie via Skype from a small village not far from the 
border separating Turkey and Iran. As Panahi gets in trouble with the locals the cast 
of his film suffer problems ha  bl r heir li es i h hose of heir charac ers. I s a 
playfully constructed piece of metafiction, but one that quickly takes a dark turn. 
Given the situation Panahi knows so well, any other outcome would seem dishonest. 

 



 
 
The 25 Best International Movies of 
2022 
By Paste Movies Staff  |  December 23, 2022  |  10:00am 
MOVIES LISTS BEST OF 2022 

 
It was hard to contain the best the international movie scene offered to just 25 
films this year. This list, of important films from outside the United States, 
counts movies from 20 different countries, and sees madcap action movies 
stand alongside contemplative Oscar hopefuls. South Korean and Iranian 
masters welcome newcomers from Mexico, Rwanda, and Vietnam. We revisit 
World War I, prosecute war criminals, go on road trips, hang out with kids on a 
playground, and get into a baby-selling caper. The world is expansive, and 
limi ing o elf o Ame ican cinema i  a g ea e  in han no  a eling: I  
never been easier (or cheaper) to experience the lives, cultures, and artistic 
inclinations of others from the comfort of your couch. Not to rely fully on the 
words of Bong Joon-ho, but if you can brave the one-inch barrier of subtitles 
fo  he e inc edible film , o ll be a l  e a ded i h a ange of gen e , 
styles and A-list filmmakers at the tops of their games. 

https://www.pastemagazine.com/writers?name=paste+movies+staff
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies
https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/movies/lists/
https://www.pastemagazine.com/search?t=Best+of+2022


23. No Bears 

 

The rigidity of borders literal and figurative is the primary interest of No 
Bears, I anian filmmake  Jafa  Panahi  la e  film. Com le ed o mon h  
befo e he di ec o  mo  ecen  a e culminating in a six-year prison 
en ence fo  o aganda again  he egime  in his native Iran the film is a 

meta-commentary on the artistic suppression that Panahi has been 
increasingly subjected to throughout his career, also currently affecting a large 
swath of Iranian filmmakers, artists and activists. No Bears incorporates two 
parallel plot lines. The first involves Panahi (who plays himself) covertly renting 
a room near the Iranian border, secretly overseeing the shoot for his next film, 
which is happening in a nearby Turkish city. Restricted from leaving Iran (much 
like the real-life Panahi), he moni o  he od c ion  og e  ia Zoom and 
cell phone calls that is, when the frequently-spotty reception allows for it. In 
hi  f ee ime, he ake  ho og a h  of he mall o n he  lodging in, i h 
special emphasis on its provincial residents. However, he quickly becomes 
embroiled in a local scandal involving a photo he allegedly took of a young 
co le ho e nion i  ic l  fo bidden b  he o n  adi ional c om , 
though he vehemently swears that no such photograph exists. The second 

o line occ  i hin Panahi  in a-film narrative, which similarly concerns a 
star-crossed couple. Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei) and Zara (Mina Khosravani) 
struggle to obtain an extra passport so that they can flee to Europe together, a 
plot tha  em  f om he ac o  (a  lea  a  he  a ea  in No Bears) own lived 

http://cdn.pastemagazine.com/www/articles/2022/12/22/no-bears-header.jpg


experiences. Soon, the prospect of illegally leaving the country becomes a 
pressing concern for all parties, both real and fictional, involved. No Bears feels 
darkly prophetic, seemingl  a a e of he filmmake  enc oaching 
im i onmen . The a ho i ie  a e an omni e en  h ea  o Panahi  cha ac e  
in he film, icio  ha  he  a eled f om hi  home in me o oli an Teh an 
to a small village conveniently close to the border. If the a med g a d  e en  
enough of a deterrent, there is a local superstition that bears roam the vast 
terrain that separates Turkey from Iran, which is where the film gets its title. 
O  fea  em o e  o he . No Bea !  Sho  a illage  o Panahi  cha acter 

of the myth. Yet even without the existence of ferocious beasts, No 
Bears emphasizes that the border does indeed have the capacity to kill in 
various ways: Whether by armed guard or the bureaucratic restriction of 

o e  doc men a ion, li e  a e i eparably altered and lost due to this 
invisible outline. Natalia Keogan 

 



 
 
The 50 Best Movies of 2022 
By Paste Movies Staff  |  January 6, 2023  |  5:11pm 
MOVIES LISTS BEST OF 2022 

 

 
I  all c ming back  he m ie . In 2022, he he  i  mean  he l ng-coming 
sequels to Top Gun, Avatar, Black Panther, Jackass or Beavis and Butt-Head, we 
were going back to the basics after the pandemic had put our conflicted world 
of theatrical blockbusters and streaming services into sharp relief. As Warner 
Bros. burns its goodwill alongside its library in search of some kind of short-
term profit; as Netflix loses subscribers, password sharers and the faith of its 
shareholders; as the Marvel movies finally show signs of fatigue at the box 
office the last few years have led to some shaky foundations and some 
shakier decision-making, but have yet to harm the overall quality of the yearly 
ba ch f film . E e  ea  ince I e a ed nning hi  ec i n f Pa e 
Magazine, there have been undeniable screw-ups in the film industry. Yet, 
every year, selecting the best movies released from all over the world has been 
a painstaking experience. 

https://www.pastemagazine.com/writers?name=paste+movies+staff
https://www.pastemagazine.com/movies
https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/movies/lists/
https://www.pastemagazine.com/search?t=Best+of+2022


2022 was, of course, no different. It was a year dealing with isolation (through 
creepypastas, Rear Window mysteries, and finger-chopping), donkeys (Polish 
and Irish), stop-motion, RRR, Tar Tar Tar and Pinocchios (seriously, three new 
wooden boys). We rebooted familiar franchises, saw old masters deal with their 
present realities, and embraced the multiverse. But no matter which corner you 
inhabit n  ma e  hich hing   he e  in Everything Everywhere All at 
Once resonates with you cinema had something great to offer. 

Here are the 50 best movies of 2022: 

 

50. No Bears 

 

The rigidity of borders literal and figurative is the primary interest of No 
Bears, I anian filmmake  Jafa  Panahi  la e  film. C m le ed  m n h  
bef e he di ec  m  ecen  arrest culminating in a six-year prison 
en ence f  aganda again  he egime  in hi  na i e I an the film is a 

meta-commentary on the artistic suppression that Panahi has been 
increasingly subjected to throughout his career, also currently affecting a large 
swath of Iranian filmmakers, artists and activists. No Bears incorporates two 
parallel plot lines. The first involves Panahi (who plays himself) covertly renting 
a room near the Iranian border, secretly overseeing the shoot for his next film, 
which is happening in a nearby Turkish city. Restricted from leaving Iran (much 

http://cdn.pastemagazine.com/www/articles/2022/12/22/no-bears-header.jpg


like the real-life Panahi), he m ni  he d c i n  g e  ia Z m and 
cell phone calls that is, when the frequently-spotty reception allows for it. In 
his free time, he take  h g a h  f he mall n he  l dging in, i h 
special emphasis on its provincial residents. However, he quickly becomes 
embroiled in a local scandal involving a photo he allegedly took of a young 
couple whose union is strictly forbidden by the to n  adi i nal c m , 
though he vehemently swears that no such photograph exists. The second 

line cc  i hin Panahi  in a-film narrative, which similarly concerns a 
star-crossed couple. Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei) and Zara (Mina Khosravani) 
struggle to obtain an extra passport so that they can flee to Europe together, a 

l  ha  em  f m he ac  (a  lea  a  he  a ea  in No Bears) own lived 
experiences. Soon, the prospect of illegally leaving the country becomes a 
pressing concern for all parties, both real and fictional, involved. No Bears feels 
da kl  he ic, eemingl  a a e f he filmmake  enc aching 
im i nmen . The a h i ie  a e an mni e en  h ea   Panahi  cha ac e  
in he film, ici  ha  he  a eled f m his home in metropolitan Tehran 

 a mall illage c n enien l  cl e  he b de . If he a med g a d  e en  
enough of a deterrent, there is a local superstition that bears roam the vast 
terrain that separates Turkey from Iran, which is where the film gets its title. 
O  fea  em e  he . N  Bea !  Sh  a illage   Panahi  cha ac e  

of the myth. Yet even without the existence of ferocious beasts, No 
Bears emphasizes that the border does indeed have the capacity to kill in 
various ways: Whether by armed guard or the bureaucratic restriction of 

e  d c men a i n, li e  a e i e a abl  al e ed and lost due to this 
invisible outline. Natalia Keogan 

 



 
 
The Top 10 Films of 2022 
Nope, Neptune Frost, and La a P i a  ai  f Nan G ldin a e n  li  f he be  film  made 
this year. 

by Hyperallergic December 29, 2022 

This is the first year in which we got to see just what kinds of 
films artists would make post-quarantine  until now, most of 
what s been released were finished or close to being finished 
before the pandemic hit. Within the strictures of new 
production models, the division between competent and 
incompetent filmmakers has perhaps never been starker. 
Amidst a lot of forgettable, misaimed fare, here are some of the 
best movies from 2022, with choice quotes from myself and 
others. Dan Schindel 

*** 

  

https://hyperallergic.com/author/hyperallergic/


1. No Bears 

From No Bears (2022), dir. Jafar Panahi (image courtesy Film 
at Lincoln Center) 

Despite his professed belief in the purpose of art, Jafar Panahi 
asks bleak questions about its potential. The power of cinema  
is often invoked in a sentimental way, but No Bears considers 
that concept in a more pessimistic mode. Simply by observing 
reality with his camera, he finds that he inadvertently makes 
things worse, while his attempt to make a film with a happy 
ending ultimately sours  Cinema might be a great art worth 
fighting for, but it may not be able to save anyone. Given 
Panahi s situation, that could be taken as a message of despair, 
but it reads more like a fiercely clear-eyed assessment of the 
world, one molded by his unique perspective. DS 

Read our original review.  

 

https://hyperallergic.com/777515/no-bears-jafar-panahi-review/
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This image released by A24 shows Frankie Corio, left, and Paul Mescal in a 
scene from "Aftersun." (A24 via AP) 
  
T e A c a ed P e  F  W e  Ja e C e a d L d e  Ba  c   
the best movies of 2022: 
  
JAKE COYLE LISTE 
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1. A e : Rarely does such a delicately crafted tale pack such a wallop. 
C a e We  b ea a  ea e deb , a  e c e  F a e 
Corio and Paul Mescal as an 11-year-old girl and her father on vacation in 
Turkey, is such a keenly observed accumulation of detail and feeling that 
you hardly notice the undertow of heartache that will, in the end, absolutely 
floor you. 
  
2. Be e : Though it was a hit in Japan, it was easy to miss Mamoru 
H da   a e bac   Ja a , e   a ed  N  
American theaters. I  a da  b e d  Bea  a d e Bea ,  a  
wrenching battle with grief and self-doubt, and possibly the best movie ever 

ade ab  e I e e . I  a , a be  c , b  Be e  eac e  e 
most beautiful of climaxes. 
  

 
"Belle" (GKids via AP) 
  
3. T e Ba ee   I e : Ma  McD a  a e   a lean 
fable that throbs with existential conundrum. It plays out between a 
quizzical Colin Farrell, a doom-laden Brendan Gleeson, an exasperated 
Kerry Condon and a much-cherished donkey. What else could you possibly 
need? 
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Park Hae-il, left, and Tang Wei in a scene from "Decision to Leave." (Mubi 
via AP) 
  
4. Dec   Lea e : The Korean master Park Chan-wook marries a police 
procedural and romance, and the twisty noirish results are at turns 
delightful and devastating. 
  
5. De ce da : Ma a e  B  e a e, a e d c e a  
reverberates with history and stories passed down through time. The central 
incident is the discovery in Mobile, Alabama, of the Clotilda, the last known 
slave ship to arrive on U.S. e . B  B  a , de-lens film is 
most powerful for the way it captures the community of Clotilda 
descendants  a contemplative and compelling cast of characters  as they 

e  a e  e e -day legacy. 
  
6. N  Bea : Ja a  Pa a  a  be the most vital and courageous 
filmmaker in the world right now. The Iranian writer-director has been 
banned from making movies or traveling since he was arrested in 2010 for 
supporting protesters. Yet Panahi has, ingeniously, continued to find ways 
to make thoughtful, playful, defiant films that reflect his predicament while 

 ca  e I a a  c e  a d . N  Bea ,  c  
dramatizes Panahi making a film along the Turkish border, is one of his 
be . I    e e c  ce Panahi was jailed on a six-year 
prison sentence earlier this year. In one bleakly stirring moment, Panahi 
stands on a darkened borderland, contemplating fleeing. 
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7. E e  E e e e A  a  O ce  and N e : In a movie world where 
spectacles often come with little within, both of these films were absolutely 
brimming with ideas and images. You could call the Daniel Kwan and 
Da e  Sc e e   a d J da  Pee e  a e   overstuffed. But their 
sheer cinematic abundance made them nourishing, vibrant exceptions. 
M c  e a e c d be a d  Ja e  Ca e  e a  a  A a a : 
The Way of Wa e .  
  
 
Stephanie Hsu, Michelle Yeoh and Ke Huy Quan in a scene from, 
"Everything Everywhere All At Once." (Allyson Riggs/A24 Films via AP) 
  
8.  Lingui, the Sacred Bonds : C ad a  a e  Ma a a -Saleh 
Ha    e  e ea   tender mother-daughter portraits. 
Rihane Khali Alio and Achouackh Abakar Souleymane star in this 
extraordinarily vivid tale, set in the outskirts of present-da  N D a e a,  
abortion, motherhood and female solidarity. 
  
9. T e Fabe a : S e e  S e be  a a  de a  a a e   

 be ec e. He   ca  bee  e  e e. A d 
while that awkwardness can sometimes be felt in his movie memoir, there 
are many scenes here unlike anything e  e e   be e, a d a   
very best. 
  
 
Zoë Kravitz in a scene from "KIMI." (Warner Bros. Pictures via AP) 
  
10. K : A ea  be e   e -ca ed a de c e   a  e  
were made fast, loose and of-their-moment. This year, many filmmakers, 
maybe as a result of all that time shut-in, released inward-looking films. 
Often better were the ones that more directly dealt with the pandemic 
ea  a d . S e e  S de be  fleet-footed thriller starring Zoë 

Kravitz as an agoraphobic tech contractor deftly channeled the times into a 
riveting little pop gem. 
  
A : C a e  N . 6,  T , O e F e M ,  T e Ca ed a ,  
T e W a  K ,  Sa  O e ,  A  10 , G a  O : A K e  

O  M e ,  E  e C a ,  B e  a d A  
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20 D  P a  2022  B  F : 
G   T   E ,  W  
A   W  N  a  M  
By  
Kimberly Peirce, Lulu Wang, Judd Apatow, Laura Poitras, Claire 
Denis, Thomas Vinterberg, Alexander Payne, Edgar Wright, Cathy 
Yan, Audrey Diwan, Lena Dunham, Andrés Muschietti, Wes 
Anderson, Tony Gilroy, Guillermo del Toro, John Lee Hancock, Lee 
Daniels, Ramin Bahrani, Mary Harron, Karyn Kusama 

 

 
Warner Bros. Pictures/Netflix/Getty Images 

This year, society almost got back to normal, with some caveats, and we all went 
back to film festivals and theaters, thankful for the myriad features from some of the 
best filmmakers around. In the following 19 essays, directors offer praise and insight 
into their favorite films  the movies that moved them the most or ones they found 
just plain astonishing  of 2022. 

G   T   Ba  L a  E  a a . I  a   a   
it was experiential, peppered with details and perfectly observed mannerisms and 
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 ,   P   . A  B  a  Ba  a  E  
world shaking, transformative talent, his joy, his soul, his sadness  actor and 
director working in tandem to re-embrace and re-energize the power and danger that 
E  .  

W  A ,    a ,  N a  Ba ba  W  N ,  
: T   a    a  (a  a a -oriented) gigantic semi-

science fiction blockbuster-scale movie ever made. College professors lecture. 
Academics debate. Grocery shoppers dance in the aisles. A giant toxic cloud is an 

a  a ; b   a  ,  a a . T    a  a  
mysterious and poetic and wildly enter a .  

Ca  Ca  B   L a D a  a  Ma a S a  S  Sa ,  
 a  S a  a      a      Ha  

Weinstein through the lens of the women who reported the bombshell New York 
Times  a  a       a .  

Read on for essays from the likes of Judd Apatow, Edgar Wright and Claire Denis. 

4 

Jafar Panahi'  No Bear  b  La ra Poi ra  

 
Photo : Poitras: Joe Maher/Getty Images for BFI 

T  a  N  B a     a   a  : a  director 
goes to a rural village to remotely direct a fiction film about lovers escaping a country, 
who perhaps takes a photograph of young lovers in the village defying authority, and 
who perhaps himself is trying to escape. 

Director Jafar Panahi is currently incarcerated in Iran for making films. In 2010, 
Panahi was making a film set during the previous wave of demonstrations against the 



government, and was placed under a 20-year ban from filmmaking and put under 
house arrest. His response was the brillia  a  b  T  I  N  a F  
(2011), a film about an idea for a film, shot for less than $5,000, smuggled out of the 
country, and premiered at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival. After that act of cinematic 
resistance and still banned from filmmaking, Pa a   C  C a  (2013), 
Ta  T a  (2015), T  Fa  (2018), L  ( a    a  Y a    

E a  S ,   I b  ), a     a   
, N  B a  (2022). I a  N  B a  a  the world premiere at the Venice Film 

Festival, two months after Panahi was arrested when he protested the detention of 
his fellow Iranian filmmakers, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad. I could 
not stop crying. 

The most haunting scene in the film finds Panahi, the director, at night on a remote 
road along the border of Iran and Turkey as his filmmaking colleague urges him to 
cross the border, and Panahi looks down and steps back. 

In stepping back, Panahi stands in solidarity with the current protesters  many 
young women     a . 

Panahi is one of many filmmakers currently incarcerated for making cinema. The 
International Coalition for Filmmakers at Risk has more information about our 
colleagues around the world facing severe risk. 

Filmmaker Laura Poitras won an Oscar for her 2014 documentary Citi enfour,  and 
her latest doc feature, All the Beauty and the Bloodshed,  won the Golen Lion at the 
Venice Film Festival in September. 
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The 20 Best Movies of 2022 
(And where to find them.) 
Ty Burr 
 

 
 
EO  

  
In the 30-  D   I     10    

  , I        2022 
 one so hesitant, off-kilter, and out of whack. It seemed like nothing 

of lasting value came out at all during the first six months  other than 
the one about the laundromat lady who can jump parallel universes  
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          G ,   36-year-
      D  G .   , 

as it often does, with the fall festivals, but usually there are one or two 
movies around which critical consensus, audience favor, or both 

: D  M  C   , N    , 
  2019. I  2022,      , , 

even loved, but very few with the pop-culture mass momentum that 
distinguishes a landmark cinematic or social event. 
  
M   .         I   
and wrote about film not for an established media outlet but for my 
own publication, a project that freed me from the hamster wheel of a 
release calendar and the whims and deadlines of editors. Writing for 

             
workday, work week, work year, that in turn gives a spine and a 

           . B  
,        B   L   aside 

from hunting down movies I think you might want to see  consists 
   I   to eat lunch. 

 

 
 

 F  
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But maybe  and more likely         ,  
      .  -two punch of video 

on demand and COVID-19 continues to keep us indoors, at home, and 
away from the theater: While ticket sales bounced back further from 
the annus horribilis of 2020, total box office for the year is still only 

 60   2019  -pandemic $11.4 billion. More 
,       $6.8  n ticket sales came 

  :  G : M .  
  
Audiences are staying home and watching TV, and laptops, and iPads, 

 .       :  
 L ,  ,  H    D ,  D ,   

B .  A   ? A        -office Top 10 
 , ,  I  . (    , E  
 N ,     #11  #13 .) O    , 

       w the light of a projector 
: G  O ,     K  O ,      

seven days before Netflix yanked it to protect a Christmas week 
 . C , F        

theaters at the same time it went to VOD, where most people 
stumbled across it with surprise and delight. Three of the movies on 
my Top 20 list were Netflix premieres; almost all of the others can 
readily be found on one digital platform or another. With a handful of 
exceptions, a        -leader for its 
eventual surfacing on demand. 
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Yes, I have a Top 20 list this year  I did last year, too  along with a 
laundry list of runners- .  2022        
cohesion, it still had plenty of good movies, wherever you happened 
to find them. My aim with the Watch List is to point you to them and 
not just to the ten that make the traditional cut. Anyway, tradition is 
passé at the moment, and the movies as we have long known them  
two hours long, bigger than life, consumed as part of a crowd and with 
popcorn  continue to mutate on their way to something different. 
What will that something look like? Quite possibly like the blockbuster 

     : A :    .  I   
sequel, to be sure, but also a herculean technological upping of the 
ante in terms of what this thing we call film can show us and, indeed, 
what we want it to show us. (I guess this is my review; if 

so,    1/2.) 
  
I discuss it further below  ,      but let me note that 
J  C            
storyline and (slightly) more complex characters but with a vast and 
remarkable immersive there- ,    A :    

     -frame-       
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a joke. HFR  he i al chia c  f film i  he h  li e  l k 
f TV e , , a d a  e a , a d i  bee  he ki  f dea h i  

m ie  like Pe e  Jack  H bbi  il g   A g Lee  Bill  L  
Long Halftime Walk.  Came  ha  f d a a   e he i illi ic 
h e eali m f 3D HFR i  a a  ha  d e  di ac  b  i ead 
a gme  he d ama ic e e ie ce, a d he e l  feel like e e e 
step away from the holo-suits that will turn us all into those atrophied 
bl b  f m Wall-E.  
 

 
 
A a a : The Wa  f Wa e  

  
You may sense some ambivalence here. Did I enjoy the movie? You 
bet. Did it make me feel e led ab  he e e e headi g? Di . 
A a a : The Wa  f Wa e  i  g i g  be a ma i e hi , a d he ei  

lies my unease. Seeing it at the end of a long and uncertain year in 
film, I felt like I was watching two things unfold simultaneously: the 
future of cinema and the death of movies. Watch this space. 
  
T  B  T  20 F  f 2022,  a abe ca  de  
Af e  Ya g   The first great film I saw in 2022 at the second virtual 

Sundance Film Festival  hovered in the background of the rest of the 
year like the lingering smell of incense in a temple. Set a decade or 
three into the future, the second feature by the Korean-American 
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Man of pagan legend. That all of them are played by the same actor  
Rory Kinnear, given various makeovers, digital and otherwise  adds to 

    . M    ional horror-movie 
imagery but Garland is tapping a deeper and more disquieting well of 
unease that feels as ancient as human sacrifice and as modern as an 

        . (F    
Amazon, Apple TV, Google Play, YouTube, and elsewhere.) 

 
N  B a   Some people just have to make movies, as a need, as 

,  . F         I  J  ,  
once responded to a 20-year ban on making new movies by directing 

    N   F  (2011)     C   
a flash drive hidden in a cake. He has since made three other movies in 

    M   C   I  G ,  
latest of which is this heartsore multi-leveled narrative about a 
filmmaker named Jafar Panahi living in an Iranian border village while 
Zoom-directing a movie in a nearby Turkish town and becoming 
involved in a local scandal. In Panahi-land, love and humanity are 

         ; N  
B     ,  , d a terrible sadness. 
And prescience: In July of this year, Panahi was arrested and ordered 
to serve six years in prison. (In theaters Dec. 23.) 

 
N   G  O     J      

cohesive movie, but his third outing as writer-director is by far his 
most relaxed: A sci-fi horror western that shows an ambitious 
filmmaker at play in the fields of John Ford, Steven Spielberg, and M. 
Night Shyamalan. Everything in this genre mashup is viewed through 

    B  A  : I   D   C  
E      , D  K     
well, check the title. Kaluuya is in fine form as the strong, silent hero, 

 K         ,     
possibly carnivorous UFO careening out of the desert sky and sees 
dollar signs and an appearance on Oprah. From camerawork to editing 

 M  A   ,        
behind the controls of these storied movie conventions and telling his 
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The best movies of 2022: Here are John 
Beifuss' picks, from 'Nope' to 'The 
Fabelmans' 

John Beifuss 
  
The late Ray Bradbury, author of "The Martian Chronicles" and "Fahrenheit 
451," classified "Singin' in the Rain" as science fiction because the movie is 
about the impact of a scientific advance — in the case of the 1952 musical, 
the invention of the sound motion picture — on the people in the story, and 
on the workplace and society those people inhabit. 
  
By that broad definition, many of my choices in this year's "best films" list 
might qualify as science fiction, with filmmaking technology and 
computerized surveillance and data-sharing networks motivating the action 
and inspiring, exposing or victimizing the characters. 
  
Cameras, cellphones and data drives are crucial to these artworks, as the 
methods of production burn themselves into the content of the movie, like a 
strip of celluloid igniting from the heat of exposure in an old-school 
projector. Meanwhile, the iconography of a real-world pandemic — the 
masks, the vaccine needles, the social distancing — provides a motif for a 
few of the films, on the margins or even at the forefront of the frame. 
Traditionally a specialty of the science-fiction and horror genres, the 
calamity of plague is reduced to something ubiquitous and almost banal, yet 
spooky, like a fire hydrant decorated for Halloween. 
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The discovery of such connections is among the compensations for the 
stressful task of compiling a "best films of the year" list, which I approach 
each year with a mix of pleasure and anxiety. Pleasure, because I enjoy the 
challenge of diving deep into my major interest, the movies; anxiety, 
because I know I'm inadequate to an impossible task. 
  
The theater closures of the pandemic and the subsequent accelerated 
capitulations of the so-called studios to the streaming-platform strategies of 
their corporate overseers have disrupted traditional film distribution. 
Where once I pulled my "best" list from the finite roll call of movies that had 
screened at public venues in Memphis during the year, I now face a 
seemingly infinite number of candidates, thanks to the streaming services 
and websites that have as legitimate a claim to being an "exhibitor" of 
motion pictures as any brick-and-mortar cinema. 
  
 
  
Under these circumstances, it's absurd for any film critic or fan to pretend 
they have sampled even a smidgen of the year's potentially outstanding 
movies. Yet, certain films — as always — have emerged as festival darlings, 
critics' discoveries, Oscar front-runners and consensus favorites. I've tried 
to watch as many as I can, but I still have a lot to go. 
  
So, no matter what the headline says, let's call this a list of some of the 
year's outstanding films: 20 of the best, arranged by pairs into 10 
categories. Some are easy to find, some are not; all are worth the effort. 
  
Best movies of 2022:Southeastern film critics name 'Everything Everywhere All at Once' 
best movie of 2022 

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/12/everything-everywhere-all-at-once-southeastern-film-critics-association-best-film-of-2022/69720843007/
https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/movies/2022/12/12/everything-everywhere-all-at-once-southeastern-film-critics-association-best-film-of-2022/69720843007/


  
Now streaming:'Invaders' documentary showcases 'Black Panthers of Memphis' 

1. 'Nope' and 'No Bears' 
Filmmaking as personal and political expression is exemplified by these 
best-of-the-year candidates, operating at extremes of budget and 
availability ("Nope" cost $60 million and opened July 22 on 3,785 screens; 
shot sub rosa on a shoestring, "No Bears" played several festivals but has yet 
to earn a theatrical or streaming-service run in the U.S.). 
 

 
 
Making it three-for-three for writer-director Jordan Peele (his previous 
movies include "Get Out" and "Us"), "Nope" focuses on a brother and sister 
(Daniel Kaluuya and Keke Palmer) whose California ranch — a business 
that has provided horses for movies for generations, affirming Hollywood's 
indebtedness to Black talent — is menaced by an extraterrestrial visitor. 
Resembling a flying saucer, this canvas-sail-like organism provides a rich 
tapestry for Peele's trademark but in no ways tired (and in all ways 
entertaining) inquisitions into the contradictions and attractions of racist 
America and its seductive but untrustworthy entertainment industry. 
"No Bears," meanwhile, reveals a more grounded danger for its protagonist 
and a genuine danger for its maker — Iranian writer-director Jafar Panahi, 
in both cases. The fifth feature completed by the defiant Panahi since he was 
banned from filmmaking and placed under court-ordered "house arrest" in 
Iran for movies that represented "propaganda against the Islamic 
Republic," "No Bears" casts Panahi as himself, a director working in secret 
on a new project in a town near Turkey while risking exposure to the border 
police. The consequences are tragic, but much of the buildup is wry, even 
comedic — a laugh-to-keep-from-crying approach, characteristic of Panahi's 
recent work, that suggests Ernst Lubitsch and the Nazi mockery of "To Be or 
Not to Be" (1942). The theocracy has no sense of humor, however: In July, 

https://www.commercialappeal.com/story/entertainment/2022/12/06/invaders-documentary-black-panthers-of-memphis-nas-yo-gotti-craig-brewer/69683226007/


Panahi was again arrested, and is now serving a six-year prison sentence in 
Tehran. 
  

2. 'The Fabelmans' and 'Armageddon Time' 
Frequent overlaps, both expected (a kid's artistic passion is derided as a 
"hobby") and surprising (dads deliver speeches on the engineering merits of 
the triangle), connect these autobiographically inspired dramas about 
Jewish childhoods in America. 
Steven Spielberg's most frankly personal film, the exuberant "Fabelmans" 
reimagines the future wunderkind as a suburban kid named Sammy whose 
1952 baptism in the reflected light of a Cecil B. DeMille-choreographed 
train crash inspires a lifetime devotion to the mission of moviemaking. In a 
series of brilliantly engineered episodes that follow Sammy into young 
adulthood, Spielberg presents Sammy's movie camera as a security blanket, 
a defense mechanism, an escape hatch, an instrument of vengeance, a 
means of self-expression, and, devastatingly, a spy scope: The domestic-
suspense sequence in which the teenage Sammy (Gabriel LaBelle) discovers 
evidence of his mother's infidelity while editing seemingly innocent 
camping-trip footage owes more to Antonioni or De Palma than to John 
Ford (a Sammy hero who appears in spirit and finally in person — in the 
surprising person of director-turned-actor David Lynch, in fact). 
 

 
 
Beginning a generation later, in 1980, on the cusp of the election of Ronald 
Reagan, writer-director James Gray's "Armageddon Time" focuses on a 
sensitive, artistic sixth-grader with the Anglicized name of Paul Graff 
(Banks Repeta) who experiences anti-Semitic harassment; witnesses what 
we would now call the systemic racist disparagement of his Black best friend 
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